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T
here are many dimensions along which to

analyze the multiple programs which claim

to offer a defense against long-range missiles.

But surely one of the key elements is the sheer

cost. When a program requires many years of

development, production, installation, and op-

eration, the costs incurred at the beginning will

be misleadingly low as to the ultimate cost of

the system. As weapons systems have become

more sophisticated and more complicated, this

disparity between ultimate and immediate costs

has grown. But few, if any, military or other sys-

tems match the long-run nature of the commit-

ments involved in ballistic missile defense. In a

government budget system dominated by an-

nual cycles, the tendency to underestimate the

future cost implications of current commitments

is very strong.

In the interests of achieving a better

understanding of the true long-run cost implica-

tions of missile defense, Economists Allied for

Arms Control (ECAAR) has conducted a care-

ful study led by Richard F. Kaufman, with chap-

ters by Rodney W. Jones, William A. Cox, and

David Gold. We are privileged to have had such

a thorough analysis, which we now lay before

the public. After a careful study of the costs them-

selves, which could mount to the neighborhood

of one trillion dollars, the implications for the

Federal Budget and for the economy as a whole

are analyzed. The results are indeed sobering

and should (and, I hope, will) be central in the

debate as to whether or to what extent the na-

tion should embark on this huge commitment.

The word, “costs,” may conjure visions

of bookkeepers with green eye-shades and elicit

reactions such as, “when it comes to national

security, costs don’t matter.” But, of course, what

economists tell us is that costs always matter.

Something else has to be given up, and when

the magnitudes are those found in this study, a

lot has to be given up. It may be in terms of al-

ternative military systems which possibly could

yield more security; it may be in terms of eco-

nomic strength or health, both potent sources of

security of our system in military and non-mili-

tary terms; it may be in terms of increased de-

pendence on the rest of the world and on our

foreign trade, which may also increase our vul-

nerability.

The conservative and well-documented

approach to the estimation of the costs and the

care with which the links to other implications

are brought out will insure that this study will, or

at least should, play a major role in a needed

public debate on a policy which is developing in

a piecemeal fashion with little attention to long-

term consequences. We must make wise and

balanced decisions today, lest we find ourselves

in the future with severely limited choices.

PREFACE

by Kenneth J. Arrow
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I. ANALYSIS OF MILITARY COSTS

We have undertaken this analysis to

generate a reasonable assessment of the costs

— both acquisition and life cycle costs — of a

“layered” missile defense. Where relevant offi-

cial information on costs and schedules is pub-

licly available, we use it as a starting point, mak-

ing adjustments for technical uncertainty and

cost growth that reflects historical experience

with challenging weapon systems. Where offi-

cial information about the architecture and costs

of missile defense systems or components is

fragmentary or does not exist, we construct and

estimate the costs of plausible missile defense

architectures — in a layered system of systems

— that reflects the momentum of existing pro-

Executive Summary

B
allistic missile defense is technologically extremely challenging and efforts to

solve the technical challenges, including those of evolving countermeasures, are

inevitably laden with uncertainty and, therefore, are expensive. The Bush

administration’s interest in building a comprehensive, or “layered,” missile defense

system could lead to extraordinary defense budget costs over the next twenty to thirty

years. The projected costs of all the layers and components of a layered missile defense

are seldom in public view, and never all at one time. Moreover, the projected future costs

over the plausible life cycles of missile defense systems are rarely examined and poorly

understood by key decision makers, at least outside the missile defense realm itself.

Presentations of the technical and cost issues needed for congressional accountability

frequently conceal more than they reveal. Assessments of the likely cost of missile

defense architectures that are intelligible to the public as a whole hardly exist.

Most cost estimates of weapons sys-

tems prepared for Congress reflect relatively

short periods and tend to emphasize develop-

ment and acquisition costs, but often do not

project operations and support costs, and rarely

make such projections in realistic terms — as

we typically see retrospectively. It is true, to be

sure, that any projection of future costs — es-

pecially of weapons systems that involve major

technological challenges and high technical risk

– cannot be done precisely. But the effort should

be made in order to properly inform decision-

makers so that they can make rational choices,

including choices that take the long-term impact

of operations and support costs into account.
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grams and also covers other technology areas

of interest to the administration.

The illustrative missile defense “system

of systems” postulated in this analysis incorpo-

rates boost-phase, midcourse, and terminal de-

fenses both in and around the United States and

overseas. Taken together, the layers and com-

Readers who have seen estimates of

missile defense cost provided by the Defense

Department to Congress, or those prepared by

the Congressional Budget Office from DoD in-

formation in response to Congressional inquir-

ies, will recognize that the figures compiled in

this report are considerably higher even than

those published in recent CBO estimates. There

are several reasons why the dollar estimates

here are higher.

First, this report draws on the state-

ments of the Bush administration to illustrate

what a layered missile defense system might

look like, and to project the cumulative costs of

the full system. No publicly available DoD re-

port or CBO study depicts all the elements of

such a system, or estimates the cumulative cost

of the various interceptor layers.

Second, this report sums and displays

not only the acquisition costs but estimates the

full life cycle costs of each illustrative layer, and

the illustrated system of systems. Most policy

community members are accustomed to receiv-

ing and evaluating only the acquisition costs —

like the price sticker on a new car.1 But knowing

the costs of operating and maintaining missile

defense — the full cost of ownership — should

be a part of the evaluation.

Third, the estimates provided here ex-

ceed those published by the CBO on the same

systems because this analysis posits larger sys-

tem configurations in some cases (e.g., larger

SBL satellite constellations), assumes, in some

cases, higher technical challenges and longer

delays with correspondingly higher component

costs than officially acknowledged (e.g., in the

feasibility of using existing AEGIS naval plat-

forms for strategic and boost-phase interceptor

The likely future cost of layered missile

defense would be between $800 billion and

$1.2 trillion.

ponents of this system of systems undoubtedly

represent ambitious objectives, but are by no

means as ambitious as those conceived in Presi-

dent Reagan’s SDI, and probably fall short of

the vision of the most zealous BMD planners

today.

Our cost estimates are expressed in

constant 2003 dollars in ranges, usually with Low

and High Estimates that allow for prospective

choices of thinner and slightly thicker missile

defense architectures and deployment options.

Various combinations of deployment options

might be deemed feasible but the exact configu-

rations cannot, for obvious reasons, be forecast

clearly at this time. We do not attempt to predict

which missile defense systems will be built. In-

stead, we attempt to show how much each of

the missile defense systems under consideration

would cost if they were built to reasonable stan-

dards of effectiveness.

______________
1 In its latest 2002 figures on missile defense, for example, the CBO provided estimates of annual operating and support

costs as memoranda, but emphasized just the acquisition costs in its bottom line summary figures. CBO did not com-
pute and summarize the net costs including cumulative operating and support costs over the expected life of each
system for which it provided an acquisition cost estimate. To be sure, the CBO had a set of questions from Congress to
answer and undoubtedly answered those questions directly within the same terms of reference. The present report,
however, seeks to go further. For additional information and citation of the CBO 2002 report, see Section I. Basic
Approach of This Report, below.
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systems), and generally uses higher cost growth

assumptions than CBO.

Fourth, this analysis estimates the cost

of ground-based boost-phase systems on for-

eign soil and of limited terminal defenses around

the United States that could be considered logi-

cal requirements in the event a full-scale lay-

ered missile defense is constructed.

The authors of this report recognize that

independent estimates will not be accorded the

same authority as official estimates. Neverthe-

less, these estimates fill gaps in the public record

on costs that undoubtedly would be incurred

downstream by deploying and maintaining a lay-

ered ballistic missile defense system. In any

case, the independent figures offered here pro-

vide a baseline for critical discussion. Hopefully,

they will encourage the preparation of revised

and additional official estimates that provide a

more realistic guide to the expected overall costs

of a comprehensive missile defense program.

Assuming the illustrative layered missile

defense architecture and schedules described

in this study (see below, for the individual sys-

tems and layers), our basic findings are that:

1. Merely the acquisition costs,2 plus op-

erations costs just through 2015 (when

applicable), of the postulated layered

missile defense system would range, on

the Low Estimate side, between $509

and $532 billion, and on the High Estimate

side, between $776 and $807 billion.

2. Once longer term operations and sup-

port costs are added to acquisition costs

to give a picture of the total life cycle

costs for each missile defense system

in the overall system, we find that the

likely future cost of layered missile de-

fense would be, on the Low Estimate

side, between $785 billion and $825 bil-

lion dollars at least, and on the High

Estimate side, between $1.1 trillion and

$1.2 trillion.

A breakdown of the layered missile de-

fense structure that is assumed as the basis for

our cost estimates, and the bottom line of the

estimates of the acquisition and total life cycle

costs of each system, follows:

Ground based, midcourse NMD system

We assume that either a two-site or

three-site ground-based, midcourse NMD sys-

tem could be built, using essentially the same

technologies that were under development dur-

ing the Clinton administration, with Low and High

estimates for each configuration.

We project that the total likely acquisi-

tion costs for the two-site option, plus operations

costs through 2015, would fall in a range be-

tween $76 billion and $110 billion dollars. Ac-

quisition costs of the three-site option, plus op-

erations through 2015, could cost between and

$90 billion and $123 billion.

Total life cycle costs for the two-site sys-

tem would range from $120 billion to $161 bil-

lion, and for the three-site system would range

from $142 billion to $181 billion.

Sea based adjuncts to a ground-

based, midcourse NMD system

Our estimates build on the limited Navy

illustrations of the “Missile Trap” and the “Stra-

tegic Defense” architectures discussed in the

______________
2 Since most of the missile defense systems would not be fully deployed much before 2015, we also include, where

applicable, operations costs through 2015 in this summary number of acquisition costs. Acquisition costs include re-
search, development and testing costs, together with military site construction and production costs of the weapon
system, sensors, other hardware, and software. Operations and support costs are the costs to operate and maintain the
systems after they are deployed, including operations and support of partial and phased deployments. Operating costs
include the costs of personnel, site utilities, fuel, re-provisioning of ships and aircraft, equipment repair and replace-
ment, etc.
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unclassified Summary of a presentation to Con-

gress.3

We estimate that acquisition (and op-

erations through 2015) of the illustrative “Mis-

sile Trap” system would actually cost at least

$27 billion to $31 billion, and that this system

would command a life cycle cost of $52 billion

to $58 billion.

Acquisition and operations of the

heavier “Strategic Defense” system through

2015, according to our estimates, would cost

between $37 billion and $49 billion, while total

life cycle costs for this system would rise to from

$70 to $95 billion.

Space based laser (boost-phase)

missile defense system

We assume that a credible space-based

laser missile defense system would require con-

stellations of either 48 or 72 satellites, as the

basis for its cost estimates.

We estimate that acquisition of the 48

and 72 satellite constellations, respectively,

would cost $128 billion and $195 billion.

Total life cycle costs for these constel-

lations would be $310 billion and $423 billion

respectively.

Space Based Kinetic Boost Phase

Missile Defense System

We believe that the life cycle costs of a

space based kinetic missile defense system,

similar to the “brilliant pebbles” system, would

cost about $69.9 billion.

Ground Based Boost-Phase Missile

Defense System

This conceptual missile defense layer

would depend on foreign countries to host US

deployment of land-based, boost-phase inter-

ceptors, a construct endorsed by a number of

senior US defense experts and also by Russian

Federation President Putin in 2000. Develop-

ment work on such a system has not yet been

announced or conducted. We have developed

an illustrative architecture, with four-site and

eight-site configurations located in Russia or

Central Asia, representing the low and high es-

timates as a range.

Our estimates for acquisition costs (and

operations through 2015) of the four-site and

eight-site systems, respectively, are $22.5 bil-

lion and $30.1 billion.

Total life cycles costs for these two con-

figurations probably would run about $28 billion

and $41.8 billion. These figures do not include

the likely cost to obtain, protect, or secure for-

eign bases overseas where land-based boost-

phase systems might be located.

Sea Based Boost-Phase Missile

Defense System

This conceptual missile defense layer

would not depend on foreign countries for de-

ployment but today is still only a concept that

has yet to be developed and demonstrated. The

Bush administration has expressed interest in

accelerated development of such a capability,

however, probably using AEGIS ships and sub-

stituting this for the former Navy Area Defense

(NAD) program. We again offers an illustrative

architecture for a boost-phase system with ei-

ther five or seven patrol areas, relying not on

AEGIS but rather on converted cargo ships —

as proposed by some non-government experts.

We find that the acquisition costs (plus

operating costs through 2015) for such sea

based boost-phase systems would greatly ex-

ceed the costs of ground-based systems with

the same objectives, and would be on the order

______________
3 See Ballistic Missile Defense Organization and Department of the Navy, Naval National Missile Defense: A Potential

Expansion of the Land-Based NMD Architecture to Extend Protection - Executive Summary (U), Unclassified (Washing-
ton, D.C.: Department of Defense, December 8, 2000).
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of $61.4 billion and $71 billion, for five and seven

patrol area configurations respectively.

The total life cycles costs for this sys-

tem probably would be at least $66.8 billion and

$77.5 billion respectively.

Airborne Laser Boost-Phase Missile

Defense System

This program is expected to provide

seven Boeing 747 aircraft with lasers on board

for rapid deployment anywhere in the world. The

Bush administration has given this program new

impetus, aiming to upgrade it from its original

theater missile defense (TMD) objective to pro-

vide a strategic intercept capability as well as to

expedite testing and initial deployment.

Our estimate, based on the most re-

cently adjusted administration figures and de-

layed schedules, is that the acquisition cost (plus

operations through 2015) for this system will be

about $11.2 billion dollars.

 The total life cycle costs of the seven

aircraft laser fleet would easily reach $19.3 bil-

lion, and these estimated costs do not include

other operating costs for fighter aircraft protec-

tion in foreign airspace or the indirect costs of

diverting other air capabilities from their custom-

ary missions.

Coastal Terminal Missile Defense

System

The Bush administration has empha-

sized terminal missile defense rhetorically, but

has not clarified whether it wishes to use this

capability for national missile defense (defense

of the homeland) or only for theater missile de-

fense overseas. We assume that the intent in-

cludes homeland defense, and we construct an

illustrative architecture covering the US coast-

lines, but not the entire territory of the United

States. This illustration relies on naval and land-

based theater missile defense (TMD) systems

that have been developed or are under active

development by the United States, and postu-

lates two terminal missile defense capability lev-

els of increasing thickness, from “light” to “me-

dium”.

We believe the acquisition costs for the

light and medium level capabilities for coastline

terminal defense would cost, respectively, $91.6

billion and $148.1 billion.

Our estimates of the total life cycle costs

for this coastline terminal defense system are

$100.1 billion and $167 billion, respectively.

Overseas US Terminal Missile Defense

Systems

The rationale for the TMD systems that

have been under development by the US Army

and Navy has been keyed to overseas power

projection, by augmenting the US capacity to de-

fend its forces and those of allies in distant loca-

tions. Thus, estimating the costs of this category

of missile defenses means adding up the sunk

and prospective costs of the Army and Navy

TMD programs — PAC-3, THAAD, NAD, and

NTW. Larger acquisition goals (e.g., increasing

the number of combat units, missiles, and sen-

sors, or AEGIS ships) could cause these num-

bers to rise.

We estimate that the acquisition costs

of these overseas “terminal defense systems”

in the numbers currently planned will be about

$80 billion.

We expect the total life cycle costs of

these TMD systems, in the numbers currently

planned, to be about $108.2 billion.
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II. ECONOMIC AND BUDGETARY IMPLICATIONS

schedules can be delayed and decisions can be

made to defer or not build some components.

The United States probably can afford

to spend a trillion dollars or more over 33 years

for ballistic missile defenses. However, this mili-

tary program does not exist in a vacuum. Even

with its enormous resources, the United States

cannot afford everything.  We must make

choices, and this review makes it clear that a

serious program of layered ballistic missile de-

fenses will involve large opportunity costs over

many years.

If the military budget were not increased

to cover spending on BMD, then BMD would

displace nearly 6% of other defense spending

by 2005 and more than 12% from 2007 through

2011 before tapering down gradually as a share

of defense spending. It would continue to take

more than $50 billion each year (in 2003 dol-

lars) through 2015 (although a declining percent-

age of a growing defense budget) and between

$25 billion and $35 billion per year through 2022

before reaching a long-term operating budget

of about $22 billion per year. This would come

at the expense of other military technology de-

velopment, procurement and operations. If

spending rises more slowly at first, and deploy-

ment dates are pushed back, then spending

would not decline after 2015 but would continue

rising steeply, as deployment of ground, sea and

air-based systems coincides with high spend-

ing on production and deployment of space

based BMD systems.

Military transformation is underway, with

new organizational forms, new technologies,

new equipment and new roles for individuals.

Most transformation goals will require substan-

tial budgetary resources for research into new

technologies, extensive re-training, and re-

equipping. The schedule for missile defense

spending planned for the next several years will

There is no direct evidence on the size and

distribution of gains from a missile defense

program. Evidence from large military pro-

grams in the past indicates that gains are

smaller than projected, and are spread across

a narrow range of activities and locations.

very rapidly over the next several years, reach-

ing perhaps $25 billion in 2005 and $50 billion

by 2007. (All years refer to fiscal years unless

specified.)

If spending is increased more slowly

than indicated above, then deployment of at least

some components of a layered shield is likely to

be delayed.  If spending rises, for example, only

to $12 billion by 2005, and, say, $25 billion in

2009, and if it does not reach $50 billion until

2013, then deployment of major components of

the ground, sea and air-based systems prob-

ably would slip to 2020 or beyond.  Of course,

total spending could be reduced if some com-

ponents of the layered system we examine are

set aside or scaled back.  Although we base our

analysis of the economic and budgetary conse-

quences on the ambitious 2015 deployment

schedule for most systems, we recognize that

If a goal of full deployment of ground,

sea and air-based systems by 2015 is to be met,

half of the costs — about $500 billion — could

be incurred in the next 13 years, 2003 through

2015, inclusive. (Space-based laser defenses

would be deployed later — by 2025.) Under this

demanding schedule, spending must increase
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inevitably compete with and divert resources

needed for the broader goals of military trans-

formation.

If BMD were to be financed by curtail-

ing outlays for non-defense discretionary pro-

grams, it would force cuts rising from nearly 6%

of this spending in 2005 to 11% or more from

2007 through 2011 before subsiding somewhat.

The non-defense discretionary sector of the bud-

get, however, finances many federal agencies

associated with homeland defense. Because

these functions are receiving greater priority in

light of concern about terrorism, the brunt of

spending cuts would fall much more heavily on

non-defense discretionary programs not deemed

critical to homeland defense and not protected

by powerful interests.

President Bush’s 2003-07 budget re-

quest for program areas like community and re-

gional development, the environment, job train-

ing, social services and housing assistance

would barely keep pace with inflation and in

some cases would not do so. If Congress ac-

cedes to this request, these programs will be

starved for funds. If subjected to such a budget

squeeze over a longer term, these functions

would be pushed ever more onto the states and

local governments and/or would become heavily

dependent on private charity or simply would

become neglected.

The non-defense discretionary sector of

the federal budget finances most federal civil-

ian investment in physical infrastructure and

human capital. Nearly half of non-defense dis-

cretionary spending goes to such investments.

Financing BMD by cutting non-defense discre-

tionary programs is likely to reduce federal in-

vestment in education and training, civilian re-

search and technology development, health and

physical infrastructure at a cost to future pro-

ductivity in the civilian economy. If BMD were to

be financed by curtailing outlays for non-defense

discretionary programs, it would displace

amounts rising from 5.6% of this spending in

2005 to 10% or more for six years from 2007

through 2013, inclusive, before tapering down.

It would continue to displace more than 5% of

those outlays through 2020.

If funding for what one might regard as

vulnerable discretionary budget categories, such

as community and regional development, natu-

ral resources and the environment, job training,

social services, housing assistance, and other

income security programs were to be squeezed

to finance BMD, it could displace 11% of those

outlays by 2005 and 20% or more for nine years

from 2007 through 2015, inclusive, before sub-

siding gradually. These cuts would be in addi-

tion to any that might be made in the process of

reallocating funds to other sectors of the mili-

tary or other aspects of homeland defense.

The projected rise in spending for BMD

as system deployment accelerates in 2007 and

after would coincide directly with a steep rise in

entitlement spending for the elderly. For the next

several years the combined Social Security and

Medicare Hospitalization Trust Funds will col-

lect over $100 billion per year more than they

disburse and will lend this money to the Trea-

sury.  The combined surpluses of the trust funds

are projected to begin declining in 2009, how-

ever, and to drop by an average of about $18

billion per year through 2015. When the sur-

pluses of these programs decline, this source of

revenue for other purposes will dry up, forcing

other funds to be found to replace them.

Trust-fund surpluses would turn to defi-

cits in about 2017, and these deficits would in-

crease by amounts averaging some $50 billion

per year through 2020 and more thereafter.

Hence, demands for cash over and above ear-

marked tax receipts for Social Security and Medi-

care would swell by such amounts each year

and have to be met by cutting benefits or other

federal spending, raising revenues and/or bor-

rowing more in bond markets. Some people sug-
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gest that the Social Security problems can be

solved by switching to private accounts invested

partly in corporate stocks. Whether or not that is

a good idea, any transition to individual accounts

would greatly worsen the federal budget outlook

for at least two decades.

This analysis does not suggest that a

commitment to BMD alone would require cut-

backs in Social Security or Medicare. It would,

however, be a significant element contributing

to a very tight budget environment in which

changes in these programs will be made. As the

period of BMD’s phase-in stretches onward, the

demands of Social Security and Medicare are

likely to create desperately tight budgets year in

and year out. If spending for BMD systems rises

more slowly than assumed by the ambitious

deployment dates, and there reaches its peak

beyond 2015, spending would collide even more

directly with the impending financial crisis in old-

age entitlement programs.

If BMD were to be financed through tax

increases, it is unlikely to be by raising payroll

and other taxes earmarked for social-insurance

or by raising estate taxes, customs duties or user

fees. In other words, individual and corporate

income taxes would have to be increased. A

boost in receipts from those sources of 2% by

2005 and 3% to nearly 4% from 2006 through

2015 would be required. This would be equiva-

lent to a boost in marginal tax rates on the two

highest personal income tax brackets by about

one percentage point or by a larger increase in

the corporate rate or by more modest increases

in both. Boosts in excises like the gasoline tax

could play a significant role.

The Bush administration has taken the

position that the importance of fiscal surpluses

is subordinate to the needs of the military and of

“homeland defense” and that taxes should be

cut, not increased. If the President cannot ob-

tain large cuts in nonmilitary spending, it seems

likely that BMD would be financed by borrow-

ing. Debt financing would draw the funds from

capital markets, slightly raising interest rates and

reducing investment in the private economy or

drawing in more investment from abroad. It

would increase the interest-payment wedge of

federal outlays in the future, putting an additional

squeeze on other spending programs and addi-

tional upward pressure on tax rates.

Heavy spending for missile defense sys-

tems that have yet to be proven effective, along

with spending for other questionable weapons

systems, has already made it more difficult to

improve national security in areas such as

nuclear proliferation, airport security, and the

policing of the coastline, harbors, and coastal

rivers.

It has become traditional for proponents

of large military projects to project substantial

economic benefits in terms of employment and

income. There is no direct evidence on the size

and distribution of gains from a missile defense

program. Evidence from other large military pro-

grams in the past indicates that such gains tend

to be smaller than projected, and tend to be

spread across a relatively narrow range of eco-

nomic activities and physical locations. This is

likely to be the case with missile defense which

is less labor intensive than other government

programs and which will involve extensive ac-

tivities in a relatively few states.
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Our cost analysis differs in several ways

from what others have done with regard to mis-

sile defense, and it differs from the way the costs

of other military programs have been analyzed.

First, we examine all the systems that logically

could go into what the Administration refers to

as a layered ballistic missile defense. These in-

clude systems for which there is only a partial

indication of the likely architecture and about

which official cost figures or related information

is scanty at best.

Second, in making our estimates we

found it necessary to modify or enlarge the con-

figurations of some of the systems for which

there is some published information. This was

done in cases where we concluded that the sys-

tems described in official sources could not per-

form their intended missions. For example, we

believe that a robust sea-based mid-course sys-

tem will require additional dedicated Aegis ships,

rather than only those in the existing fleet, and

that those drawn from the existing fleet would

require extensive modifications. We also con-

clude that larger, faster interceptor missiles will

be required for some systems, and that larger

Introduction

constellations of satellites would be required for

the Space Based Laser boost-phase system.

In addition to the costs of acquiring the

systems, we also calculate the long-term costs

of ownership, sometimes referred to as life cycle

costs. This requires estimates of the annual costs

to operate and support the systems for their ex-

pected lives. The expected life of most systems

is 20 years.

It will take many years to build the lay-

ered ballistic missile defense envisioned by the

Administration. To array the outlays over time,

we took as a starting point the assumptions in

the January 2002 missile defense report of the

Congressional Budget Office. CBO assumed

that the acquisition and post deployment opera-

tional testing for the ground based and sea-

based midcourse systems will be completed in

2015, and that the space based laser system

will not reach this stage until 2025. In our analy-

sis, we assume that land, sea, and air based

systems are completed by 2015, and that the

space based laser is completed in 2025. How-

ever, we also discuss the possibility that some

of the systems will be completed later than 2015

T
his report is the result of a concerted effort to estimate the full costs of a layered

ballistic missile defense and to assess the budgetary and economic implications of

building it. Many tens of  billions of dollars have already been spent on developing

missile defenses, going back to the early years of the Cold War, and much more will be

spent. But how much more and what will be the consequences?
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and that there will be a slower rate of increase

of expenditures.

Ballistic missile defense systems are

categorized according to the phase of the tra-

jectory of offensive missiles that they are in-

tended to intercept. BMD systems are therefore

labeled boost phase, mid-course phase, or ter-

Thus, we conclude, as have others, that the

administration would not build both the ground

based and that the stand-alone sea based mid-

course systems. But we believe it is likely that

both a ground based system and an adjunct sea

based system will be built. We also believe that

the administration will go forward with some ver-

sion of each of the boost-phase systems exam-

ined in our report.

It needs to be emphasized that we do

not conclude that BMD will be effective in fully

protecting military assets, let alone urban popu-

lations, against a missile attack even if all the

systems under consideration are built. An im-

penetrable shield against weapons of mass de-

struction, has not been devised despite past and

present efforts and doubts remain as to whether

it will ever be possible to reach this goal. We are

used to solving problems requiring new technol-

ogy in the military area and t,here have been

significant technological gains in the search for

an effective missile defense. Unfortunately, the

technology of penetrating missile defenses is

also moving forward and these advances add

to the uncertainties of missile defense. Ques-

tions about the effectiveness of the various sys-

tems are noted throughout this report. The costs

and the accelerated pace of the Ballistic Missile

Defense program should be viewed from that

perspective.

The full costs of a layered missile de-

fense, as should be expected, are enormous.

BMD will be perhaps the first trillion dollar de-

fense program. Given the analytical approach

we employ, one might ask whether other major

weapons system would prove to be as expen-

sive if their costs were calculated in the same

way, including 20 years of operations and sup-

port costs. It is our view that other weapons pro-

grams should also be examined in the context

of their full costs including the long term costs of

ownership. Government officials and the gen-

eral public should have this kind of information.

Our cost estimates are based on all systems

that logically could be included in a layered

BMD, based on easily foreseeable technolo-

gies and in accordance with the stated inten-

tions and goals of the administration.

minal phase defenses. We examine the mid-

course defenses first because they are furthest

along in their development and the experiences

and costs of the development, testing and ac-

quisition of those systems contain lessons that

may have a bearing on what to expect of other

types of systems.

Our cost estimates are based on all the

systems that logically could be included in a lay-

ered BMD, based on easily foreseeable tech-

nologies and in accordance with the stated in-

tentions and goals of the administration. We do

not predict that each of the systems we exam-

ine will actually be built. But we believe either

that the administration intends to build them or

that it would be necessary to build them in order

to improve the chances that the overall program

will be effective. Our estimates are intended to

show how much it will cost if the systems we

examine are, in fact, built.

We have been careful to avoid double

counting of assets or equipment that can be used

for complementary purposes, or to include in our

totals the costs of inherently alternative systems.
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Indeed, objective estimates of the full costs need

to be known to make intelligent decisions about

any military program.

But the full costs of individual major

weapons systems are not comparable to a lay-

ered ballistic missile defense. The reason is that

BMD is not a single weapons system or even a

new generation of a class of weapons systems.

BMD is a vast complex of weapons systems de-

signed to have global reach, similar to major

components of the structure of forces such as

army ground forces, naval warships, and stra-

tegic offensive forces. It includes large numbers

of missiles, ships, aircraft, space satellites, ra-

dar and other monitoring, detection and inter-

ception activities. It is aptly called a layered pro-

gram because, in addition to the complexity of

its configuration, it represents a new layer in the

structure of forces.

The extraordinary costs raise questions

about the consequences for the Federal budget

and the economy not usually associated with

individual military programs. The issues are not

just about affordability but are also about seri-

ous tradeoffs against other crucial priorities. De-

pending on how spending for BMD is financed,

significant portions of other defense spending

could be displaced over the next 20 years, or

non-defense discretionary programs could face

significant reductions. In the case of the more

vulnerable domestic programs, the effects could

be very serious. It would be possible to finance

BMD through tax increases, but this seems un-

likely under the present Administration. If this

remains so, and non-defense programs are not

substantially reduced, missile defense will be fi-

nanced through borrowing. Our report shows

that the effects of borrowing on capital markets

could have widespread negative effects on the

economy.

It could be argued that certain economic

benefits would result from BMD spending by way

of increased employment and income. Past ex-

perience with spending for weapons systems

shows that such gains are modest and distrib-

uted among a narrow range of interests. Finally,

the report examines some of the possible alter-

native uses of future missile defense expendi-

tures. We find that if some of the planned ex-

penditures were reallocated elsewhere it would

be possible to more effectively address some of

the same threats.
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C H A P T E R   1

Costs of Layered
U.S. Ballistic Missile Defense1

Efforts to devise a missile shield have

risen and fallen as a strategic defense priority

several times since World War Two. The unfa-

vorable cost-exchange ratio of interceptors

against strategic missiles, coupled with the

stimulus they imparted to the strategic arms

buildup, led President Nixon to enter into the

ABM Treaty with the Soviet Union in 1972, in

the midst of the Cold War. The Treaty severely

restricted the scale of U.S. and Soviet ABM de-

ployment and thus reduced the influence of one

type of strategic offensive arms competition.

Missile defense regained prominence in

1983 with President Reagan’s Strategic Defense

Initiative (SDI), due to excessive optimism that

new, non-nuclear missile interceptor technolo-

gies could provide a virtually impenetrable shield

against strategic nuclear attack. Interest in mis-

sile defense fell off after the weakening and sub-

sequent demise of the Soviet Union and after

the promoted new SDI technologies failed to ma-

terialize. But a goal of more limited missile de-

fense objectives against unauthorized or acci-

dental nuclear attack was pursued under the first

President Bush from 1988-92. Missile defense

goals initially receded further under President

Clinton, but recovered to some degree when his

administration pursued overseas theater missile

defense (TMD) and then a limited, ground-based

National Missile Defense (NMD).

B
allistic missile defense missions are inherently difficult. Targeting and shooting

down fast-flying ballistic missiles and their warheads takes prodigiously complex

technologies. Interceptor systems developed and built to perform those missions gener-

ally entail huge budgetary costs. The more ambitious the mission — as would be the

case for a highly effective, comprehensive defense of the United States, its allies, and

forward-based forces against surprise attack by strategic and shorter-range ballistic and

cruise missiles — the higher the costs will escalate. Even attempting to meet that goal

imperfectly is bound to be enormously expensive.

______________
1  This chapter was written by Rodney W. Jones and Richard F. Kaufman.
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Congress exerted a growing influence

of its own in strategic missile defense, especially

after 1994. New evidence of long-range missile

capabilities in the hands of hostile developing

countries resulting from broader missile prolif-

eration struck a high note of concern with a North

Korean missile test in early 1998. The current

pursued by various other means, including dip-

lomatic negotiations, arms control agreements,

threat reduction initiatives, export controls, sanc-

tions against illicit exports and inducements to

subscribe to restrictions on acquiring nuclear and

missile capabilities. Moreover, neutralizing offen-

sive missile threats has relied on deterrence

based on retaliatory instruments, and on ad-

vanced conventional interdiction capabilities,

and the credible threat of their use. While there

is no shortage of US retaliatory and interdiction

instruments today, improving those that exist —

for example, by modernizing offensive capabili-

ties — is likely to be far less costly than building

reliable missile defenses, especially against

long-range or strategic missiles. Finally, US mili-

tary planning against rogue state threats gener-

ally includes the option of preemption of hostile

strategic missiles before they can be launched.

How much it would cost to build a lay-

ered ballistic missile defense system cannot be

projected precisely. This is due, in part, to lack

of knowledge about which programs the Admin-

istration will decide to build. There is also un-

certainty about the effectiveness of unproved

missile defense technology against evolving

threats, and restrictions on public access to in-

formation about developing military technology.

Even where such technology has been devel-

oped, public information is limited by proprietary

restrictions on the dissemination of industrial

production costs. Rough order of magnitude

estimates can nevertheless be pieced together.

In some cases, estimates can be drawn from

reporting information supplied to Congress and

its research organizations regarding actual mis-

sile defense development programs. Assess-

ments that rely on information supplied to Con-

gress may also be refined, in some cases, by

drawing on experience with past weapons pro-

gram experience and inferring how they may

apply to the architectural options that are being

explored today.

The Bush missile defense architecture is

likely to consist of: the ground based,

midcourse intercept system, a sea based,

midcourse intercept system, boost-phase

systems including space based, air based,

ground based and sea based components,

and terminal U.S. and theater defenses.

Bush administration came to office determined

to pursue a more energetic, comprehensive ap-

proach to ballistic missile defense. President

Bush made it clear that he intended to set the

ABM Treaty aside, giving notice of US withdrawal

in December 2001. Formal withdrawal took place

six months later on June 13, 2002.

Since President George Bush has com-

mitted the administration to building a layered

ballistic missile defense system with ambitious

goals, it is important to have at least a rough

idea of how attainable such a system is and, if

technically attainable, how much it would cost.

Public evaluation of such a system must weigh

not only the affordability and cost-effectiveness

of such a system against known and projected

offensive missile threats, but also compare that

figure with the costs of achieving the same ob-

jectives by other means.

Negating offensive missile threats

against the United States and its allies is also
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Ballistic missile defense programs are

not novelties. Research has been pursued in this

area for at least half a century, and limited BMD

systems have been deployed. The Soviet Union

installed the Galosh nuclear-tipped strategic anti-

ballistic missile (ABM) system surrounding Mos-

cow in the 1960s. The Galosh system was sub-

sequently improved in the 1980s, although its

operational status became uncertain after the

breakup of the Soviet Union. Under the Nixon

administration, the US briefly deployed and then

deactivated a similarly nuclear-tipped ABM sys-

tem known as Safeguard in the early 1970s.

Many fundamentals of physical analysis from

that time remain relevant to more recent con-

cepts of terrestrially based BMD.2

While technical capabilities of BMD

have changed over time, and even since the

Cold War when they were evaluated mainly in

the framework of the stability of the US-Soviet

strategic balance, many of the technical issues

of achieving reliable interception in the face of

offensive penetration measures still pertain.

Since the end of the Cold War, the proliferation

of long-range ballistic missile and mass destruc-

tion warhead capabilities has increased the num-

ber of actors capable of producing ballistic mis-

siles and thus expanded the geographical scope

of offensive missile threats. At the same time —

as a consequence of successfully implement-

ing the START Treaty and economic difficulties

in Russia— the total magnitude of such threats

has been reduced by deep reductions in former

Soviet strategic offensive arms.

To estimate the cost of the layered BMD

system that the Bush administration promises,

some assumptions must be made about the

planned architecture. The Bush administration

has not clarified its approach to BMD architec-

ture to date. It has affirmed, however, that it in-

tends to provide a layered BMD system that pro-

tects the United States, US allies, and US and

allied forces abroad. The Bush missile defense

architecture is likely to consist, at a minimum, of

the following components and features: The

ground based, midcourse intercept system, a

sea based, midcourse intercept system, boost-

phase systems including space based, air

based, ground based and sea based compo-

nents, and terminal U.S. and theater defenses.3

In the summer of 2002, the Bush ad-

ministration indicated that it intended to pursue

boost-phase intercept technologies aggressively,

both in the field of space-based lasers and in

naval programs. In the latter, the intent is to

modify or adapt the Navy Theater Wide (NTW)

midcourse kinetic interceptor technology to have

the option to perform boost-phase functions

against certain classes of threat missile, possi-

bly including contingency options before the

middle of the decade.4

 President Bush announced on Decem-

ber 13, 2001, his intention to withdraw the United

States from the ABM Treaty, and formal US with-

drawal from the treaty took place on June 13,

2002. Withdrawal from this treaty removes cer-

______________
2  A key difference is that designs for both US and Soviet ABM systems in the 1960s and 1970s relied on nuclear warheads

as the interceptors’ kill vehicles. The Russian system from that era remains nuclear-tipped. Current US programs for
missile defense interceptor kill vehicles generally rely on non-nuclear principles. During the Reagan administration, a
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) concept advocated by Edward Teller would attempt to use a nuclear explosive-pumped
laser as the kill mechanism of the interceptor. This remained a paper concept as successive administrations focused on
non-nuclear explosive principles. Some interest in studying once again the utility of nuclear-tipped interceptors has
emerged, however, in the current administration.

3  See Robert Wall, “Missile Defense’s New Look to Emerge this Summer,” Aviation Week and Space Technology, March 25,
2002. Two industry panels were commissioned by the Missile Defense Agency (MDA) in 2002 to report by June 2002 on
missile defense architecture options. One panel focused on system engineering and integration. The other dealt with
battle management issues. The were set up to advise the Pentagon on a new “development road map” for missile
defense, following US withdrawal from the ABM Treaty.

4  Robert Wall, “Pentagon Eyes Additions To Anti-Missile Arsenal,” Aviation Week & Space Technology, June 7, 2002.
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tain negotiated restrictions on BMD deployment

options and thus on choices of an overall archi-

tecture.5 The Bush administration also favors

strategic boost-phase interceptors on mobile

platforms and space-based interceptor systems

that the Clinton administration shied away from

due to ABM Treaty restrictions.

US withdrawal from the ABM Treaty has

made moot the demarcation initiative of the

Clinton Administration — the purpose of which

was to define a boundary between ABM Treaty-

restricted strategic defense interceptors and less

capable tactical or theater missile defense in-

terceptors. Even as the strategic-theater missile

defense distinction becomes irrelevant as a le-

gal matter, theater level defenses will remain op-

erationally relevant against shorter-range offen-

sive missiles and their costs will continue to be

a significant part of the overall cost of US mis-

sile defense.

Presumably, the technical factors that

will shape Bush administration BMD architec-

tural choices are projections of the offensive

threat, formalization of missile defense require-

ments (to counter the postulated threat), devel-

opment of interceptor technologies capable of

satisfying the requirements, and the lead time

needed to build and deploy key missile defense

components, such as interceptors, sensor, and

battle management systems, in each layer of an

overall missile defense system.

The Bush administration’s 2001 Nuclear

Policy Review (NPR) conclusions6 added a new

conceptual wrinkle. This was the term “capabil-

ity based” planning as a guide to future US de-

fense programs, including BMD. In essence, this

new “capability based” planning terminology

decouples the size and effectiveness of required

US military forces from the size and effective-

ness of an expected threat. Traditionally, the size

and effectiveness of threats postulated in offi-

cial threat assessments has been crucial to de-

fining the size and effectiveness of forces that

would be procured under US defense programs.

“Capability based” planning claims to focus

broadly on the nature of emerging threats of

various kinds — irrespective of their size or ef-

fectiveness. It is not clear from the NPR an-

nouncements what size or effectiveness stan-

dards “capability based” planning uses, or even

if it uses any quantitative standards.

During the Cold War, decisions on the

scale of defense procurement typically were

driven by estimates of the projected size of So-

viet/Warsaw Pact strategic and conventional

forces and the need to counter the threat of a

massive, surprise attack against Western Eu-

rope. The stated rationale for the new NPR’s

“capability based” planning concept is that the

traditional Cold War threats have ended or

greatly diminished in strategic importance. The

argument is that the worldwide threat horizon

now consists of emerging threats from multiple

sources, and the character of these threats may

be more important than their nominal force size.

Insofar as “capability based” planning still con-

______________
5  As amended in 1974, the ABM Treaty restricted the United States and the Soviet Union each to the deployment of no more

than 100 strategic missile interceptors, at one site, either the national capital or an ICBM deployment area, placed
additional restrictions on the power and geographical orientation of radars, and prohibited full-scale testing and deploy-
ment of mobile (land-, sea-, or air-based) and space-based ABM interceptor systems. The Treaty’s main purpose was
to prohibit either side’s deployment of nationwide strategic missile defenses that could stimulate a competitive build up
of ever-larger strategic offensive forces.

6  A classified version was delivered to Congress on January 8, 2002, and subsequently briefed to the press at an unclassified
level. Subsequent newspaper accounts reportedly disclosed points that had appeared in the classified version. See, for
example, Michael R. Gordon, “U.S. Nuclear Plan Sees New Weapons and New Targets,” New York Times, March 10,
2002; John H. Cushman, Jr., “Rattling New Sabers,” New York Times, March 10, 2002; Paul Richter, “U.S. Works Up
Plan for Using Nuclear Arms,” Los Angeles Times, March 9, 2002; William M. Arkin, “Secret Plan Outlines The Unthink-
able,” Los Angeles Times, March 10, 2002; David G. Savage, “Nuclear Plan Meant To Deter,” Los Angeles Times,
March 11, 2002.
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siders force size, it apparently aims to build out

suites of US weapons capabilities that can be

adapted to respond to emerging threats, as and

when those threats become operational. This

concept assumes that emerging state threats are

likely to be activated one or two at a time, rather

than attacking or challenging the United States

simultaneously. Thus the idea is that US forces

and responses can be assembled flexibly and

deployed as needed to counter threats as they

materialize.

Apparently the NPR’s “capability based”

planning formula allows the administration to

defer  or minimize decisions on military require-

ments for BMD, leaving in limbo clear public

explanations of BMD architecture. The same

terminology could also be used to justify, in the

interim, incomplete and ineffective responses to

what the Administration itself assesses to be the

threat. In short, “capability based” planning could

be used politically to dodge legislative and pub-

lic accountability over BMD programs, including

meaningful evaluation of their scope, scale, and

technical effectiveness. Those who are respon-

sible for evaluating the effectiveness of US BMD

programs may find that public criteria for this

purpose have not been developed.

The Bush Administration has also reor-

ganized the Defense Department’s authority

over missile defense by converting the former

Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO)

into the Missile Defense Agency (MDA). The

MDA is supposed to have greater bureaucratic

stature and presumably more autonomy in the

Department of Defense family than BMDO en-

joyed. This reorganization has been controver-

sial and may continue to be troublesome in its

own way by attenuating meaningful legislative

and public accountability.7

I. BASIC APPROACH OF THIS REPORT

This report is an effort to project in real-

istic terms the likely costs of a layered BMD sys-

tem — or “system of systems” — whose archi-

tecture corresponds to the reported aims of the

Bush Administration. The cost estimates must

reflect the development and testing of technolo-

gies and the deployment of systems that will

meet technical effectiveness criteria. The sys-

tems must be sized and configured to be cred-

ibly capable of neutralizing the offensive ballis-

tic missile threat as it evolves — from wherever

it may appear, and to be ready to do so around

the clock, irrespective of weather conditions. The

systems must be designed to be highly resis-

tant to rapid degradation, especially catastrophic

collapse. While there is no assurance today that

these technical criteria can be fully met — or

even that the Bush Administration will actually

insist that developers meet these criteria, cost

analyses must take these criteria seriously. They

will be at the forefront of legislative and public

scrutiny of the missile defense programs that are

selected at each important milestone.

In January 2002 in response to specific

questions from Senator Daschle, the Congres-

sional Budget Office (CBO) published a partial

cost analysis of some of the possible compo-

nents of layered defense entitled, Estimated

______________
7  See Philip E. Coyle, “Who Will Run Missile Defense?” Washington Post, Dec. 14, 2001, p. A-45.
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Costs and Technical Characteristics of Selected

National Missile Defense Systems.8 Daschle’s

questions and hence this CBO report reflected

the thrust of the Bush Administration’s layered

approach to BMD, insofar as it had been de-

scribed to that point.9 It drew on information pro-

vided by the Ballistic Missile Defense Organiza-

tion (BMDO) and other Department of Defense

sources since the inception of the Bush Admin-

istration. It also relied on earlier CBO analyses

of BMDO plans and programs, particularly

CBO’s April 2000 report entitled Budgetary and

Technical Implications of the Administration’s

Plan for National Missile Defense.10

CBO’s January 2002 report offered ex-

plicit cost estimates only of certain candidate

BMD technologies and basing modes in re-

sponse to Daschle’s questions, and omitted oth-

ers, such as the airborne laser (ABL) system —

even though it has been fairly well defined in

recent years. CBO’s report offered estimates for:

(1) a ground-based system along lines planned

by the Clinton Administration (with certain en-

hancements apparently planned by the Bush

Administration), (2) a stand-alone naval

midcourse system, and (3) a limited space-

based laser (SBL) system. These reflect key

areas of interest in Congress about the plans of

the Bush Administration. Where CBO declined

to offer explicit cost estimates — such as for the

costs of other boost-phase, terminal and space-

based interceptor systems in which the Bush

Administration also has expressed interest but

provided no architecture or requirements — it

nevertheless considered the conditions that are

likely to determine the costs of developing and

deploying such systems. Thus CBO’s latest re-

port provided a useful starting point for several

elements of this independent cost assessment.

Our report attempts to go beyond the

inherently cautious estimates provided in CBO’s

latest report in four ways. First, we review the

CBO estimates to determine whether there are

additional issues or factors that are likely to lead

to higher cost growth. Second, we consider the

cost implications of larger defense configura-

tions, in some cases, than the high end of the

range CBO stipulated in its own necessarily cau-

tious terms of reference. Third, we compile (and

in some cases increase) expected life cycle costs

estimated by CBO in the form of annual figures

in memoranda but which were not spelled out in

its bottom line numbers. Life cycle costs must

be considered to provide a more realistic esti-

mate of the total costs likely to be incurred to

operate, maintain and support systems over the

______________
8  CBO prepared and forwarded the report under a cover letter dated January 31, 2002 responding to a request for informa-

tion on BMD costs from Thomas A. Daschle, Majority Leader of the U.S. Senate. The document is available under
“Letter to the Honorable Thomas Daschle regarding potential costs of national missile defense systems,” at: <http://
www.cbo.gov>.

9  CBO noted that the Bush Administration goes beyond the previous Clinton Administration’s national missile defense (NMD)
plans — which aimed for “only a limited ground-based midcourse system” — to pursue “a wide ranging research and
development program for a variety of different missile defense systems. That program will explore systems that would
intercept missiles in the boost and terminal phases of their flights as well as in the midcourse phase.” CBO further noted
that “Subsequent [Bush Administration] decisions regarding the architecture of missile defense or the mix of systems to
be deployed will be based on the results of that research and development program.” CBO, Estimated Costs and
Technical Characteristics of Selected National Missile Defense Systems, January 2002, p. 1.

10  CBO’s April 2000 report, it should be noted, set a standard for more realistic cost analysis of the Clinton ground-based,
midcourse NMD program options than the figures issued previously by BMDO. Even without including the likely costs of
SBIRS-low as a direct cost of NMD, CBO’s April 2000 estimates for total program acquisition, construction and opera-
tions costs for an upgrade Capability 1 phase were approximately double BMDO estimates then in circulation, and CBO
projected the likely costs for the Clinton Administration’s NMD concepts for Capabilities 2 and 3 to the year 2015. This
CBO report also set the stage for growing recognition that SBIRS-low, although it would have some other military and
intelligence missions, will be indispensable to the effectiveness of any long-range midcourse or boost-phase missile
defense scheme and ought to be treated, therefore, as a direct cost of developing, acquiring and operating NMD and
upper tier or boost-phase TMD programs. CBO’s January 2002 report therefore includes the costs of SBIRS-low in its
projections of midcourse NMD systems. The CBO April 2000 report may be found at: <http://www.cbo.gov>.
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life of the programs. Fourth, with respect to sys-

tems of interest to the Bush administration on

which the CBO has not provided explicit cost

estimates (e.g., airborne laser, naval boost-

phase, and terminal defenses), this report seeks

to provide independent cost estimates based on

the information available.

Major variables for our estimates in-

clude: (1) higher cost growth assumptions than

CBO’s, based on historical experience with tech-

nical challenges and cost overruns in strategic

weapons programs; (2) escalation of costs due

to greater adversary challenges than previously

anticipated (e.g., defense penetration or sup-

pression countermeasures), and incorporation

of additional sensors or more advanced BMD

interceptor capabilities (by evolutionary steps in

R&D and procurement) than those posited in the

existing program; (3) additional costs due to in-

clusion of allies under US BMD umbrellas, be-

yond the present BMD systems’ terms of refer-

ence; and (4) based on our understanding that

operations and support (O&S) costs in official

figures, when available, are typically under-

stated, we seek to generate and spell out more

realistic O&S estimates.

We examine BMD interceptor systems

according to the phase of the trajectory of the

target missile in the following order: (1) mid-

course defenses; (2) boost-phase defenses; and

(3) terminal defenses. Although another order

could logically be followed, U.S. efforts to de-

velop strategic missile defenses are furthest

along in the mid-course and, to a lesser extent,

in the boost phase areas. Under each category,

the report also deals separately with the costs

of BMD systems in the various basing modes

that may be considered technically attractive —

whether land-based, naval, airborne, or space-

based.

Our report draws together the likely

costs of BMD systems regardless of the bureau-

cratic jurisdiction for their development. While

renaming the BMDO as the Missile Defense

Agency (MDA) and elevating its status as an

agency under the Department of Defense in

January 2002, for example, the Bush Adminis-

tration announced that it would transfer further

development program responsibility for the

lower-tier theater missile defense (TMD) pro-

gram known as PAC-3 to the Army. The Air Force

in recent years has had the primary responsibil-

ity for developing airborne missile interceptors

and the airborne laser (ABL) interceptor, but the

ABL program evidently will be assigned to the

MDA. To get a complete picture of missile de-

fense costs, analysis needs to be brought to bear

on all of these programs.
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II. MID-COURSE DEFENSES

sors and communications on the general direc-

tion to look, but then uses on-board, cryogeni-

cally cooled, infrared, homing sensors to iden-

tify incoming warheads. The EKV also uses its

own micro-thrusters to maneuver itself into the

path of an incoming warhead and to destroy that

warhead by direct collision. The collision of the

EKV with the incoming warhead at the high clos-

ing velocities involved (roughly 15,000 miles per

hour) unleashes large kinetic forces that would

cause both the KV and incoming warhead to dis-

integrate instantly into small pieces.13

Often described as “hitting a bullet with

a bullet,” this kinetic destruction mechanism at

high velocities in space is a technically formi-

dable objective. The Defense Department be-

lieves that its generic feasibility has been dem-

onstrated in recent field tests. More important in

judging the effectiveness of such defenses,

though, will be their performance against offen-

sive threats that use “countermeasures” de-

signed to fool or overload the interceptors. Gov-

ernments who possess long-range offensive

missile programs can easily obtain and deploy

countermeasures against mid-course defenses.
14 Among the options are the use of chaff and

Mid-course defenses are designed to

intercept the weapons payload of attacking bal-

listic missiles during their travel in space, out-

side the atmosphere. The mid-course regime

begins after the offensive missile’s powered as-

cent has ended and after its weapons payload

has separated from the missile boosters. After

separation from the boosters, the payload trav-

els in space at a constant velocity on a prede-

termined trajectory. Mid-course defense tech-

nologies have an advantage in being able to rely

on the constant velocity and predictable path of

the attacking missile payload.11 At intercontinen-

tal ranges, the mid-course trajectory may last

as long as 20 minutes, providing defense sys-

tem sensors time to detect, track, and discrimi-

nate the warheads from other objects and mis-

sile debris traveling in a cluster (threat cloud),

and to launch interceptors on tracks that would

intersect the trajectory of incoming warheads.12

 After they are boosted into space, mid-

course interceptors under development in the

US missile defense program are designed to

dispense an exo-atmospheric kill vehicle (EKV)

into the predicted track of an incoming missile

payload. The EKV is instructed by ground sen-

______________
11  If an attacking missile’s payload consists of more than one warhead, each separating warhead may have a slightly

different ultimate trajectory and velocity, but each warhead after its separation will nonetheless have a constant velocity
and predictable trajectory, making individual warhead detection and tracking possible.

12  Current mid-course interceptor programs usually feature missile interceptors. Concepts also have been explored for the
use of directed-energy interceptor platforms. Directed energy systems would have major difficulties, however, in de-
stroying hard warheads in the mid-course regime. In principle, directed energy systems could be used to aid discrimina-
tion of warheads from other objects. But directed energy systems are usually considered more useful for boost-phase
intercept, as in the case of laser interceptor technologies discussed later in this work.

13  To cause the warhead to disintegrate totally depends on both the KV and the warhead having sufficient mass and com-
pactness. Payloads with hardened submunitions, for instance, may pose special challenges to kinetic interceptors. The
US has developed and is testing a larger exoatmospheric kill vehicle (EKV) weighing about 60 kg for the ground-based
midcourse NMD system, and a smaller KV designated as LEAP (light exoatmospheric projectile) weighing about 25 kg
for Navy TMD systems.

14  The US National Intelligence Council, in its unclassified 1999 summary of a classified National Intelligence Estimate, used
the following words: “We assess that countries developing ballistic missiles would also develop various responses to
US theater and national defenses. Russia and China each have developed numerous countermeasures and probably
are willing to sell the requisite technologies. • Many countries, such as North Korea, Iran, and Iraq probably would rely
initially on readily available technology—including separating re-entry vehicles (RVs), spin-stabilized RVs, RV reorien-
tation, radar absorbing material (RAM), booster fragmentation, low-power jammers, chaff, and simple (balloon) de-
coys—to develop penetration aids and countermeasures. • These countries could develop countermeasures based on
these technologies by the time they flight test their missiles.” Foreign Missile Developments and the Ballistic Missile
threat to the United States Through 2015, September 1999, available at: <http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/nic/
nic99msl.html>.
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decoys in the payload to conceal or mimic war-

heads. Decoys present a large number of pos-

sible targets to the defense sensors that could

rapidly exhaust the inventory of mid-course in-

terceptors. Developing and fielding interceptor

systems that can neutralize the countermeasure

challenges as the threat evolves will pose pro-

found issues of missile defense system cost.

They are likely to drive the “cost growth” factors

and scale of deployed missile defense systems

to higher levels than are presently assumed in

official reports, and possibly by those assumed

in this report, if the defenses are to be made

reliable and effective.

1. Ground-based Mid-course

Defense System

CBO’s January 2002 report provided a

cautious but rigorous overview of the foresee-

able financial costs of completing, deploying, and

augmenting the ground-based mid-course de-

fense technologies that the Clinton Administra-

tion had planned as a limited National Missile

Defense (NMD) of the territorial United States.15

The development of the ground-based intercep-

tor (GBI) system is by far the furthest along (most

mature technologically) of the long-range inter-

ceptor systems conceived in US missile defense

programs.16 Moreover, its architectural options

as a single system are better understood than

other possible components of a layered strate-

gic BMD system. As a result, the minimum costs

of procuring and operating such a system, given

an assumed timeline, can be stated more closely

and with greater confidence than other compo-

nents that may be under consideration. Even so,

the maximum costs resulting from technical risk,

program delays, previously unforeseen require-

ments, and cost overruns could be much higher

than forecast.

The CBO report considered three

ground-based BMD configurations of ascending

size and capability, the first two of which are simi-

lar to the three phases of NMD expansion that

the Clinton Administration had contemplated.17

The third illustrates how the Bush Administra-

tion might further expand a ground-based NMD

system to three sites to deal with long-range

missile threats originating in both the Middle East

and Far East, or threats that could be launched

from both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. CBO’s

three illustrative configurations are: (1) a single

site with 100 deployed interceptors; (2) a two-

site deployment with more radars and sensors,

______________
15  The Clinton Administration had intended to make a decision on whether to proceed with deployment of a limited, ground-

based NMD system before the administration’s term ended, but finally announced in September 2000 that it would not
make a deployment decision, leaving this issue and the underlying R&D program to future decisions by the Bush
Administration. The Clinton Administration had attempted in negotiations with Moscow, which failed, to win Russian
assent to codifying amendments to the ABM Treaty that would have permitted deployment of the initial phases of its
limited planned NMD system and thus made it possible both to deploy limited strategic defenses and preserve the ABM
Treaty.

16  See Philip E. Coyle, “National Missile Defense,” prepared testimony before the Senate Committee on Armed Services,
July 19, 2001.

17  CBO’s single-site configuration with 100 deployed interceptors resembles the Clinton Administration’s NMD Expanded
Capability 1 (C-1) phase, for deployment in Alaska. The original Clinton plan for C-1 was to deploy only 20 interceptors,
but C-1 was modified and renamed as Expanded C-1 late in Clinton’s second term as a plan to deploy 100 interceptors
in Alaska. Expanded C-1 was intended to defend the entire United States against attack by “several tens” of unsophis-
ticated strategic missiles that might have employed simple countermeasures. The Clinton Administration’s Capability-2
(C-2) plan was to add more radars and sensors to Expanded C-1 to enable the system to defend against the launch of
a small number of missiles with somewhat more sophisticated countermeasures. Clinton’s Capability 3 (C-3) construct
was to add a second site (probably at Grand Forks in North Dakota); with 150 more deployed interceptors, more radars,
and better engagement software. C-3 was intended to defend the US against “several tens” of sophisticated strategic
missiles with sophisticated countermeasures. After taking office, the Bush Administration decided to add a ground-
based missile defense test bed to the testing infrastructure, by means of additional facilities at Kodiak Island, Alaska,
and interceptor launch facilities at Fort Greely, Alaska, and to add an additional prototype X-band radar. The test bed
and Fort Greely launch facilities could, according to the Defense Department, provide a small missile defense capability
for contingencies as early as 2004.
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Numbers may not add up to totals due to rounding.

T A B L E   1

Estimates of U.S. Ground-based Midcourse

National Missile Defense Systems

CBO’s Estimate of Costs of Various Ground-Based
National Missile Defense Systems, Fiscal Years 2002-2015

(in billions of 2003 dollars)

Single-Site Two-Site Three-Site

Systems System + More Systems

Radars/Sensors

Type of Cost Low High Low High Low High

Est. Est. Est. Est. Est. Est.

Research and Development

   Ground-based system 6.3 7.3 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4

   SBIRS-Low 0.0 0.0 4.2 5.2 4.2 5.2

      Subtotal 6.3 7.3 13.6 14.6 13.6 14.6

Production

   Ground-based system 8.3 10.4 16.7 18.8 19.8 22.9

   SBIRS-Low 0.0 0.0 8.3 11.5 8.3 11.5

      Subtotal 8.3 10.4 25.0 30.2 28.2 34.4

Military Construction 1.0 1.0 3.1 3.1 4.2 4.2

         Total Acquisitions Costs 16.7 18.8 41.7 48.0 45.9 53.2

Operations Through 2015 7.3 7.3 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5

Total Costs Through 2015 24.0 26.1 54.2 60.5 58.4 65.7

Prior Year Costs from 1996 to 2001 7.3 7.3 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4

Annual Costs for Operations After 2015 0.6 0.6 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.5

Annual Costs to Replace 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.0

SBIRS-Low Satellites After 2015

Estimates below not included in CBO totals:

Operations and SBIRS-Low

Costs, 2015 through 2035 12.0 12.0 42.0 46.0 46.0 50.0

Total Costs Through 2035 43.3 45.4 105.6 115.9 113.8 125.1
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Numbers may not add up to totals due to rounding. Sea-based system inludes the costs of sea-based

interceptors and a ground-based infrastructure. SBIRS-Low in CBO figures assumes 24 satellites.

T A B L E   1

Estimates of U.S. Ground-based Midcourse

National Missile Defense Systems

Our Estimates of Same Systems, 2002-2035
(in billions of 2003 dollars)

Single-Site Two-Site Three-Site

Systems System + More Systems

Radars/Sensors

Type of Cost Low High Low High Low High

Est. Est. Est. Est. Est. Est.

Research and Development

   Ground-based system 7.3 8.3 11.5 14.6 12.5 15.6

   SBIRS-Low 2.1 4.2 6.3 9.4 7.3 9.4

      Subtotal 9.4 12.5 17.7 24.0 19.8 25.0

Production

   Ground-based system 10.4 15.6 20.9 37.5 27.1 42.8

   SBIRS-Low 2.1 5.2 9.4 15.6 9.4 15.6

      Subtotal 12.5 20.9 30.2 53.2 36.5 58.4

Military Construction 1.0 3.1 4.2 5.2 6.3 8.3

         Total Acquisition Costs 22.9 36.5 52.2 82.4 62.6 91.8

Operations Through 2015 7.3 9.4 14.6 18.8 17.7 21.9

Total Costs Through 2015 30.2 45.9 66.8 101.2 80.3 113.7

Prior Year Costs from 1996 to 2001 7.3 7.3 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4

Annual Costs for Operations After 2015 0.6 0.6 1.4 1.5 1.8 1.9

Annual Costs to Replace 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.0

SBIRS-Low Satellites After 2015

Estimates below not included in CBO totals:

Operations and SBIRS-Low

Costs, 2015 through 2035 12.5 12.5 43.8 50.1 52.2 58.4

Total Costs through 2035 50.1 65.7 119.9 160.6 141.8 181.5
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and an additional 150 deployed interceptors (for

a total of 250 deployed interceptors); and (3) a

three-site system with another 125 deployed in-

terceptors (total of 375 deployed interceptors).18

CBO assumed the first of these configu-

rations, the single site system with 100 deployed

interceptors, could be completed by 2007, and

that the second site with 150 additional deployed

interceptors and additional radars and sensors

could be completed by 2011. CBO further esti-

mated that a third site could be built by 2012

and reach “full operational capability” following

a post-deployment “period of robust operational

testing” by the year 2015.19 CBO used 2015 as

the end point of its cumulative GBI cost illustra-

tions, even though logistics, operational and re-

placement costs might continue for more years.

The CBO report offered “low” and “high”

figures as a range of estimates for each GBI con-

figuration, in Table 1 (Estimates of U.S. Ground-

Based Midcourse National Missile Defense Sys-

tems) below.20 According to CBO, the low end

of this range includes increased costs “already

realized in the costs of developing and manu-

facturing flight-test interceptors” while the high

end of the range seeks to “account for potential

additional cost growth” — as may be expected

from “uncertainties and technical difficulties in

making the systems fully operational.”21

For a single site with 100 deployed in-

terceptors, CBO estimated that the total costs

from 2002 through 2015 (in 2001 dollars, and

not counting prior year costs) would range from

$23 to $25 billion. For the two-site configuration

with 250 deployed interceptors and additional

radars and SBIRS-low sensors, CBO estimated

the total costs from 2002 through 2015 would

range from $51 to $58 billion, more than double

the costs of the single site configuration. The

additional costs of a three-site configuration with

375 deployed interceptors would consist mainly

of the construction and operating costs of a third

site and the procurement costs of additional in-

terceptors, for a low and high range of between

$56 and $64 billion from 2002 through 2015.

Table 1 displays CBO’s estimates converted into

2003 dollars.

CBO’s high end estimate in the range

for each configuration assumed that the US

would be able to build each configuration, cu-

mulatively, for at least the higher cost figure in

each cost estimate range, provided that the

planned system’s technical objectives actually

will prove to be feasible. CBO’s high-end figures

include a projection of potential “cost growth.”

CBO notes that the low earth orbit Space Based

Infra-Red System (SBIRS-low) tracking satel-

lites22 have the highest technical risk of the com-

______________
18  Along with deployed interceptors, CBO stipulated certain numbers of spare interceptor missiles for testing and replace-

ment in operating each configuration. CBO stipulated 82 spares for a single site, 42 additional spares for the two-site
configuration, and 25 more for the three-site configuration.

19  CBO, Estimated Costs, January 2002, op. cit., p. 2.
20  The columns in Table 1 attributed to CBO combine the constant 2001-dollar information in Table 1 of the CBO Report with

CBO figures on prior year costs (1996-2001) given in Appendix Table A-1 of the CBO report. CBO, Estimated Costs, pp.
9, 31.

21  CBO, Estimated Costs, p. 4.
22  The overall SBIRS constellation will include four satellites, two in very high geosynchronous orbits and two in high elliptical

orbits, for early warning of missile launches and certain other detection functions. These SBIRS-high satellites will
replace the current Defense Support Program (DSP) early warning satellites, which have already exceeded their ex-
pected lifetime. The SBIRS-low satellites will orbit closer to the earth’s surface and are being designed to use high-
resolution sensors that can track objects moving through space. The schedules for both SBIRS-high and SBIRS-low
have slipped. The SBIRS-high program is further along but its estimated cost in the SAR provided to Congress recently
rose by $1.5 billion. The SBIRS-high program is indispensable for strategic purposes quite apart from BMD and its cost,
therefore, usually is not allocated to missile defense. Although SBIRS-low may also have other military intelligence
functions, its availability will be indispensable to currently planned BMD programs, and its cost can legitimately be
assigned to missile defense.
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ponents projected for the ground-based

midcourse NMD.23 SBIRS-low potential cost

growth alone represents about two-thirds of the

total cost growth that CBO includes in its high

estimate for the two-site configuration illustrated

in Table 1.24  The cost growth estimates for the

high technical risk components are, albeit prob-

ably conservative, relevant benchmarks for other

high-risk components in less technologically ma-

ture segments of a prospective layered missile

defense system.

Moreover, the figures for the two-site

system in Table 1 show that CBO estimates that

the cost growth for SBIRS-low research and

development (R & D) by itself could be a differ-

ential of approximately 20 per cent. Similarly,

CBO estimates the cost growth for SBIRS-low

procurement alone could be approximately 37

per cent. The cost growth estimates for these

high technical risk components are, albeit prob-

ably conservative, relevant benchmarks for other

high-risk components in less technologically

mature segments of a prospective layered mis-

sile defense system.

While CBO’s estimate of cost growth of

the SBIRS-low system is based on reasonable,

albeit cautious, judgments, we believe CBO’s

overall cost growth estimates for the three con-

figurations are too conservative, underestimat-

ing the probability of delays and the likely over-

all cost of bringing the GBI system to maturity.

We believe that the challenge of sophisticated

countermeasures will require further develop-

ment of the EKV, that difficulties already encoun-

tered with the GBI boosters are likely to increase

booster development and procurement costs,

and that the development and procurement of

battle management software and communica-

tions systems will present challenges that have

not yet been reflected adequately in financial

estimates.

Although it is not possible at this time to

predict that the Bush Administration will seek to

commit the United States to the three-site GBI

configuration illustrated by CBO, we believe the

administration will seek to implement at least the

two-site goal with its augmented radars and sen-

sors. Based on CBO’s results, including opera-

tions and support (O&S) and replacement esti-

mates to 2025, and our best estimates on un-

recognized but likely cost growth, and project-

ing life cycle costs out to 2035, we believe that

the likely costs for the GBI configurations will

be: (1) $50 billion and $65.7 billion respectively

for the low and high ends of the estimate range

for the single-site configuration; (2) similarly,

$119.9 to $160.6 billion as the range for the two-

site configuration; and (3) $141.8 to $181.5 bil-

lion as the range for the three-site configuration.

We further believe that the Bush Admin-

istration will attempt to bolster the effectiveness

of this ground-based architecture with some form

of terminal defenses both of the GBI system and

of key infrastructure near the US coastlines. This

could be pursued by either a ground-based or

sea based terminal defense system, or some

combination of both. Related estimates appear

below in the section on Terminal Defenses. In

addition, boost-phase defenses deployed close

to enemy launch sites will also add to the over-

all cost and are discussed in the sections below

on ground-based, sea-based and airborne

boost-phase defenses.
______________

23  CBO notes that SBIRS-low involves considerable technical uncertainty because it is at a relatively early stage in its
development, is on a high-risk schedule for testing and deployment, its deployment will begin before testing that could
otherwise influence its design has been completed, the software to operate the system to perform all of its missions will
not be available until three years after the first satellite has been launched, the design weight of the satellites has grown
significantly, and the number of satellites needed (27 had been assumed) is still an open question. CBO, Estimated
Costs, p. 11. An Air Force program, SBIRS-low had already suffered significant delays and cost overruns before the
latest CBO report, due to disagreements over its requirements.

24  CBO’s estimated cost growth, in 2003 Dollars, for acquisition of the two-site system is $6.3 billion (from $41.7 to $48
billion). The SBIRS-low portion of this cost growth estimate for the two-site system is $4.2 billion.
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2. Stand-Alone Sea based

Mid-Course NMD System

Sea based missile defenses potentially

can have three advantages over an exclusively

ground-based missile defense based in the ter-

ritory of the United States. One advantage is that

sea based defenses can roam the seas and

engage missiles aimed at the United States from

other locations, earlier in their trajectory, and from

Launch Systems (VLS). These ships already

carry an assortment of different types of mis-

siles for land-attack, fleet air defense, and anti-

submarine warfare missions. In the minds of

some proponents, the AEGIS ships, which typi-

cally cost more than a billion dollars apiece is a

sunk cost, so that the cost of incorporating mis-

sile defense interceptors is mainly that of the

new interceptors and upgraded software and

communications systems for the ships.

This cost savings argument does not

hold up, however, because missile defense mis-

sions against strategic (long-range) attacking

missiles usually require the defending ships to

be in locations different from those they would

normally occupy for the defense of their assigned

naval battle group, the local defense of US

ground or air forces in overseas bases, or the

defense of allies and their coastal facilities. Mis-

sile defense against longer-range missiles com-

petes directly with other US naval missions. Logi-

cally, therefore, building capabilities for missile

defense missions generally requires dedicated

assets that have to be funded separately. Short-

range theater missile defense (TMD), such as

the Navy’s recently cancelled “lower tier” NAD

program, would not necessarily compete so di-

rectly with the other AEGIS missions. However,

operating the longer range (“upper tier”) TMD

systems and strategic interceptors from ships

— the NMD mission of protecting the United

States — would require dedicated ships and

compete directly with the normal AEGIS fleet

defense and other forward based missions.

Moreover, AEGIS ships as currently

designed are not suitable for housing long-range

missile defense interceptors. As a result, install-

ing NMD interceptors on ships would either re-

quire radical redesign of AEGIS ships or the pro-

curement of other ships especially fitted out for

and dedicated to strategic missile defense. Gen-

erally speaking, these would not be low cost

solutions. Nevertheless, bipartisan interest in sea

The stand-alone sea based system, would

cost from $65.9 billion to $87.8 billion.

different geographic angles. Another is that sea

based defenses can provide local protection to

forward based US forces and the territory and

forces of allies — missions that the US Navy is

either eager or amenable to performing. A third

is that sea based defenses are inherently mo-

bile and as such can be more difficult to attack

successfully in a concerted strike than fixed

ground-based defenses.

Proponents of sea based missile de-

fenses have coupled these theoretically appeal-

ing global protection arguments with another

related to cost that does not stand up well to

scrutiny. They have argued that sea based mis-

sile defenses can be installed easily and cheaply

in the US Navy’s more than 60 AEGIS cruisers

and destroyers. These multi-mission AEGIS

ships have sophisticated sensors and fire con-

trol systems, enabling them to detect, track and

fire at multiple short-range targets simulta-

neously. Most of the AEGIS ships are designed

to carry from 90 to 120 ready-to-fire missiles

apiece in their magazines — known as Vertical
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T A B L E   2

Estimates of Stand-Alone Sea-Based Midcourse National

Missile Defense System

Our Estimates of Same
Systems, 2002-2035

(in billions of 2003 dollars)

CBO’s Estimate of Costs of a
Stand-Alone Sea-Based Midcourse National Missile

Defense System, Fiscal Years 2002-2015
(in billions of 2003 dollars)

Total Costs Total Costs

Low High Low High

Type of Cost Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate

Research and Development

Sea-based system 6.3 9.4 9.2 13.2

SBIRS-Low 4.2 5.2 6.3 9.4

Ships 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.8

Subtotal 11.0 15.1 16.2 23.5

Production

Sea-based system 10.4 13.6 19.5 22.6

SBIRS-Low 8.3 11.5 9.4 15.6

Ships 7.3 10.4 12.5 15.6

Subtotal 27.1 35.5 41.4 53.9

Military Construction 1.0 1.0 2.1 3.1

Total Acquisition Costs 39.6 52.2 59.7 80.5

Operations Through 2015 5.2 5.2 6.3 7.3

Total Costs Through 2015 44.8 57.4 65.9 87.8

Prior Year Costs from 1996 to 2001 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4

Annual Costs for Operations after 2015 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.5

Annual Costs for Replacing SBIRS-Low 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.0

Satellites After 2015

We Add Estimates Below:

Operations & SBIRS-Low Costs 35.5 41.7 39.6 50.1

Total CostsThrough 2035 89.7 108.5 114.9 147.3

Numbers may not add up to totals due to rounding. Sea-based system inludes the costs of sea-based

interceptors and a ground-based infrastructure. SBIRS-Low in CBO figures assumes 24 satellites.
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based missile defense options against long-

range missiles has increased over the last few

years and has to be taken seriously.

CBO’s January 2002 report was di-

rected by Congressional request to estimate the

cost of a stand-alone, sea based NMD system.

CBO was asked to base its analysis on the con-

structs used by the BMDO report to Congress

of June 1999. The 1999 document is a stripped

down unclassified summary (without architec-

tural details) of the classified report on the Util-

ity of Sea based Assets to National Missile De-

fense that BMDO had prepared in 1998.25 CBO

therefore assumed for its stand-alone, sea based

NMD analysis, as BMDO had done, that it should

estimate the cost of a sea based, midcourse

NMD system equivalent in capability to the

single-site, ground-based NMD configuration

known towards the end of the Clinton Adminis-

tration as Expanded Capability 1. This configu-

ration called for 100 deployed interceptors to-

gether with an expanded suite of ground-based

sensors. The stand-alone sea based NMD sys-

tem envisaged in BMDO’s 1999 Summary also

would require SBIRS-high and SBIRS-low for

full defense coverage of the United States. As

CBO noted: “Effectively, this [BMDO] architec-

ture would take the single-site ground-based

system and put the interceptors to sea.” 26

CBO pointed out that it would be im-

proper to consider the costs of this stand-alone

sea based system as simply additive to the

ground-based NMD. Conceptually, they are al-

ternative NMD systems. Either would have a

land-based sensor and communications infra-

structure, as well as SBIRS-low. The main dif-

ference in cost between the systems would be

in the sea-based system’s distinctive costs for

ships, sea based communications, and naval

operations. In this light, it still turns out that a

stand-alone sea based system would be more

expensive than a stand-alone ground-based

system of equivalent capability. We estimate that

a single-site ground-based system would have

a projected cost range to 2015 of from $37.5

billion to $53.2 billion. (see Table 1). The stand-

alone sea based system, would cost from $65.9

billion to $87.8 billion (see Table  2).

Following BMDO’s 1998 and 1999 re-

ports, CBO assumed that the sea based

midcourse interceptor would use the EKV de-

signed for the GBI (the EKV’s mass is more than

twice that of the Navy’s light KV, dubbed LEAP),27

yet be based on AEGIS ship platforms. CBO

recognized that the sea based midcourse inter-

ceptor missile would have to be larger and faster

— to operate at longer range with a heavier throw

weight — than the currently planned TMD ver-

sions of the Navy’s Standard Missile intercep-

tor. These planned TMD versions of the Stan-

dard Missile are intended to be compatible ei-

ther with the existing AEGIS ships’ Vertical

Launch System (VLS) modules or with a modi-

fied VLS module that would have somewhat

larger launch tubes able to accommodate

______________
25  See BMDO, Summary of Report to Congress on Utility of Sea based Assets to National Missile Defense, June 1999

(unclassified), available at <http://www.acq.osd.mil/bmdo/bmdolink/pdf/seanmd.pdf>; and BMDO, Utility of Sea based
Assets to National Missile Defense, June 1998.

26  CBO, Estimated Costs, p. 13.
27  To have a mid-course intercept kill vehicle that fits within the dimensions of the Standard Missile/AEGIS VLS systems, the

Navy developed the Light Exo-Atmospheric Projectile (LEAP) for its upper tier TMD. There are serious doubts, how-
ever, about the effectiveness of LEAP as a mid-course kinetic-kill interceptor. For a recent discussion of problems in the
Navy’s testing of LEAP, see David Wright, “An Analysis of the 25 January 2002 Test of the Aegis-LEAP Interceptor for
Navy Theater Wide,” Union of Concerned Scientists Working Paper, March 3, 2002.
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midcourse-capable interceptor missiles. 28 CBO

did not examine the feasibility, or estimate the

cost, of placing the EKV on a ship-based mis-

sile but noted that “there could be significant

challenges in making such a kill vehicle com-

patible with shipboard operations.” 29

Again following BMDO’s sea based re-

ports, CBO included in its own estimates the cost

of constructing either seven or nine new AEGIS

(Arleigh Burke class) destroyers (the cost is

about $1.25 billion per ship) that would be dedi-

cated to the NMD mission. But CBO has some

misgivings about whether these ship numbers

should not be higher, for two reasons. First, CBO

doubts that the overall number of ships needed

to cover distant oceanic launch sites (from which

intercept of the attacking missiles would be most

efficient) could be so low, once their transit times

to shore-basing locations and rotation for main-

tenance are taken into account. Indeed, even

BMDO noted in its 1999 Summary that as many

as 13 ships might be required to maintain enough

ships on station to cover simultaneous offensive

missile threats. Second, CBO assumed a 3:1

ratio between the pool of ships needed and those

on station, and may doubt the adequacy of this

ratio. The ratio is lower than the 4:1 (or even

more conservative 5:1) ratio that the Navy would

prefer to rely on for planning the optimum fleet

size for sea-shore rotation and maintenance

during a normal tempo of operations.30

______________
28  Until very recently, the Navy had two TMD programs, the “lower tier” Navy Area Defense (NAD) and the “upper tier” Navy

Theater Wide (NTW) program. The Bush Administration canceled NAD in December 2001 (although the Navy may
seek to revive this program in restructured form). The cancellation of the NAD program after spending $2.4 billion over
nearly ten years, was a surprise to the Navy and its contractors. Despite a history of delays and cost overruns, this
program was based on upgrading the Standard Missile — versions have been in use for decades — and had Navy and
Congressional support. NAD was to begin full-scale sea based testing in February 2002, and had the potential for near
time deployment as a sea based means of defending ships and coastal areas against short-range ballistic missiles.
Using AEGIS-equipped cruisers and destroyers, it was also a stepping stone toward developing the Navy Theater Wide
(NTW) mid-course interceptor system against longer-range missiles. The decision to terminate NAD cited the Nunn-
McCurdy Act, which obligates the Defense Department to re-certify and plan to restructure a weapons program once it
exceeds its expected cost by more than 25 per cent. In early 1999, NAD was already $420 million over budget. By the
fall of 2001, the Navy acknowledged it was 32 per cent over budget, and at least a year and a half behind the original
2001 start of production schedule. DOD and the Navy are studying alternatives, but may restart this program under
modified guidance and with a new name. See Bradley Graham, “Rise and Fall of a Navy Missile: Interceptor, Hit by
Delay and Cost Overruns, Was Grounded,” Washington Post, March 28, 2002, p. A-3.

NAD was a “lower tier” (point defense, or small-area defense) TMD interceptor system designed to operate from AEGIS
ships and the Vertical Launch System (VLS), against attacks by shorter-range ballistic missiles. The NAD two-stage
Standard Missile (SM-2) interceptor can reach high altitude but within the atmosphere, using a high-explosive fragmen-
tation warhead as the KV.

The Navy’s “upper tier” program, NTW, also planned for AEGIS ships and the VLS, is intended to defend bigger areas
and to reach beyond the atmosphere using a light exoatmospheric KV (designated LEAP) against attacking missiles in
their midcourse phase. For NTW, the Navy has been developing three-stage Standard Missiles (SM-3); the first genera-
tion (Block I) is planned for deployment between 2006 and 2010. A more capable, VLS-compatible, follow-on NTW
interceptor (SM-3, Block II) is in development, for planned deployment after 2010.

A stand-alone, sea based, midcourse NMD system would depend upon an even larger and faster interceptor missile
than NTW’s planned Block II, a missile that has not been designed and exists only as a paper concept. It is not clear that
an EKV-equipped interceptor that is sufficiently capable in speed and range for NMD midcourse missions could be
incorporated in a redesigned VLS or in a traditional AEGIS ship, short of a radical redesign of the ship itself. For a more
detailed discussion of the technical and Navy operational issues related to sea based NMD capabilities, and an earlier
effort to anticipate probable system costs, see Rodney W. Jones, Taking National Missile Defense to Sea: A Critique of
Sea based and Boost-Phase Proposals, Washington, D.C.: Council for a Livable World Education Fund, October 2000.

29  CBO, Estimated Costs, p. 14, fn 10. CBO evidently alludes here to the fact that the Navy strongly prefers that the intercep-
tors used in its AEGIS VLS be equipped with solid-fuel thrusters for their divert and attitude-control maneuvers — as
reflected in the design of LEAP. The THAAD KV and EKV for GBI, by contrast, use liquid-fuel thrusters. Leakage of this
fuel into the VLS apparently could create serious hazards.

30  CBO properly recognized that AEGIS ships assigned to or equipped for the NMD mission would not necessarily be able to
perform their current missions of TMD, and battle group command, control, and communications. This mission tradeoff
cost would, if taken seriously, require that other ships be built to replace ships that are assigned or dedicated to NMD
missions. See CBO, Estimated Costs, p. 17, Box 2.
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CBO also pointed out that its own cau-

tious estimates could be greatly exceeded by

actual requirements in two other areas. First,

while CBO includes in its estimates some costs

related to improving the Navy’s communications

systems to permit the integration of ground-

based command and control and information

from land-based and satellite sensors, CBO

notes that the technical challenges and the over-

all infrastructure that will be needed here may

prove to be more expensive than it had as-

sumed.31

Second, CBO assumed in its estimate,

relying on BMDO’s judgment in its 1999 Sum-

mary, that an adequate booster for the sea based

midcourse NMD mission could be developed by

upgrading the NTW SM-3, Block II missile to

produce a more powerful follow-on interceptor

missile — but still compatible with the VLS mis-

sile tube’s constraints on missile cross-section

and length. But CBO clearly had misgivings

about this assumption, as reflected in the fol-

lowing paragraph:

The Department of Defense has faced

a number of challenges in developing the

ground-based interceptor—both with the booster

and the kill vehicle. The development of a sea-

based interceptor could present a new and dif-

ferent set of technical hurdles. The interceptor

for national missile defense could be much larger

than the missiles currently launched from the

vertical launch system (VLS) on surface ships.

The department believes that the VLS can be

altered to accommodate a larger missile. How-

ever, it is possible that alternatives to that sys-

tem may need to be explored, which could lead

to greater costs. Moreover, whether the current

ground-based kill vehicle could simply be placed

on sea-based interceptors is unclear. A unique

maritime variant may need to be developed.32

As a result, we believe the CBO esti-

mates for a stand-alone, sea based NMD con-

siderably understate the actual cost that would

be incurred by such a system. We would, there-

fore, add to CBO’s R&D and production (full

acquisition) estimates the following figures as a

more realistic portrayal of the likely costs:

1. For a strategically-capable (and there-

fore distinct) naval midcourse intercep-

tor missile that greatly exceeds the ca-

pability of the SM-3, Block II yet remains

compatible with AEGIS VLS, if compat-

ibility actually proves feasible: (a) R&D

— $1.8 billion additional; and (b) $7.3

billion additional to support the total of

$13 billion, for production and procure-

ment of 600 upgraded missiles — to

outfit up to 13 ships, each with 36 mis-

siles on board, and 132 additional

spares for testing and research.33

2. For an improved marine KV or EKV

adapted to marine use: (a) R&D — $1.1

billion additional; and (b) production and

procurement — $1.7 additional.34

3. Four additional ships (total of 11 to 13

ships), for additional acquisition cost of

$5.2 billion. This would allow for 3 to be

on station at all times. With 36 missiles

per ship, this would mean 108 missiles

on station at all times. This corresponds

to 100 GBI that would not be built if the

stand-alone sea based NMD system

were chosen.

______________
31  CBO, Estimated Costs, p. 17.
32  CBO, Estimated Costs, pp. 17-18.
33  For our “low estimate” in Table 2, we assume a unit acquisition cost for each missile of $25 million (not counting the KV and

R&D costs), plus $6 million per missile for the EKV-type warhead. Our “high estimate assumes a 30 per cent increment
in R&D costs.

34  These figures are for the “low estimate”; the “high estimate” adds a 30 per cent cost growth increment.
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4. Ship launch system modifications: $44

million per ship, total: $569 million.

5. Communications infrastructure: $16.7

million per ship: $217 million.

6. For SBIRS-low, the adjustments made

in Table 1 for our estimates, are carried

into Table 2.

In summary, based on the additional fig-

ures reflected in our estimates in Table 2, we

believe that acquisition of a stand-alone, sea

based NMD system would cost, at the low end

$65.9 billion; and at the high end $87.8 billion

through 2015. Including life cycle costs through

2035, these costs would rise to $114.9 billion at

the low end, and $147.3 billion at the high end.

Keep in mind that this stand-alone sea based

system is equivalent in capability to the single

site, 100-interceptor deployment, and the small-

est of CBO’s three hypothetical ground-based

configurations — although with enhanced sen-

sors, including SBIRS-low.

Partly because this illustrative stand-

alone sea based system is much further from

real world implementation, and partly because

the costs would be so much higher than for an

equivalent, stand-alone, ground based,

midcourse NMD system, we doubt that a stand-

alone sea based midcourse NMD system will

be pursued to conclusion by the Bush Adminis-

tration or its successor.

There are still two good reasons for pay-

ing close attention to these illustrative costs for

a stand-alone sea based NMD. One is that some

research organizations have publicized mislead-

ing reports that sea based NMD systems could

be done very quickly for very low cost. These

misleading notions need to be countered by

more objective analyses. The other reason is

that considerable interest remains in the NMD-

potential of sea based missile defense compo-

nents either as forward deployed defenses of

US forces and allies or as adjuncts to a ground-

based NMD system that might reinforce its ef-

fectiveness. It is easier to visualize and discuss

the costs of alternate sea based systems or com-

ponents after reviewing a sea based system that

might, conceptually speaking, perform the

midcourse NMD function by itself.

3. Adjunct Sea based Missile

Defense Systems

We believe that the Bush Administration

will push naval missile defense technology for-

ward as components of a more comprehensive,

layered missile defense system. Naval systems

have several geographical advantages. They

can respond flexibly to conflicts as they arise in

various parts of the globe. Unlike ground-based

systems within US territory, they can offer de-

fense coverage to forward based US forces and

allies. Unlike mobile ground-based TMD systems

(PAC-3, THAAD), naval systems do not need

the permission of host states to patrol nearby in

international waters. They can, in principle, ex-

tend the timeline for engagement by attempting

intercepts early in the threat missile’s trajectory,

and from different angles than systems based

on US territory. Insofar as long-range intercep-

tors might use AEGIS platforms, AEGIS assets

exist and naval TMD interceptor development

could be considered as further along than space-

based missile defense constructs. Sea based

platforms also could, if redesigned, support

boost-phase interceptors close in to those rogue

states that are accessible from the sea.

We do not believe that the Bush Admin-

istration would jettison the ground-based sys-

tem to rely primarily on a stand-alone naval NMD

system. Rather, we judge it highly likely that the

Bush Administration will seek to build naval mis-

sile defense components as one or more sup-

porting layers of a broader missile defense sys-

tem, reinforcing a ground-based system in US

territory and also providing local defense to US
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adjunct missile defense systems, we believe the

Administration is likely to pursue both paths,

seeking to develop midcourse interceptors com-

patible with AEGIS technology, on one hand,

while acquiring newly designed or reconfigured

ships for large boost-phase interceptors as well

as for more powerful shipborne X-band radars.

Since this section has been devoted to

midcourse interceptor systems, we consider the

cost of naval midcourse adjunct components

here. We will take up the costs of a naval boost-

phase adjunct in the next section on boost-phase

defenses.

Assuming the Bush Administration pur-

sues naval adjuncts to a ground-based mid-

course NMD, the acquisition costs of the naval

adjuncts generally would be additive to those of

the ground-based system. Care needs to be

taken, in this case, not to count twice the cost

of: (a) land-based sensors and battle manage-

ment functions that are already being developed

for the GBI and upon which the naval systems

would rely for integrated command, especially

interceptor allocation and tracking and discrimi-

nation functions against target missiles; and (b)

the R&D cost of any component that has been

developed for the GBI system but is also used

by the naval system, as would be the case, for

instance, if the naval midcourse interceptors use

the EKV rather than the LEAP KV being devel-

oped currently in the Navy’s NTW (TMD) pro-

gram.35

forces and allies overseas. We believe the Bush

Administration’s naval missile defense choices

are most likely to be designed as adjuncts to,

and built to complement or support, a core

ground-based system based in US territory. Of

the options that have been considered in the

naval TMD program technology base, we as-

sume that the terminal (and even boost-phase)

sea based defenses are likely to be the easiest

to develop and deploy.

 The main architectural issue for naval

missile defense, therefore, would be whether to

choose between sea based midcourse and

boost-phase technologies, or instead to develop

and deploy both midcourse and boost-phase

systems from naval platforms. If only midcourse

is chosen, this would complement the ground-

based system by providing a longer engagement

timeline and more shoot-look-shoot opportuni-

ties. If the choice is to develop both boost phase

and midcourse, the boost-phase segment could

reinforce the ground-based system even more

by deploying the capacity to disable or destroy

some fraction of attacking missiles before they

reach full velocity and deploy their payloads. Our

forecast is that the Bush Administration is likely

to pursue both types of naval interceptor tech-

nologies.

A subsidiary but related architectural

issue is whether to rely primarily on AEGIS as-

sets or, instead, to build newly designed ships

and sensors for naval interceptors. For naval

______________
35  Naval adjuncts may complement but probably would not substitute for the baseline components or sensors needed by the

basic GBI NMD system, and therefore probably would not reduce GBI costs. Conceivably, success in developing highly
capable naval adjuncts could lead to a decision downstream that only the first phases of the planned GBI NMD (i.e., a
one-site system instead of a two-site system, or a two-site system instead of a three-site system) need be deployed. But
if such a decision were made it probably would presume that the Administration had scaled back its threat assessment
of the level of sophistication or size of the anticipated offensive missile threat from that postulated in GBI NMD planning
earlier. We believe major savings from GBI-naval tradeoffs would not come from substituting naval for GBI components,
but rather from deploying fewer GBI (and perhaps naval) assets due to a revised estimate of the threat. On the other
hand, insofar as additional GBI sensor assets might be built abroad in consenting countries, this could allow tradeoffs
against naval sensor components — with possible savings in the naval adjunct systems.
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BMDO and the Navy outlined three pos-

sible naval adjunct roles in complementing a

ground-based missile defense in its report to

Congress at the end of 2000. Only the unclassi-

fied Summary of this December 2000 classified

report is available for the analysis here.36 The

Summary provided certain rudimentary, and

highly qualified, estimates of acquisition costs

of strictly illustrative naval components and ad-

junct configurations, and noted that ongoing

studies were being conducted to attempt to re-

fine cost estimates so that they may “become

more relevant to the decision process.”37

CBO reviewed this BMDO/NAVY De-

cember 2000 study but decided not to attempt

itself to define a complementary sea based ar-

chitecture or to estimate sea based adjunct sys-

tem costs, noting that:

Sea based [strategic missile defense]

options remain largely conceptual [in contrast

to naval TMD], so additional research and de-

velopment are necessary before an operational

system can be defined. The eventual cost of any

given sea based option will depend on many

factors, including what the threats are that the

system will defend against; what territory it will

defend; whether the ships will be on patrol con-

tinuously or used only in the event of a crisis;

and whether the ships will be dedicated solely

to the mission of national missile defense or will

be multimission.38

 The BMDO/Navy December 2000 sum-

mary outlined three possible naval adjunct roles

as complements to the then planned land-based

NMD architecture: (1) Strategic Radar Picket;

(2) Strategic Missile Trap; and (3) Strategic De-

fense. The three roles are in order of enhanced

sea based NMD support capability. Each sea

based element would be integrated with the land-

based NMD sensor and battle management ar-

chitecture and be provided with high data rate

communications, but only (2) and (3) would ac-

tually add a distinctly sea based “layer” of mis-

sile defense interceptors. The Strategic Radar

Picket (1) essentially involves deploying X-Band

radars on ships in forward locations to extend

the tracking and discrimination timeline for

ground-based interceptors.

For our layered defense cost assess-

ment purposes, it is the second and third of the

configurations above that are of interest. The

BMDO/Navy Summary makes clear that the

earliest any of these adjuncts could be devel-

oped and deployed would be in the post-2010

timeframe, but does not specify how soon after

2010 the more ambitious systems (2) and (3)

could be initially deployed or completed.39 We

follow the CBO report in assuming 2015 as a

notional date for full deployment, and about $1

billion per year in annual operating costs after

2015 — for a system of 7-10 ships and 100 in-

______________
36  BMDO and US Navy, Naval National Missile Defense: A Potential Expansion of the Land-Based NMD Architecture to

Extend Protection - Executive Summary (U), December 8, 2000, pp. 1-1 to 1-12 (hereafter referred to as BMDO/Navy,
December 2000 report). The Navy’s underlying Concept Definition Study focused on “evaluating how a Naval NMD
system could enhance, not replace, the planned land-based NMD architecture. Some of the major goals of a postulated
Naval NMD system are to expand the battlespace of the land-based NMD architecture, add flexibility and robustness,
and extend the defensive coverage beyond the 50 U.S. states. ... Navy ships equipped with NMD-capable sensors and/
or weapons could complement the planned land-based NMD architecture by providing earlier radar tracking of threats
and additional engagement opportunities when integrated into the NMD architecture. Within the context of the NMD
mission, the National Command Authority (NCA) could take advantage of the Navy’s inherent mobility, sovereignty,
freedom of movement, survivability, and operational reach. ... The mobile nature of Naval NMD forces could confront a
potential adversary with a higher level of defense and add uncertainty to his knowledge of the deployment of NMD
forces. A Naval NMD system could also provide the NCA a hedge against unanticipated threat tactics that an adversary
might employ.” Ibid., p. 1-3.

37  BMDO/Navy, December 2000 report, p. 1-11.
38  CBO, Estimated Costs, pp. 18-19.
39  BMDO/Navy, December 2000 report, p. 1-3.
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T A B L E   3

Navy Estimates of Seabased Adjuncts to NMD

Fiscal Years 2002-2035

(in billions of 2003 dollars)

BMDO/Navy Adjunct Cost Estimates

Missile Trap Strategic Defense

Low High Low High

Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate

System Size

AEGIS Ships 6 6 6 6

SPY-1 Upgrade 6 6

Radar Ships

Interceptors 100 100 100 100

Type of Cost

Research and Development

AEGIS Ships

Interceptors

X-Band Ship Radars

Spy-1 Upgrade

BMC4I

Subtotal

Production

AEGIS Ships 6.3 6.3

    Interceptors

 X-Band Radar Ships

    Spy-1 Upgrades

BMC4I

Subtotal

Total Acquisition Costs 4.2 7.3 14.6 18.6

Operations through 2030 3.8 3.8

Total Costs through 2030 18.4 22.5

Operations Costs Through 2015

Annual Operations Costs After 2015

Operations Costs 2015 Through 2035

Total Costs Through 2035

Numbers may not add up to totals due to rounding.
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T A B L E   3

Estimates of Seabased Adjuncts to NMD

Fiscal Years 2002-2035

(in billions of 2003 dollars)

Our Adjunct Cost Estimates

Missile Trap Strategic Defense

Low High Low High

Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate

System Size

AEGIS Ships 9 9 12 15

SPY-1 Upgrade 0 9 12 15

Radar Ships 6 10

Interceptors 282 282 336 390

Type of Cost

Research and Development

AEGIS Ships 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5

Interceptors 2.9 3.9 2.9 3.9

X-Band Ship Radars 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3

Spy-1 Upgrade 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4

BMC4I 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2

Subtotal 4.0 5.3 4.0 5.3

Production

AEGIS Ships 11.3 11.3 15.0 18.8

    Interceptors 5.8 7.4 7.0 10.2

 X-Band Radar Ships 2.8 4.7

    Spy-1 Upgrades

BMC4I

Subtotal 17.1 18.7 24.8 33.7

Total Acquisition Costs 21.1 24.0 28.8 39.0

Operations Costs Through 2015 6.3 7.3 8.3 10.4

Annual Operations Costs After 2015 1.3 1.4 1.7 2.3

Operations Costs 2015 Through 2035 25.0 27.1 33.4 45.9

Total Costs Through 2035 52.4 58.4 70.5 95.3

Numbers may not add up to totals due to rounding.
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terceptors.40 ECAAR’s postulated larger sys-

tem size (11-13 ships, 282 to 390 intercep-

tors, and, in the Strategic Defense configura-

tion only, 6-10 dedicated radar ships) points

to correspondingly higher operations costs as

depicted in Table 3.

The Strategic Missile Trap concept is to

equip Navy surface ships with NMD-capable

midcourse interceptors and to deploy them in

locations at sea where the land-based NMD

sensor architecture could support engagements.

Generally the Missile Trap locations would not

be in distant regional conflict locations41 but

rather closer to the coastlines of the United

States. The sea-based interceptors would pro-

vide additional angles of intercept to those of

GBI and a denser overall defense system, and

could enable the “integrated land and sea archi-

tecture to counter larger raids and defense sup-

pression tactics.”42 If the interceptor platforms

chosen were multimission AEGIS ships, as the

BMDO/Navy Summary assumes, the patrol lo-

cations would be well away from the forward lo-

cations to which battle groups and AEGIS ships

are usually assigned. The BMDO/Navy Sum-

mary suggests that the Missile Trap sea based

assets would provide a crisis-response, “surge”

force that could reach patrol areas in 24 to 48

hours, depending on warning. As described, the

Missile Trap sea based NMD component would

not be always ready for immediate action. It

could be on duty at all times only if dedicated

NMD interceptor platforms were built and kept

continuously in logical patrol locations — albeit

at higher cost.

The Strategic Defense concept comes

closer to providing a robust and flexible sea

based midcourse NMD support system by equip-

ping naval platforms with both NMD-capable X-

band radars and NMD-capable interceptors.

These ships could then be distributed either

close to hostile missile states, or further away

— to provide longer trajectory tracking and dis-

crimination as well as multiple engagement op-

portunities before the GBI interceptors engage.

At higher cost, dedicated ships rotated so that

several are continuously on station, could sig-

nificantly enhance an NMD system as well as

provide long-range defense coverage of allies

and US forces in forward theaters.

Table 3 shows the BMDO/Navy

Summary’s illustrative capabilities, and low and

high cost estimates, side by side with our ad-

justed estimates. Our adjusted estimates as-

sume, in contrast to the BMDO/Navy summary,

that the sea based adjunct systems must be on

NMD duty around the clock. The AEGIS

Ticonderoga class cruisers required therefore

must be more numerous. The X-Band radar for

the Strategic Defense concept will require dedi-

cated sensor ships (even upgraded Spy-1 ra-

dars on AEGIS cruisers could not discriminate

small objects at long range as X-Band radars

can). The development costs of the interceptor

components will be higher (in line with those es-

timated above for a stand-alone sea based sys-

tem), and other cost growth factors will have an

impact on procurement and maintenance in the

post-2010 timeframe.

We assume that AEGIS cruiser ship ro-

tation for NMD dedicated platforms must be on

average at least 3:1. For 3 cruisers on station in

patrol locations continuously, therefore, 9 dedi-

cated cruisers would be required; for 4 cruisers

on station, 12 cruisers would be required, and

so on, as reflected in our low and high estimates

for the Missile Trap and Strategic Defense con-

figurations in Table 3. We assume a minimum of

______________
40  CBO, Estimated Costs, Table 2, p. 16.
41  Unless, in contrast to current plans, X-Band radars were built in or near Japan in the western Pacific and in Europe in the

north Atlantic.
42  BMDO/Navy, December 2000 report, p. 1-3, and Finding  #8, p. 1-5.
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3 patrol locations would be required for the Mis-

sile Trap function. Realistic planning for the Stra-

tegic Defense configuration would require at

least 4 to 5 patrol locations: two at some dis-

tance from threat locations in the north Atlantic

and north Pacific oceans, two closer in to threat

locations (e.g., north of Japan and west of

Scandinavia), plus a fifth in the Mediterranean

or the Arabian Sea.

If dedicated AEGIS cruisers are drawn

from the existing fleet and modified for TMD roles

(modified VLS, upgraded Spy-1 radars, and up-

graded wide-band communication systems), the

per ship modification cost would be $156 mil-

lion. For NMD roles, however, we assume new

AEGIS cruisers would be built with modified VLS

magazines, upgraded Spy-1 radars, and wide-

band communication systems, at a per ship cost

of about $1.25 billion. Each dedicated X-Band

radar ship would cost about $469 million.43

The AEGIS cruiser load-out of NMD-

capable interceptor missiles normally would av-

erage at least 18 (housed in three “six-pack” VLS

modules). The total acquisition would include at

least 120 spare interceptors, and the unit acqui-

sition cost of sea based NMD-capable missiles

would be in the range of $21 to $26 million. While

we assume that dedicated X-band radar ships

would not be required for the Missile Trap mis-

sion, they would be required for the sea based

Strategic Defense role. The Strategic Defense

mission could not be performed only with the

upgraded Spy-1 radar that may be retrofitted on

AEGIS ships, although these upgraded AEGIS

radars will be required for Navy Theater Wide

(TMD) missions anyway. NMD-capable intercep-

tor ships will still require companion sensor ships

carrying larger X-Band radars (even so, these

X-Band radars will be smaller than fixed-site X-

band radars on land). We assume the rotation

of dedicated radar ships would have a more re-

laxed 2:1 ratio, and that between 3 and 5 such

ships on station continuously would support the

Strategic Defense sea-based adjunct role.

______________
43  CBO estimated in 2000 that three ship-based X-band radars would cost about $1.3 billion. See Table 2 in CBO, Budgetary

and Technical Implications of the Administration’s Plan for National Missile Defense,” April 2000; available at: <http://
www.cbo.gov>.
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III. BOOST-PHASE DEFENSES

Boost-phase interceptors would interdict

missiles early in their trajectory, after the launch

but before the termination of the missiles’ rocket-

powered flight into the upper atmosphere and

space. This boost-phase period is usually very

brief, between three and five minutes (180 to

300 seconds) for strategic missiles, and shorter

(from 60 seconds or less to 120 seconds) for

short-, medium-, and intermediate-range mis-

siles. Conceptually, a boost-phase interceptor

would be designed to detect and home in, ini-

tially, on the hot rocket plume of the target mis-

sile as it accelerates toward its burnout velocity.

This heat-seeking homing mechanism is often

described as easier to engineer from existing

interceptor sensor and guidance technologies

than the mid-course, hit-to-kill mechanism. The

latter must find and home into smaller objects

— cold warheads that may be concealed by

decoys traveling at maximum velocity in dark

space. A key advantage of boost-phase inter-

cept is that it calls for destruction of the attack-

ing missile before it dispenses its payload of

warhead(s) and any decoys, and before it has

reached its peak velocity.44

This avoids the decoy problem that

faces mid-course interceptors. It also has the

advantage of preventing the missile remnants

(and any warhead that survives) from reaching

peak velocity, thus causing them to fall short of

the intended target.

However, successful boost-phase inter-

cept does not totally eliminate all danger from

the missile debris or warheads that may not spe-

cifically have been destroyed or disabled, un-

less they fall into open ocean waters. While the

intended target may have been protected, some

damage to inhabited areas that are closer in the

missile’s intended flight path could still occur.

Even so, boost-phase intercept is diffi-

cult to accomplish because of the very brief time

for effective engagement (three to five minutes

at most, even for long-range missiles) during the

target missile’s powered flight. Some time must

elapse before remote sensors detect the launch

of a hostile missile, and more before it is char-

acterized as a threat and the command to fire

an interceptor can be given. Given this com-

pressed response time, the boost-phase defense

reaction must be virtually automatic, taking de-

cision-makers out of the loop. Moreover, re-

search and development on boost-phase inter-

ceptors has not yet been pursued intensively.

As a result, boost-phase technology develop-

ment for strategic missile defense arguably is

less mature than that for mid-course and termi-

nal interceptors.

Boost-phase interceptor systems could

be based on rocket-powered interceptor missiles

or on directed energy principles, such as lasers.

The interceptors in either case could be based

on ground-launched missiles, ships at sea, air-

borne platforms, or orbiting satellites. In the case

of rocket-powered interceptors, the interceptors

themselves must also cover some distance from

their launch platforms to the intercept point, so

that additional time elapses. A boost-phase

rocket-powered interceptor must be very pow-

erful and accelerate at an extremely high rate to

catch and engage a threat missile — which has

had a head start — within those few critical min-

utes. As a result, the launch points of rocket-

______________
44  Velocity imparted by the booster increases exponentially in the last seconds of a ballistic missile’s powered flight. Hence,

the speed of the target missile 10-20 seconds before missile burnout is much less than the peak velocity that mid-
course intercept must cope with, making interceptor engagement theoretically easier in the boost-phase than in the
mid-course regime. However, the ease of boost-phase intercept is often overstated. This is partly due to the fact that the
missile is still accelerating; a process that may not be entirely smooth or predictable, and thus its actual trajectory may
not be extrapolated accurately.
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powered boost-phase interceptors must be rela-

tively close to launch points of hostile missiles.

Furthermore, the sensor and guidance

mechanism of a rocket-powered interceptor must

also accomplish the non-trivial task not only of

catching up to the target missile but of attacking

an aim point on the structure of the missile (the

so-called “plume to hardbody handover” prob-

lem) that ensures the destruction of the missile

warhead(s). If the interceptor merely followed

the rocket plume, it could miss the missile or fail

to destroy both the missile booster and the pay-

load it carries.

Boost-phase interception could also be

based on directed energy principles, of which

the most plausible today is the energy beam that

can be produced by chemical lasers.45 A laser

beam travels at the speed of light and might re-

quire only a brief interval to engage a target mis-

sile in its line of sight. But focusing a laser beam

coherently to minimize the angular dissipation

of its energy, and keeping the beam fixed on a

single vulnerable point on a target missile hun-

dreds of kilometers away represent exquisitely

difficult engineering problems. Moreover, time

must still elapse as the laser beam builds up

lethal energy to burn through the structure of a

given target missile, and again as it slews around

to focus on another target, limiting the number

of target missiles in a salvo that any single laser

interceptor could engage. The lethality of a la-

ser against even a liquid-fueled target missile

depends on a number of factors, including dis-

tance to the target, any intervening atmosphere,

the brightness (power output) of the laser, and

the quality of the optics needed to achieve co-

herence of the laser beam itself.

Even if well within the range of the di-

rected energy source, the properties of the tar-

get missile — such as whether it has been de-

liberately hardened to reflect or withstand heat

— makes a big difference to whether or how

rapidly a directed energy intercept system can

deposit energy with decisive effect. A long-range

missile designed to accelerate to peak velocity

in 180 seconds or less also limits the length of

time available to a boost-phase interceptor sys-

tem, whether rocket-powered or based on la-

sers, to engage and destroy the target. A num-

ber of other missile design and launch options

can also be used to defeat or limit laser lethality.

Among the most common such countermea-

sures are thickening or layering the skin of the

missile to enable it to absorb and survive directed

energy, applying reflective coatings on the mis-

sile to dissipate a directed energy beam, or spin-

ning the missile on its longitudinal axis imped-

ing a laser’s ability to burn through the surface

of the missile.

The operational infrastructure and costs

of ground-based and sea based, airborne, and

space-based boost-phase systems may vary

significantly, and the system costs can only be

estimated realistically when the architecture of

any given choice is specified in some detail.

Terrestrial and airborne systems require prox-

imity to the countries and missile launch loca-

tions that are identified as threats. Space-based

boost-phase concepts have had special appeal

to many missile defense proponents since the

1970s because low-earth orbital constellations

of interceptor satellites could be configured,

theoretically, to bring offensive ballistic missile

threats, irrespective of their location, within the

______________
45  Ashton Carter’s 1984 report for the Office of Technology Assessment remains one of the best public sources for an

overview of the physical principles and technical analysis of the basic operational issues of directed-energy weapons,
including space-based chemical lasers. See U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Directed Energy Missile
Defense in Space – A Background Paper, OTA-BP-ISC-26 (Washington, DC, U.S. Government Printing Office, April
1984). For a broader, policy-oriented analysis of the missile defense concepts and technologies in vogue after Presi-
dent Reagan announced the Strategic Defense Initiative in 1983, see U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assess-
ment, Ballistic Missile Defense Technologies, OTA-ISC-254 (Washington, DC: US Government Printing Office, Sep-
tember 1985).
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operating range of one or several orbiting inter-

ceptor satellites at all times.

Two kinds of space-based interceptor

systems have received the most attention in US

missile defense program research. One concept

known as Brilliant Pebbles is based on a fairly

large constellation of self-powered satellites

each of which would be capable of maneuver-

ing into the path of an offensive missile within its

range, to destroy the missile kinetically.46 The

other concept consists of laser-equipped inter-

ceptor satellites.

Judging by its FY 2002 budget request

to spend $170 million towards the MDA’s

planned Integrated Flight Experiment (IFX), the

Bush Administration appears to consider the

space-based laser (SBL) type of system the

more attractive of these space-based missile

defense options for current R&D emphasis.47

Under the Bush Administration, the Missile De-

fense Agency plans to restructure the SBL pro-

gram and also to explore space-based kinetic

boost-phase options — the latter in parallel with

naval kinetic boost-phase options, as critical

components of a comprehensive, layered mis-

sile defense.48 While one might surmise that the

Bush Administration, or any US administration,

would choose between, rather than deploy both

SBL and space-based kinetic missile defense

systems in parallel, the Bush Administration

seems to be exploring both aggressively.49 This

may be in part due to this administration’s em-

phasis on seizing the initiative in space warfare,

space countermeasure weapons, and military

dominance of space that go well beyond missile

defense. Thus costs may be incurred in R&D and

even on at least partial deployment of both types

of space-based missile defense technology.

1. Space-Based Laser (SBL)

Interceptor System

The Congressional Budget Office’s

January 2002 cost estimate of a space-based

laser (SBL) system assumes deployment in or-

bit of a relatively thin constellation of only 24 la-

ser-equipped satellites for boost-phase intercept

of strategic missiles.

The technical basis for the CBO esti-

mate was a 1995 Defense Department Cost

Analysis Requirements Document (CARD) that

described specific space-based laser intercep-

tor system component concepts, the launch re-

quirements for placing those components in or-

bit, and a slightly smaller constellation of just 20

satellites. This DoD document did not cover, and

CBO did not attempt to estimate, the cost of other

SBL configurations with such options as ground-

based or space-based relay mirrors. The docu-

ment assumed a constellation of SBLs would

be launched to rotate in an orbit about 1,300 km

above the earth with an inclination of 40o (i.e.,

traversing 40o latitude, north of the equator) —

______________
46  Less familiar than Brilliant Pebbles but sometimes discussed is another space-based concept with larger satellites stocked

with small rocket interceptors designed to operate as kinetic projectiles. These satellites would remain in their orbits but
launch the rocket interceptors at offensive missiles or warheads that were predicted to come within their operating
range.

47  Under earlier plans, the IFX project to investigate the feasibility of a space-based laser was to launch a less than full-size
high-energy laser in orbit for boost-phase interceptor testing around 2012. CBO, Estimated Costs, p 21. The Bush
administration recently announced a more aggressive schedule of space-based laser development activities that could
put a rudimentary SBL boost-phase capability into orbit between 2008 and 2010, while developing more powerful SBL
capabilities later. In addition, the revised program would consider other architectural options and missions for lasers,
including ground-based lasers that might use space-based reflector mirrors, and SBLs that would be used for midcourse
discrimination of threat missile warheads, decoys, and missile debris (following boost-phase) to improve the effective-
ness of ground-based midcourse interceptors. See Robert Wall, “Pentagon Eyes Additions To Anti-Missile Arsenal,”
Aviation Week & Space Technology, June 7, 2002.

48  Missile Defense Agency, “Unclassified Statement of Lt. Gen. Ronald T. Kadish, USAF, Director, before the Senate Appro-
priations Committee, Defense Subcommittee, Regarding the FY 03 Missile Defense Budget, April 17, 2012. (Available
at: <http://www.acq.osd.mil/bmdo/bmdolink/html/statements.html/Kadish17apr02.pdf>)

49  Ibid., see pp. 22-25.
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well-positioned to interdict “third world” missile

threats ascending in boost-phase on northeast

or northwest trajectories from North Korea, South

Asia, Iran, Iraq, and northern Africa. The CARD

documented the elements of an option that

BMDO evidently considered logical for a theater

missile defense SBL system overlooking regions

where DoD had planned in the 1990s to be able

to fight two major regional conflicts (MRCs).50

This orbit probably would also imply some po-

tential to intercept Chinese ICBMs launched

northward over the Pacific.

The cost estimate CBO prepared on the

basis of the technology assumed in this CARD,

CBO acknowledges, is highly conjectural:

“CBO has used that [DoD] docu-

mentation as the basis for developing its

estimate, which applies only to the system

described by the department. Because of

the technical uncertainties and early stage

of the system’s development, CBO has pro-

vided a range estimate for the costs of that

system. CBO has also provided a discus-

sion of the uncertainties associated with

developing and deploying an operational

SBL system. Those uncertainties could have

a significant effect on the ultimate costs. For

example, if the system ultimately deployed

had more lasers or the system was com-

posed of different elements (such as a com-

bination of space-based lasers and space-

based mirrors) than the ones in the system

described by DoD in 1995, then the costs

could be very different — in some cases

lower, and in a number of other cases

higher.51 “

The unclassified 1995 CARD does not

explicitly state but evidently assumes each op-

erational laser satellite in orbit would have a

power output of at least 12 Megawatts. Even

from our standpoint seven years later, it is clear

that this 12 MW power output goal actually poses

a formidable technical challenge and with en-

visaged technology would require massive

equipment to produce.52 The power output goal

in the CARD may be inferred from its reference

to the laser interceptor’s “range” of 4,000 kilo-

meters against a No-Dong (North Korean) tacti-

cal ballistic missile, and a “kill time” of 10 sec-

onds at that range (or a kill time of less than 1

second if the target is much closer at a distance

of 1,290 km).53 The inference is made by com-

parison with the figures of merit in the 1984 Of-

fice of Technology Assessment study which

judged that a perfectly tuned 12 MW hydrogen-

fluoride laser theoretically could deposit one ki-

lojoule of energy per square centimeter (1 kj/

cm2 ) in 10 seconds at a range of 4,000 km, and

that this might be sufficient to burn through the

unhardened skin of a liquid-fueled ballistic mis-

sile in boost-phase, disabling or destroying it.54

Thus the CARD and OTA study reference num-

bers for lethality in this case are approximately

the same. The OTA study also noted that the

laser’s lethal fluence needed to disable or de-

stroy a modern solid-fuel ICBM probably would

be a tenfold increase over that for a liquid-fuel

missile, i.e., 10 kj/cm2 in ten seconds, requiring

______________
50  Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, Space-Based Laser (SBL) For Theater Missile Defense, Cost Analysis Require-

ments Document (CARD) Unclassified (U) (Washington, D.C.: Department of Defense, July 6, 1995), and hereafter
referred to as 1995 CARD. A simplified description of the theater SBL system in the CARD may be found at the Federa-
tion of American Scientists website: <http://www.fas.org/spp/starwars/program/sbl.htm>

51  CBO, Estimated Costs, p. 21.
52  The assumed laser-equipped satellites are large objects, each about 32 meters (104.4 feet) long and 8.4 meters (27.5

feet) in diameter, weighing just over 39 tons with chemical fuel— much bigger than most tractor-trailer trucks — and
present formidable, and costly, space-launch technical issues. 1995 CARD, op. cit., p. 14.

53  “Summary of SBL System Characteristics,” attached to “Foreword,” 1995 CARD, op. cit.
54  See Figure 3.2, and surrounding discussion, pp. 17-18, in U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Directed

Energy Missile Defense in Space – A Background Paper, OTA-BP-ISC-26 (Washington, DC, U.S. Government Printing
Office, April 1984).
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T A B L E   4

Estimates of a Space-based Laser (SBL) National Missile

Defense System, Fiscal Years 2002-2045

(in billions of 2003 dollars)

Total Costs Total Costs

Low High

Type of Cost Estimate Estimate

24 satellites 24 satellites 48 satellites 72 satellites

Research and Development

IFX Laser 3.1 5.2 3.1 5.2

   Operational Laser 7.3 11.5 7.3 11.5

   Launch Vehicle 3.1 5.2 3.1 5.2

      Subtotal 14.6 20.9 13.6 21.9

Production

Operational Laser 28.2 34.4 82.4 124.1

   Launch Vehicle 13.6 13.6 32.3 49.0

      Subtotal 41.7 48.0 114.7 173.1

      Total Acquisition Costs 56.3 69.9 128.3 195.0

Operations Through 2025 2.1 2.1 6.3 9.4

         Total Costs Through 2025 58.4 70.9 134.5 204.4

Annual Costs for Operations After 2025 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5

Annual Costs to Replace

Space-Based Lasers after 2025 4.2 5.2 10.4 15.6

We Add Estimates Below:

Operations Through 2045 6.3 6.3 8.3 10.4

Replacement of SBLs through 2045 83.4 104.3 166.9 208.6

Total Costs Through 2045 148.1 181.5 309.8 423.5

Numbers may not add up to totals due to rounding. IFX = Integrated Flight Experiment. CBO assumes

constellation size is 24 satellites in system. We assume constellation size is 48 satellites for low

estimate and 72 satellites for high estimate.

Our Estimates for
Larger SBL Systems

CBO’s Cost Estimate for
Minimal SBL
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either a much more powerful laser or engage-

ment at a much closer range.55 Shorter missile

burn times and other countermeasures would

require even brighter lasers or more of them

(larger constellations) to handle a salvo attack.56

CBO’s “low” and “high” estimates for

developing, acquiring, and operating an SBL

system with 24 operational satellites through

2025, in constant 2001 dollars, are $56 and $68

billion.57 These figures assumed launch of the

initial three operational SBLs in 2018 and three

more each year to full operational capability in

2025. CBO also estimated annual costs for op-

erations after 2025 would be at least $300 mil-

lion in 2001 dollars, and that the annual costs to

replace SBLs after 2025 would be $4 to $5 bil-

lion. We convert CBO figures to 2003 dollars in

Table 4.

We believe that constraints in the CBO

analysis led CBO to underestimate the true costs

of deploying and operating an effective SBL mis-

sile defense system. CBO acknowledged that

this might be the case by pointing out the limita-

tions in the DoD program documentation it had

to work with, and in the uncertainties involved

— not only due to the nature of the threat that

could present itself, but also because of the for-

midable problems in launching massive laser

platforms and large quantities of fuel into orbit,

and the technical risks that would be faced in

developing the various SBL technologies them-

selves. CBO noted doubts expressed by defense

analysts that the constellation size that BMDO

assumed (12 to 20 satellites for third world the-

ater threats, with another 4 to reinforce capabil-

ity to intercept long-range missile threats to the

United States) would prove sufficient in reality.

CBO points out “other analysts argue that these

[BMDO] constellation sizes are based on opti-

mistic assumptions about the vulnerability of po-

tential threats [i.e., the vulnerability to intercep-

tors of hostile missiles]. Defending against one

or more hardened missiles could require signifi-

cantly larger constellations than the 24-satellite

one that CBO assumes for its estimate. System

costs would increase in direct proportion to the

larger number of lasers composing the constel-

lations (emphasis added).” 58

More realistic estimates of the costs of

a future SBL missile defense system would be

based on larger constellations, at least 48 op-

erational satellites on the low side, and 72 op-

erational satellites on the high side. (See Table

4.) Putting aside similar misgivings about the

technical reliability and potentially insufficient

power output of the system described in the

CARD, and since the “Production” cost (for SBL

platforms, and their launch costs) could rise in

direct proportion to the number of satellites, we

have augmented CBO’s Production (and Opera-

tions) figures proportionally. We have also in-

corporated a 20 per cent cost growth factor be-

yond the CBO estimates, in both our low and

high estimates. By this reckoning, we estimate

that the overall cost of a more plausible SBL

system through 2025 would be $134.5 and

$204.4 billion dollars — for 48 and 72 SBL sat-

ellite configurations respectively. If one extended

______________
55  Ibid., pp. 19ff.
56  Note that calculating the missile defense capabilities of orbital interceptors and the notional size of constellations required

for threats of a given size involves what is known as the satellite “absentee ratio.” Only a fraction of the satellites in a
given orbital plane will be in position to view, engage, and attempt to intercept during its boost phase any particular
missile that has been launched nearby that orbital plane; the earth at any given time will mask the view of other satellites
in that orbital plane.

57  CBO, Estimated Costs, Table 3, p. 17.
58  CBO, Estimated Costs, p. 25. CBO also notes that other SBL architectures which rely on autonomous relay mirrors for

ground-based and airborne as well as space-based lasers are under serious study, entail high technical risk, and could
impose greater complexity and higher costs. As did CBO, this study also declines to attempt to estimate SBL system
costs that involve autonomous relay mirrors, or system concepts that integrate ground-based and airborne lasers with
relay mirrors.
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this out to a 20 year life cycle period, which is to

2045, we estimate the cumulative costs for sat-

ellite systems of these same configurations eas-

ily could be $309.8 and $423.5 billion respec-

tively.

2. Brilliant Pebbles type

Space-Based Interceptor

System

Space-based kinetic interceptor system

concepts for boost-phase have been discussed

actively at least since the Reagan administra-

tion, and the best known such concept has come

to be known as Brilliant Pebbles. The High Fron-

tier organization formerly led by Gen. Daniel Gra-

ham claimed that Brilliant Pebbles with a suit-

able number of platforms could be deployed for

very low costs, on the order of $4-$5 billion. Bril-

liant Pebbles is usually associated with small

satellites. In one variant, the small satellites con-

tain on-board propulsion and sensors, and ma-

neuver out of orbit and operate as kinetic inter-

ceptors themselves. In another variant, the small

satellites shelter a smaller rocket-powered ki-

netic interceptor that leaves its shelter to home

in on a missile in boost-phase.59

Once interceptors with their own propul-

sion systems are based in space orbits, they can

be quite small and still achieve significant ve-

locity, traveling to considerable ranges — be-

cause they do not have to overcome gravita-

tional forces. A substantial part of the cost of

deploying such systems is the launch cost of

putting them into orbit with their space-based

support equipment, including autonomous sen-

sors, communications, shielding, and power

supplies. As space-based systems, however,

these Brilliant Pebbles satellites and intercep-

tors would be tiny by comparison with the space-

based platforms required to support laser weap-

ons capable of attacking missiles, and far easier

to launch into orbit.

Because of the paucity of realistic data

about Brilliant Pebbles constructs, the authors

of this report have decided not to attempt an in-

dependent cost analysis. But since the Bush ad-

ministration is believed to be promoting classi-

fied research on this type of system and may

soon initiate a development and testing program,

we include in this report a brief discussion and

an update of the CBO estimates published in

1996.

The cost estimate for brilliant pebbles

was made by CBO as part of its overall esti-

mate of the costs of the national missile defense

program mandated by Congress in the Defend

America Act of 1996. The legislation contem-

plated a program that would include intercep-

tors that could be ground-based, sea-based, or

space-based, with ground-based radar, space-

based sensors, and a battle management and

command and control system. The legislation

anticipated “a highly effective defense” of all 50

states that would be “augmented over time to

provide a layered defense against larger and

more sophisticated ballistic missile threats as

they emerge.” 60 But the legislation did not specify

the size of possible missile attacks.

______________
59  A third space-based kinetic interceptor concept would deploy somewhat larger satellites as “battle stations,” each contain-

ing a magazine of small rocket vehicles that could be fired sequentially to operate as kinetic interceptors against several
targets. This type of system is not labeled Brilliant Pebbles.

60  CBO, Budgetary Implications of H.R. 3144, The Defend America Act of 1996, p.1. This report was supplemented by CBO’s
responses to questions by members of Congress requesting  information about the cost estimates. See CBO letters to
Representative Floyd Spence , May 15, 1996, and to Senators J.James Exxon and Byron L. Dorgan, and attachments,
July 26, 1996. An earlier CBO report stated, “Based in space Brilliant Pebbles are hit-to-kill interceptors that can inter-
cept attacking missiles and warheads shortly after they leave the atmosphere over the attacker’s country. That provides
an opportunity to destroy the missiles before they have released the multiple warheads and decoys they often carry.”
CBO, Costs of Alternative Approaches to SDI, May 1992, p.9.
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Relying on BMDO inputs, CBO’s brief

report provided figures for a ground-based sys-

tem and separately estimated the acquisition

cost of the space-based components of an “ini-

tial defense” to comply with the Act. CBO esti-

mated that the space based sensors (Space and

Missile Tracking System, or SMTS, the earlier

name for the program now designated SBIRS)

would cost about $5 billion. CBO further esti-

mated that a space-based interceptor system

of 500 interceptors similar to Brilliant Pebbles

would cost an additional $14 billion. CBO as-

sumed this Brilliant Pebbles layer might be

added sometime after 2006. It could give the

layered defense, according to BMDO, the ca-

pability to protect the United States “against a

more sophisticated attack of up to 60 war-

heads.”61

The CBO figures above were presented

in “then year” dollars (taking inflation projections

into account), but do not include O&S costs and

therefore are not life cycle cost figures. In addi-

tion, CBO made clear that its May 15, 1996 es-

timates did not contain adjustments “to reflect

cost increases that typically occur in developing

systems that advance the state of the art.”62 CBO

also noted that its estimates were based on

BMDO’s refocused requirements for the “smaller

and less capable threat” from Third World mis-

siles, and therefore presupposed a much less

demanding development and testing program,

in contrast to the earlier requirements63 which

assumed an unauthorized launch of much more

sophisticated Soviet missiles. CBO indicated that

if the requirements of the overall missile defense

evolved into protecting against larger and more

sophisticated threats, its estimate of the costs

of the same ground- and space-based system

would at least double from the low end figure of

about $31 billion to about $60 billion, and that

new technical challenges or delays could drive

the net cost well above $60 billion by 2010.64

CBO produced a subsequent memo on

July 26, 1996, based on follow-up questions from

Senators Exon and Dorgan concerning the po-

tential O&S costs for the layered system which

CBO had estimated in its May 15 paper, two

months earlier.65 For the Brilliant Pebbles space-

based interceptor system after 2010, CBO esti-

mated that the annual O&S costs probably would

include $250 million annually (in 1997 dollars)

for personnel and infrastructure to manage the

satellite constellation, or $5 billion over 20 years.

CBO estimated satellite average service life

would be 10 years and therefore that about 50

Brilliant Pebbles would have to be launched each

year, but that 10 Brilliant Pebbles could be

launched by each space launcher, thus requir-

ing 5 launches each costing $60 million, or $300

million a year. CBO estimated that producing

each Brilliant Pebble would cost about $4 mil-

lion, with total replacement production each year

costing $200 million.66 Replacements would

therefore cost $500 million per year, or $10 bil-

______________
61  Ibid., p. 2. In CBO’s paper, based on BMDO inputs, it is assumed that the ground-based system by itself (100 interceptors)

would be capable of intercepting an unsophisticated attack of up to 20 warheads. The space-based augmentation,
therefore, is assumed to triple the number of unsophisticated warheads that could be inercepted by the layered de-
fense.

62  Ibid., p. 1.
63  BMDO’s earlier system requirements had been based on the first Bush administration’s concept known as Global Protec-

tion Against Limited Strikes (GPALS), which was to be designed to protect against limited or unauthorized Soviet
attacks.

64  Ibid., p. 2.
65  Congressional Budget Office, “Answers to Questions Posed by Senators Exon and Dorgan” (On the potential costs of

operating and supporting the defenses included in its estimate of the Defend America Act of 1996), under cover letter of
July 26, 1996 from June E. O’Neil of CBO to Congressman Byron L. Dorgan, pages 1-7.

66  Ibid.
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lion over 20 years. In CBO’s July, 1996 estimate,

therefore, total O&S costs for Brilliant Pebbles over

20 years would add up to roughly $15 billion.

From the vantage point of 2002 and

without technical data on Brilliant Pebbles to

work with, but with retrospective knowledge of

how BMD estimates have climbed since 1996,

we conclude the following: First, the number of

interceptors in the final requirements probably

would have to be doubled to at least 1,000,

roughly doubling the 1996 CBO estimated ac-

quisition cost from $14 to $28 billion, irrespec-

tive of cost growth.67 Second, the technical chal-

lenges would delay deployment past 2010 and

push cost growth, we believe, above 50 per cent,

raising acquisition cost to $42 billion. Third, op-

erational and support (including satellite replace-

ment) costs over 20 years, we believe, would

be at least 60 per cent of the acquisition cost,

adding another $25 billion, for a total of $67 bil-

lion in 1997 dollars, or about $76 billion in 2003

dollars. Clearly this space-based kinetic system

would be less expensive than the space-based

laser system we estimate separately, but it would

not be a small cost.

3. Ground-Based Boost-Phase

System

Private sector defense experts Richard

L. Garwin and Theodore Postol have long ad-

vocated ground-based and sea based boost-

phase missile defense as technologically easier,

more effective, less costly, and more congenial

internationally than inherently global space-

based boost-phase systems of any kind, even

the once fashionable kinetic concept among

missile defense proponents of Brilliant Pebbles.68

They have also argued that terrestrially-based

boost-phase missile defense systems would be

much cheaper and probably more effective than

the ground-based, mid-course NMD system

planned by the Clinton Administration against

the emerging missile threats from so-called

“rogue states” such as North Korea, Iran, Iraq,

or Libya. In a similar vein, they have argued

against sea based mid-course systems using the

AEGIS fleet on the grounds that converted cargo

ships could be used more cheaply as platforms

for boost-phase interceptors.

Garwin and Postol have asserted that

the heat-seeking sensors, kill vehicles and boost-

ers they envisage for their boost-phase concepts

could be fashioned from existing (and therefore

familiar off-the-shelf) technologies and thus

would not require so lengthy or costly R&D and

testing programs as the more exotic mid-course

and space-based missile defense concepts.

They have assumed that tailored, geographically

localized boost-phase systems could be built and

deployed at considerably lower cost than sys-

tems that might provide global coverage. They

also have argued that “rogue states” could eas-

ily develop countermeasures that would defeat

mid-course interceptors, but not countermea-

sures that would easily defeat terrestrial boost-

phase interceptors.69

Part of the appeal of the Garwin-Postol

arguments is that their boost-phase missile de-

fense ideas are geographically localized and

focus only on the threat from “rogue states.” Their

constructs therefore would not threaten Russian

or Chinese strategic missiles where they are de-

______________
67  Richard L. Garwin came to the same conclusion about the number of interceptors that would be required. See Space

News, March 11-17, 1991.
68  Garwin and Postol also advanced their missile defense proposals (long before President Bush announced US intent to

withdraw from the ABM Treaty) as ways to sidestep a break with the ABM Treaty, arguing that terrestrially based,
localized boost-phase defenses could be accommodated by a protocol amending the ABM Treaty.

69  Postol, Theodore A., “Boost-Phase Missile Defense Concepts for Protecting the US from Postulated Rogue-State ICBMs:
An Assessment of Military, Engineering Design, and Policy Issues” (Briefing Slides), Cambridge, MA: MIT Security
Studies Program, circa spring, 2002. Garwin, Richard L., National Missile Defense, Testimony to Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee, May 4, 1999.
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ployed. Another part of the appeal of the Garwin-

Postol ideas is the notion that missile defense

could be acquired on a “pay as you go” (i.e.,

modular or incremental) basis — adding boost-

phase missile defense interceptors and radars

in new sites if and when new threats emerge in

the future.

Pentagon (BMDO or MDA) estimates for

terrestrial boost-phase systems have not been

developed, or if they have, have not been made

public. Nor has Congress requested them. CBO

has not been asked to estimate the costs of such

systems. This leaves us without public boost-

phase missile defense system benchmarks to

review or critique.

The alternative is to devise possible ar-

chitectures and to attempt to provide cost esti-

mates of plausible configurations of our own. In

doing so, it must be clear that even if boost-

phase technologies could draw on existing tech-

nologies and thereby simplify the development

and testing stages before acquisition, US regu-

lations and Congressional procedures still would

require program accountability, with demon-

strated milestones to support budgetary appro-

priations.

Past experience suggests that the ex-

pense of developing a dedicated boost-phase

system with methodically stipulated require-

ments would not be small and that the time frame

for such development could not be less than five

or six years — unless a war or acute emergency

drove the development steps onto an unusually

foreshortened schedule. The most advanced

current program the US has for developing

boost-phase missile defense is the Air Force de-

velopment program for an airborne laser. No US

program to develop ground or sea based boost-

phase interceptors had been authorized through

2001. Any such program, legislatively speaking,

would have to begin from scratch. Indications

have emerged just this year, however, that the

Bush Administration may attempt to develop

naval boost-phase interceptor capabilities. Plans

may now be underway to modify the design ob-

jectives of the still undeveloped Navy Theater

Wide (NTW) interceptor technologies — includ-

ing modifications to the LEAP KV and require-

ments to develop higher velocity interceptor mis-

siles needed to achieve boost-phase perfor-

mance. Whether such performance can be

achieved with AEGIS-VLS-compatible intercep-

tor missiles remains to be seen, but this appears

to be the focus of the new, naval boost-phase

efforts.70

In Table 5, we show high and low esti-

mates for two ground-based, boost-phase con-

figurations. The first contains four sites based

on the current threats from rogue states (North

Korea, Iran, Iraq, and Libya), and the second

offers eight sites based on the potential emer-

gence of future challengers. Our architecture for

these systems assumes that the current program

for US-based, mid-course missile interceptors

will continue and that the basic infrastructure for

that system would integrate and support boost-

phase modular interceptor units as elements of

the infrastructure (e.g., SBIRS-low) become

available. These infrastructure costs are not

counted twice in this report. However, we as-

sume each modular boost-phase unit will also

require at least one co-located acquisition and

tracking radar that would be comparable in ac-

quisition cost to an intermediate-size X-band

(e.g., THAAD) radar. We further assume that

each site would have 15 alert interceptors and

15 reloads, or spares, for a total of 30 intercep-

tor missiles.

Ground- or sea based boost-phase in-

terceptors must be located fairly close to the

launch sites of hostile missiles and preferably

downrange along their logical flyout corridors.

They must be very powerful and capable of ac-

celerating rapidly to velocities of as much as 8.5
______________

70  Robert Wall, “Pentagon Eyes Additions To Anti-Missile Arsenal,” Aviation Week & Space Technology, June 7, 2002.
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T A B L E   5

Estimates of Ground Based Boost-Phase Systems

Deployed Overseas, Fiscal Years 2002-2003

(in billions of 2003 dollars)

Four-Site Eight-Site

Configuration Configuration

Type of Cost 120 interceptors 240 interceptors

Research and Development

BP Interceptor Missile 9.4 9.4

BP Kill Vehicle 1.9 1.9

BP Radar 0.5 0.5

Subtotal 11.8 11.8

Production

BP Interceptors with KV 7.5 12.5

BP Radars 1.0 2.1

Site Construction 1.3 2.5

Subtotal 9.8 17.1

Total Acquisition Costs 21.6 28.9

Operations Through 2015 0.9 1.3

Total Costs Through 2015 22.5 30.1

Operations From 2015 Through 2035 5.4 11.7

Total Costs Through 2035 28.0 41.8

Numbers may not add up to totals due to rounding.
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km/sec within the 3 to 5 minutes burn time of

the hostile long-range missiles. Postol’s work

indicates that a large Spartan-type missile (i.e.,

like the long-range interceptor used for the 1972

Safeguard system), inherently a “strategic mis-

sile,” will be needed. No current production of

such a missile exists. A converted ICBM (e.g.,

the Peacekeeper) would not have the optimal

acceleration for boost-phase intercept. Thus a

new missile will have to be designed and pro-

duced. We believe the $9.4 billion historical de-

velopment cost of the Trident D-5 submarine-

launched ballistic missile (SLBM) is a reason-

able benchmark for projecting the likely devel-

opment cost of a ground-based boost-phase in-

terceptor, including testing, but not including the

KV. We believe the development cost of the KV

would be about $1.9 billion, and that the devel-

opment of a dedicated site radar for boost-phase

interceptors would cost about $520,000.

The per unit acquisition cost for such a

strategic, high-acceleration missile and its kill ve-

hicle is unlikely to be less than $50 to $60 mil-

lion, and for small production runs it could be

higher. We assume construction of each site with

15 silo launchers (not hardened against nuclear

effects), together with command, control, and

communications facilities, and personnel sup-

port buildings, would cost about $313 million,

and the co-located acquisition and tracking ra-

dar another $250 million.

We assume about 150 US military per-

sonnel would be required to man and operate

each site, at an annual cost of about $31 mil-

lion, per site. Provisions and utilities would add

about $5 million annually, per site. Host coun-

tries presumably would insist on providing ba-

sic perimeter security, and basing agreements,

if such cooperation is actually attainable, might

cost $10 million annually, per site. Other system

operations and maintenance costs we estimate

would be about $21 million annually per site.

Thus, about $68 million per site would be in-

curred annually for O&S, or $271 million a year

for four sites. An eight-site system would incur

savings only in supporting a longer production

run and a lower unit cost of interceptor missiles.

We assume that the missiles for four sites would

be acquired at $63 million apiece, but that the

average unit cost of missiles for eight sites would

drop to $52 million. The O&S costs for eight sites

would be $542 million a year.

In our judgment, the R&D and testing

for a ground-based boost-phase system would

take at least 5 years from the decision to de-

velop such a system, and that procurement for

four sites along with actual construction of those

sites would take at least 3 more years. Thus the

earliest date for the full operation of such a sys-

tem would be 2011. This would be an optimistic

schedule, however, since negotiations with host

countries and other delays probably would cause

the schedule to slip by several years. We there-

fore assume, more realistically, that a fully op-

erational four-site system could be in place in

2015, with O&S costs phased in beginning in

2012 and rising to a normal level in 2015. Aug-

mentation by adding sites could occur incremen-

tally and presumably would only rise as threats

emerge, but once the system has been estab-

lished, it could be expanded to eight sites over

the next 3 years, by 2018, with correspondingly

higher O&S costs as each site is added.

Our acquisition estimate for four sites

by 2015, comes to $21.6 billion, and for eight

sites by 2018 $28.9 billion. The total cost for the

four-site configuration of this system operating

to 2025, would be at least $22.5 billion, and with

eight sites would be $30.1 billion. Projected with

O&S costs through 2035, the life cycle costs

would rise to $28 and $41.8 billion for the four

and eight site configurations respectively. By that

time, missile and equipment replacement costs

could become significant, but we have not tried

to estimate those costs.

While these figures for localized,

ground-based boost-phase defenses are cer-

tainly lower than those estimated for a ground-
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based mid-course NMD or for a space-based

laser system, they are not inconsiderable. More-

over, the willingness of suitably located coun-

tries to host such systems is not a foregone con-

clusion, and negotiated arrangements might pre-

clude full US control over interceptor launch. In

weighing the relative appeal of ground-based

boost-phase systems, then, there are several

points of comparison to bear in mind. The local-

ized boost-phase systems presumably would be

focused exclusively on rogue states or emerg-

ing adversaries with long-range missile capabil-

ity, and would not have any utility against an

accidental launch or unauthorized strikes by

Russian or Chinese strategic forces. The ground-

based boost-phase systems would also be po-

sitioned to deal with northeast, north, and north-

west strategic flyout trajectories against the

United States, Europe and Russia from states

in a zone between 30 and 40 degrees latitude

north of the equator. They would not necessar-

ily be well located to protect other allies against

threats from other geographic locations, long-

range or short-range, launched along plausible

trajectories.

If the primary objective is to complement

and reinforce ground-based midcourse US de-

fenses against rogue state long-range missile

threats, however, ground-based boost-phase de-

fenses would be a more economical way to go

than space-based interceptor systems — as long

as host countries cannot veto US launch deci-

sions and both systems’ technical effectiveness

against such threats are otherwise roughly com-

parable.

4. Sea based Boost-Phase

System

It was demonstrated in an earlier cost

study of sea based NMD concepts that the high

acceleration and burn-out velocity required of

boost-phase interceptors in plausible maritime

scenarios would require more powerful and prob-

ably much larger boosters than those employed

or planned by the Navy in its missile defense

programs. The larger boosters and interceptors

probably would be incompatible with the AEGIS

Standard Missile platform — particularly with the

current, eight-pack Vertical Launch System

(VLS) modules, and even with the larger launch

tubes in the six-pack module modification that

is being considered for the Navy Theater Wide

(NTW) mid-course interceptors (SM-3, Block

II).71 A sea based boost-phase interceptor mis-

sile probably could be derived from the same

R&D envelope (and cost) as that postulated in

Section 3 above for a ground-based boost-phase

interceptor missile, producing a “common mis-

sile” for both deployment modes.72 This also

means that the unit acquisition costs for the sea

based boost-phase system interceptor missiles

would be akin to that assumed of the ground-

based boost-phased interceptor missiles dis-

cussed above.

Some experts have argued that such a

naval boost-phase interceptor missile could be

based on reconstructed cargo ships. In contrast

to AEGIS ships, a reconstructed cargo ship may

have sufficient deck space to install a more pow-

erful radar, such as a mid-sized X-band radar.

This approach almost certainly would be less

______________
71  See Rodney W. Jones, Taking National Missile Defense to Sea: A Critique of Sea based and Boost-Phase Proposals,

Washington, D.C.: Center for Arms Control and Non-Proliferation (Council for a Livable World Education Fund), Octo-
ber 2000, Section IV. Compare, for instance, the size of historical missile defense interceptor missile in Figure 2 on
page 15, where the Spartan represents the mass (mostly fuel volume) that a newly designed boost-phase interceptor
probably would require.

72  Note that since AEGIS platforms are unlikely to support boost-phase interceptors, the acquisition of AEGIS ships by allies
and the current profile of Japanese TMD cooperation probably would not reduce the US cost burden of deployment of
naval boost-phase missile defense assets.
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expensive than designing a new surface ship

specifically for sea based, boost-phase missile

defense purposes, and probably less expensive

and much quicker than building a series of mis-

sile defense variants of new US Navy surface

warships.73 Modified cargo ships probably would

be far less survivable under attack, however,

than the Navy’s current cruisers. Surface ships

dedicated to missile defense that are located

near countries that pose offensive missile threats

would require that other ships and aircraft be

assigned for their protection, with naval and per-

haps air force mission tradeoff costs.74

Our cost estimate of a sea based boost-

phase system assumes the choice of recon-

structed cargo ships, which we believe would

be the least costly of the ship platform alterna-

tives, at least in direct budgetary costs. But each

ship would require an on-board fire control and

launch system, probably a mid-size X-band ra-

dar, and integrated communications with the

larger missile defense battle management sys-

tem. We assume that converted cargo ships

would cost about $200 million each, plus about

$250 million each for the fire control, sensor, and

launch systems, for a total of about $450 million

per ship. This would be only 40 per cent of the

cost, however, of building a state of the art AE-

GIS cruiser today.

Boost-phase interceptor ships must pa-

trol very close to those threat countries that have

maritime exposure. We assume five patrol ar-

eas, two in northeast Asia, two in the Persian

Gulf, 75 and one in the Mediterranean covering

Libya. Since we are dealing with dedicated mis-

sile defense ships, we assume that if two inter-

ceptor ships are stationed in each patrol area,

another two should be sufficient to support rota-

tion for each patrol area, giving a total of 20 ships

for the sea based system.76 We assume each

interceptor ship would carry 24 interceptor mis-

siles in vertical launch magazines, and that 12

spares would be acquired and stored in home

port for each ship.77 We conservatively estimate

Operation and Support (O&S) costs (not count-

ing missile acquisition and ship replacement) at

$13.6 million per ship annually, or $271.2 mil-

lion annual O&S for the entire complement of

20 missile defense ships.78

______________
73  Now cancelled, the DD-21 Zumwalt destroyer is an example of a ship program that might have been adapted, before

construction began, to incorporate new, missile defense mission objectives.  On the Zumwalt program, see Richard
Scott, “DD-21 Teams Show Rival Designs,” at: <http://www.janes.com/defence/naval_forces/news/jni/
jni010529_1_n.shtml>, and “DD-21 Zumwalt Class Multimission Destroyer,” at: <http://www.naval-technology.com/
projects/dd21/index.html#dd211>.

74  A potential alternative would be modifying surplus strategic missile submarines (SSBNs) as launch platforms for boost-
phase interceptors. Concealed submarine launch platforms need not tie up surface ships in protective missions.  But
modifying submarines for this purpose would be technically quite complicated and still would pose tradeoffs with current
US Navy mission planning for covert insertion or intelligence missions.

75  There is some doubt that sea based boost-phase interceptors located in the Persian Gulf could catch strategic missile
launched northward from the interior of Iran or even of Iraq in a “tail chase.” Thus the Black Sea and the landlocked
Caspian Sea may be better locations than the Persian Gulf for sea based boost-phase interceptors protecting the
northern hemisphere against strategic missiles launched from Iran and Iraq. Using such ships in the Caspian Sea would
depend on the cooperation of litoral states.

76  Hypothetically, dedicated boost-phase interceptor ships could also intercept sea-launched offensive missiles close to the
United States coastal areas, but since this threat could emanate from almost anywhere along the coasts, it would
require a very large number of boost-phase interceptor ships to provide coverage. Hence, we assume that sea based
and land-based midcourse and terminal defenses would be considered more suitable architectural responses to close-
in sea based offensive missile threats.

77  Reloading of such missiles at sea is technically conceivable but would require special cranes, storage either in the cargo
ships or in replenishment ships (the latter would enlarge the flotilla and surface fleet protection requirements), and
would be time-consuming. We believe the Navy would consider this impractical and inconsistent with its planning for
active defense operations against a threatening missile state. Thus we assume that reloading would follow rotation and
be done in homeport.
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It should be kept in mind that R&D

costs for the ground-based and the naval boost-

phase interceptors, assuming they use a com-

mon missile, could be nearly the same. If they

did involve a common missile and both sys-

tems were developed and deployed, then most

of the missile R&D would be a one-time cost

for both, and not additive. In practice, however,

there are likely to be significant Navy R&D re-

quirements that do add development costs to

the Navy’s version. We assume the Naval R&D

add-ons would add 25 per cent more to the

R&D cost of the ground-based version as a

distinct cost for the sea based version. If both

ground-based and naval systems were built

and deployed, the 25 per cent margin would

simply be counted against the Naval system. If

only one system were developed and deployed,

the entire R&D cost would be counted against

that system.

Other things being equal, we believe

that any future U.S. administration would pre-

fer investing in a naval boost-phase system to

a ground-based one hosted by a foreign power.

This is partly because negotiating the use of sites

on the territory of Russia or other well-located

states would be problematic,79 and partly be-

cause US defense planners would be strongly

inclined to take advantage of maritime freedom

of movement as long as a naval boost-phase

system proves feasible and affordable. It is pos-

sible, however, that both systems would be de-

veloped and built incrementally, one filling gaps

that the other leaves uncovered.80 It is also pos-

sible but in our view unlikely that the US would

rely on the existing or slightly improved Russian

S-300 (a successor to the SA-10) high-altitude

surface to air missiles for missile defense against

Third World missiles to the south of Russia.81 It

is most unlikely that this class of missiles could

be improved sufficiently to provide a true boost-

phase capability. It is possible, however, that

Russia could produce a boost-phase-capable

booster with US technical cooperation more

cheaply than the US could relying on domestic

defense firms.

We estimate the acquisition of a naval

boost-phase system manning five maritime pa-

______________
78  The Navy assumed the following O&S costs in constant 1996 Dollars would be achievable for the once-planned (subse-

quently canceled) DD-21 Zumwalt destroyer, a ship whose crew was to be smaller than is assigned to AEGIS destroy-
ers today, but that might be comparable to a dedicated missile interceptor ship operating in pre-assigned locations: (a)
$2,500.00 per hour for 3,274 hours of steaming hours (136 days) each year, $1,700 per hour for 1,886 hours of steam-
ing hours in port (78 days) each year, with the balance being considered “hotel hours” (151 days) each year. See the
“DD-21 Zumwalt” analysis by the Federation of American Scientists at: <http://www.fas.org/man/dod-101/sys/ship/dd-
21.htm>. We assume a similar profile in round numbers of steaming and hotel hours (or days) but somewhat lower
costs for the converted cargo-missile interceptor ship: $2,200.00 per hour for steaming hours over 140 days per year;
$1,400 per hour for steaming hours in port over 75 days each year, and $450 per hour for hotel hours in port for 150
days per year. This adds up to about $11.5 million operating costs per ship per year in 1996 dollars, and $13 million per
ship per year in 2003 dollars.

79  The US National Command Authority would want absolute US control over decisions to launch interceptors whereas a
host country almost certainly would want concurrent consultation if not joint firing control with an outright veto. The
operational time frame for boost phase interceptors after a hostile missile is launched, realistically speaking, would not
allow time for consultation with the top political authority of a host state. Negotiating an acceptable solution to this issue
may be well nigh impossible.

80  Even a Spartan-like boost-phase interceptor based on ships in the Persian Gulf or Arabian Sea would have difficulty
catching up with and intercepting long-range missiles in northward flyout corridors from launch sites deep in Iran or
northern Iraq — the most commonly analyzed case. One might think large boost-phase interceptors in that region would
have somewhat greater effectiveness against offensive missiles launched southwest against Israel or south against
Saudi Arabia, but the short burn of missiles launched against those targets would make it difficult for US boost-phase
interceptors to reach them. Suitably located in the Indian Ocean, they could also influence the nuclear balance between
India and Pakistan.

81  Russian manufacturers claim that variants of the S-300 are comparable in capabilities to the US PAC-2/3 TMD. Deployed
to the south in the Persian Gulf or adjacent states, the PAC-3 and even the more powerful THAAD TMD interceptors
would not be boost-phase capable against longer-range offensive missiles launched to the north from such states as
Iraq or Iran.
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T A B L E   6

Estimates of Forward Deployed Sea Based Boost-Phase

Interceptor System, Fiscal Years 2002-2035

(in billions of 2003 dollars)

Five Patrol Seven Patrol

Type of Cost Area Configuration Area Configuration

Research and Development

BP Interceptor Missile 9.4 9.4

BP Kill Vehicle 2.4 2.4

BP Ship 1.0 1.0

BP Ship Radar 0.8 0.8

Subtotal 13.6 13.7

Production

BP Interceptors with KV 37.5 45.1

BP Ships & Radar 9.4 11.3

Subtotal 46.9 56.3

Total Acquisition Costs 60.5 70.0

Operations Through 2015 0.8 1.0

Total Costs Through 2015 61.4 71.0

Operations Through 2035 5.4 6.5

Total Costs Through 2035 66.8 77.5

Numbers may not add up to totals due to rounding.
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trol locations, each with two ships on station and

two more for rotation, around the clock would

cost about $60.5 billion. In the event that the

sea based system uses the same missile as a

ground-based boost-phase system, the sea

based boost-phase system would cost less,

about $53.6 billion. Given an aggressive devel-

opment and ship modification program, deploy-

ment of a five patrol area system could begin by

2008, possibly reaching full deployment between

2013 and 2015. Including O&S costs, the total

cost of this system through 2035 would be at

least $66.8 billion (or $59.9 billion if a common

naval and ground-based missile is used).

The second column of Table 6 contains

estimates of an expanded sea based boost-

phase system with 7 patrol areas that probably

could be fully deployed by 2018. In this case the

acquisition costs would be about $70 billion (or

about $63.6 billion if a common missile is used),

while life cycle costs would be about $77.5 billion.

5. Airborne Boost-Phase

System

Airborne boost-phase intercept con-

cepts and technology have been developed

along two lines: (1) directed energy (laser) in-

terceptor mechanisms; and (2) rocket-powered

(kinetic or terminal explosive KV) interceptor

mechanisms. Most of the conceptual and de-

velopment work to date on rocket-powered in-

terceptors has featured manned aircraft plat-

forms, but as a further wrinkle, unmanned aerial

vehicles (UAVs) have also been in view as al-

ternative platforms for rocket-powered missile

defense interceptors.82 Among these airborne

boost-phase technical options, only the airborne

laser (ABL) has been in formal development

since 1994, with an acquisition program

launched in 1996. 83 The ABL was then conceived

of as a boost-phase “theater missile defense”

(TMD) program of the US Air Force. Because of

25 years of earlier scientific development at the

laboratory level, the ABL technology had gained

a reputation for greater maturity than the other

boost-phase missile defense options. Neverthe-

less, upon recent examination the General Ac-

counting Office concluded that several of the ABL

program’s critical technologies at this time are

less than technically mature.84

The Bush Administration recently trans-

ferred responsibility for the ABL program from

the Air Force to the Missile Defense Agency and

gave it stronger impetus. Program objectives

were upgraded to include strategic missile de-

fense capability, and a goal was set for the de-

ployment of an operational prototype ABL with

limited capability that could see emergency use

______________
82  See the treatment of these options in Dean A. Wilkening, Ballistic-Missile Defence and Strategic Stability, London: Interna-

tional Institute of Strategic Studies, Adelphi Paper No. 334, May 2000, especially chapter 4 on “Boost-Phase Ballistic
Missile Defence.”

83  The ABL program entered the Program Definition and Risk Reduction (PDRR) phase in November 1996 when the Air
Force selected a single team from two competing concept teams and awarded the contract to a team led by Boeing, and
including TRW and Lockheed-Martin. “Boeing, Lockheed Martin, TRW Win Airborne Laser Contract,” news release,
Washington D.C., November 12, 1996 <http://www.fas.org/spp/starwars/program/abl/pr961112.htm>. For background
through 2000, see Director, Operational Test & Evaluation, Annual Report, FY 2000, Washington, DC: Department of
Defense, February 2001, pp. V-15 to V-20.

84  Asked by a Congressional committee to explain the Air Force’s August 2001 acknowledgement of 50% development cost
overruns (up from $2.5 to $3.7 billion) and an estimated schedule for initial fielding of the system that had slipped from
2006 to 2010, the GAO said: “In 1996, at program launch, the Air Force did not have enough knowledge about the
technology challenges facing the program. As a result, the Air Force underestimated the complexity of the engineering
task at hand and misjudged the amount of time and money that the program would need. Some critical technologies
that the system’s design depends upon remain immature, making it very difficult, even today, for analysts to establish
realistic cost and schedule goals.” General Accounting Office, Missile Defense: Knowledge-Based Decision Making
Needed to Reduce Risks in Developing Airborne Laser (Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on National Security,
Veterans’ Affairs and International Relations, Committee on Government Reform, House of Representatives) GAO-02-
631 (Washington, D.C.  July 2002), p. 2.
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in contingencies by 2004 or 2005.85 In this re-

gard, the prototype ABL may become the United

States’ first operationally deployed boost-phase

BMD system.

Depending on what is learned from op-

erational testing and choices from technology

evolution by 2005, a fleet of seven ABL aircraft

conceivably could be fully deployed by 2010.

Because of the advanced status of this airborne

program and no apparent interest in the un-

manned alternatives for airborne missile defense

purposes at this point in time, we focus in this

report upon the ABL program for our cost analy-

sis of an airborne component of a layered mis-

sile defense system.

The Air Force program requirements

since 1996 have called for the acquisition and

modification of seven Boeing 747-400F (wide-

bodied cargo) aircraft. Each was to be equipped

with a three-megawatt weapons laser86 capable

of destroying enemy missiles from a distance of

“several hundred kilometers”. The aircraft are to

be equipped with pointing and tracking lasers

as well as high-energy weapon lasers, and com-

mand post electronics. They are to be based in

the United States, but available within 24 hours

anywhere a threat emerges.87

The “megawatt class” laser developed

in the mid-1990s for the ABL program was a

Chemical Oxygen-Iodine Laser (COIL). COIL

reportedly was demonstrated in August 1996 by

TRW with sufficient efficiency (to make carrying

the reactants feasible on an aircraft like the 747)

at a power output of several hundred kilowatts.
88 To achieve airborne laser power in the mega-

watt range, it has now been determined (after

what were described as successful tests of the

first “flight laser module” in early 2002) that six

COIL modules will be ganged together in the

prototype ABL aircraft.89 The high-energy laser

to be scaled up for production would consist of

14 connected COIL modules.90

Under the Air Force concept of opera-

tions, the ABL aircraft would fly from its US base

upon order to the vicinity of the threat and then

fly in patterns at 40-50,000 feet altitude above

the clouds, over friendly territory or open ocean

areas.91 There it would be ready to detect, track,

and fire laser beams at ascending threat mis-

siles after they have cleared any cloud cover.92

Experts estimate the ABL’s maximum lethal

range to be over 200 miles (usually described

only as “several hundred kilometers”) — and that

this range is applicable only against the more

______________
85  Missile Defense Agency, “Unclassified Statement of Lt. Gen. Ronald T. Kadish, USAF, Director, before the Senate Appro-

priations Committee, Defense Subcommittee, Regarding the FY 03 Missile Defense Budget, April 17, 2002, op. cit., p.
24.

86  Wilkening, op. cit., pp. 65ff.
87  The first Boeing-747-400F aircraft for the ABL program had already been modified and made ready to receive the pointing,

tracking and high-energy laser equipment by the spring of 2002, and was expected to begin ground and flight testing in
late 2002. “Boeing Completes Major Modifications to First Airborne Laser Aircraft,” Boeing press release, Seal Beach,
Calif., May 30, 2002.

88  See “Boeing, TRW, and Lockheed-Martin form the team doing ABL,” ABL Team news release, Redondo Beach, CA, March
29, 2002, available at:  <http://www.airbornelaser.com/special/abl/news/>.

89  Ibid.
90  GAO, Missile Defense: Knowledge-Based Decision Making Needed to Reduce Risks in Developing Airborne Laser, op.cit.,

p. 14, note 8: “One of the major technical challenges is accommodating the laser’s weight. Engineers determined that
the six-module system would weigh 180,000 pounds, but the original system requirement was that the system must
weigh no more than 175,000 pounds with 14 laser modules. Because each additional module weighs about 6,000
pounds, the agency intends to redesign some components to reduce their mass and redistribute the weigh using a
passenger version of the Boeing 747 as the block 2008 [a second prototype] aircraft. The passenger version of the 747
can accommodate the crew on an upper deck, thereby allowing the laser’s weight to be moved forward where it places
less stress on the aircraft frame.” See also Tony Capaccio, “Boeing’s Aircraft Laser Faces Redesign To Cut Weight,
GAO Said,” Bloomberg.com, July 15, 2002.

91  The ABL aircraft are highly vulnerable to hostile anti-aircraft fire or fighter aircraft and thus must either stay inside a friendly
territory or be accompanied by fighter aircraft, with significant refueling requirements.
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vulnerable early generation, liquid fueled mis-

siles (e.g., Scud-B/C, No Dong, Taepo-Dong).93

 The ABL system has the advantages

of being sheltered on stand-by out of harms way,

yet available for rapid response upon warning

almost anywhere in the world. Arguably, it pro-

vides a lateral boost-phase capability against

short- and intermediate-range liquid-fueled mis-

siles as well as additional real-time surveillance

in the theater of operations, and it could offer

cueing assistance to other layers of missile de-

fense. But the ABL system itself would not, as

planned, provide a round the clock, continuous

missile defense capability. The technical limita-

tions of the system are that its range would be

rather limited against more sophisticated mis-

siles and the ABL aircraft are highly vulnerable

to attack by a hostile air force or long-range sur-

face-to-air missiles. The effectiveness of the ABL

laser system has yet to be demonstrated in an

airborne environment where atmospheric turbu-

lence buffets the aircraft, causes jitter in the la-

ser beam and therefore makes it extremely diffi-

cult to fix the beam continuously on a vulner-

able point on an accelerating target.

The cost of the seven-airplane ABL sys-

tem has been advertised since 1996 as $5 bil-

lion for total acquisition, with $11 billion life cycle

costs over 20 years, presumably in constant

1996 dollars.94 According to Wilkening, the Air

Force had already devoted $1.6 billion by 1999

to development of a prototype ABL system, to

be tested between 2003 and 2005.95 Table 7

contains the fragmentary official data that we

have for the ABL program in column one, and

shows our conservative estimate with cost

growth assumptions in column two. As reflected

in the GAO 2002 report, we display in column

one of the table the recent Air Force estimate of

$3.9 billion (vs. the earlier estimate of $2.5 bil-

lion) for development, and add the increase to

the official estimate of the total acquisition cost

as well as to the official estimate of the life cycle

cost, deriving an official estimate of $6.3 billion

for O&S costs through 2035. The figures in the

second column are based on our estimate that

R&D and O&S cost growth will be at least 30

per cent above the revised official figures, that

production cost will be roughly twice the $2.6

billion production cost inferred from official fig-

ures, and that total acquisition cost will be nearly

60% higher than official figures suggest.96

Thus, while the recently adjusted and

fragmentary official figures suggest this ABL sys-

tem could be acquired and operated for 20 years

for about $12.7 billion, our estimate is that total

life cycle cost will be at least $19.3 billion. In

addition, the technical challenges in this program

______________
92  A military professional’s analysis of the TMD capability of the system is in Maj Gerald W. Wirsig, “The Airborne Laser and

the Future of Theater Missile Defense,” Air Command and Staff College, March, 1997.
93  See Wilkening, op. cit., pp. 66-67, and references to calculations by Geoffrey Forden, The Airborne Laser: Shooting Down

What’s Going Up, CISAC Working Paper (Stanford, CA: Center for International Security and Arms Control), Septem-
ber 1997.

94  These figures are given in Wilkening, op. cit., p. 67, evidently dating back to 1997 or 1996. Even today the USAF Director-
ate of Requirements website says: “ ABL is an $11B USAF and Missile Defense Agency (MDA) weapon system de-
signed to destroy enemy ballistic missiles (BMs) in their boost phase.  ABL utilizes a multi-megawatt laser and a
precision tracking and pointing system, mounted on a 747-400 aircraft. ABL became a formal program in 1996.” The
website is available at: <http://xr.acc.af.mil/worldaccess/Staff/abl/abl.htm>. The Congressional Research Service evi-
dently refers to this same estimate as the “most recent estimate” in a May 2002 report: See Hildreth, Steven A. and Amy
F. Woolf, Missile Defense: The Current Debate, Report for Congress, Library of Congress, Congressional Research
Service, No. RL31111, updated May 6, 2002, p. 39.

95  Wilkening, op. cit., p. 65.
96  We have found neither official production figures nor a breakdown among components. Our own estimate of $5 billion

production costs includes seven converted 747 aircraft at $240 million apiece, $60 million per aircraft for fire control and
beam stabilization, pointing and tracking equipment, and $400 million for each laser weapon. We believe these produc-
tions cost estimates may prove low, however, given the technology challenges and high technical risk that remains in
this program. The production and O&S costs of a larger fleet, of course, would rise in nearly direct proportion to the
additional numbers of ABL aircraft.
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T A B L E   7

Cost Estimates of Airborne Laser,

2002-2035 (ABL) Boost-Phase Program

(in billions of 2003 dollars)

Official Figures Our Estimate

Type of Cost

Research and Development 3.9 5.0

Production

Aircraft n/a 1.8

Laser Weapon n/a 2.9

 Additional Equipment n/a 0.5

Subtotal 2.6 5.2

Total Acquisition Cost 6.5 10.2

Operations Through 2015 n/a 0.9

Total Acquisition Costs Through 2015 n/a 11.2

Operations From 2015 Through 2035 6.3 8.1

Total Costs Through 2035 12.7 19.3

Numbers may not add up to totals due to rounding.

could drive up the development and production

costs further, and any expansion from a seven

aircraft fleet to a larger one would entail addi-

tional costs (about $746 million per unit) and pro-

portionately higher O&S costs. Neither the offi-

cial nor our estimates take account of the trade-

off costs of using fighter and airborne warning

and control system (AWACS) aircraft for the pro-

tection of ABL missions overseas.
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IV. TERMINAL DEFENSES:
U.S. TERMINAL AND THEATER MISSILE DEFENSES

Terminal defenses intercept ballistic

missiles upon their reentry to the atmosphere

following mid-course travel through space. Ter-

minal defenses can be likened to a baseball

“catcher’s mitt,” catching missile warheads be-

fore they reach targets on the ground. Terminal

defenses by their nature must be located nearby

the targets that hostile missiles would be aimed

at, and therefore are inherently limited in their

geographical reach. For similar reasons, termi-

nal defenses normally launch within tightly re-

stricted time frames, often allowing just a few

seconds, or at most a few tens of seconds, be-

tween interceptor launch and the intercept itself.

The accuracy and range of the terminal inter-

ceptor may be enhanced by early detection and

tracking of the incoming warhead by long-range

sensors and data communication systems, in-

cluding those in a layered missile defense sys-

tem that support boost-phase or mid-course

defense components. But terminal defense sys-

tems usually need their own terminal radars and

homing sensors to fine-tune interceptor launches

and engagements close in to the targets they

defend.

Terminal defense interceptor systems

have one big advantage over mid-course sys-

tems in that lighter decoys and chaff (which may

conceal or imitate warheads in cold space, to

overload or penetrate mid-course defenses) are

stripped away from the actual incoming war-

heads once they encounter air resistance in

descent through the atmosphere. This also al-

lows the homing sensors of terminal intercep-

tors to rely on simpler technologies than the cryo-

genically cooled infrared sensors required by

mid-course interceptors. However, terminal de-

fense interceptors may still face extraordinary

technical challenges in the event incoming war-

heads have been designed to maneuver aero-

dynamically once they reach the atmosphere.

In the distant past, terminal missile de-

fenses were quite similar to high altitude anti-

aircraft missiles and usually were nuclear-tipped.

Since the Reagan Administration in the 1980s,

US missile defense programs have tended to

rely on non-nuclear intercept principles. Current

US terminal missile defense programs (whether

land-based or sea based) depend on intercep-

tor missiles designed to use either the kinetic

(hit-to-kill) principle (collision with the incoming

warhead) or conventional fragmentation war-

heads (detonating in proximity to the incoming

missile warhead). Theoretically, terminal de-

fenses could also use directed energy principles,

such as ground-based lasers. Directed energy

terminal defense systems would be phenom-

enally expensive, however, and not cost-effec-

tive for small areas or the population defense of

large countries like the United States.97

Although there are signs that the Bush

Administration intends to study nuclear intercept

principles again, particularly for terminal de-

fenses, detonating nuclear warheads in the at-

mosphere above the United States or allied ter-

ritories would present such politically unpalat-
______________

97  A ground-based, mobile defense laser developed and tested in Israel has been demonstrated to have utility against
Katyusha rockets (by heating and preemptively detonating explosives in their warheads), but this system is not thought
to be effective against even short-range ballistic missiles, such as the Scud-A/B/C. Whatever the viability of the ground-
based laser concept for defense against theater missiles of a tiny country with just three major urban concentrations,
such as Israel, it should not be confused with the use of ground-based lasers for the terminal defense of big countries
where some individual metropolitan areas are comparable in size to the entire, main settled area of Israel. Similarly,
although some missile defense advocates may claim that space-based lasers or space-based kinetic rocket systems
could intercept offensive warheads after atmospheric reentry, missile defense system designers with real world experi-
ence do not consider these serious options for the foreseeable future.
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able or technically disruptive consequences that

we view it as unlikely and do not consider it fur-

ther. But while the public backlash that would

result from pursuing the basing of nuclear-tipped

terminal interceptors within the continental

United States, Europe or Japan probably pre-

cludes this option in those areas, it is not so clear

at this juncture that the current administration

necessarily would rule out such concepts for the

terminal defense of US forces and other allies

overseas, particularly in maritime locations. 98

Our cost assessment of terminal defense of the

US against ballistic missiles is restricted, there-

fore, to non-nuclear interceptors that use kinetic

or fragmentation warheads as kill mechanisms.

Depending on their slant range, accel-

eration, and altitude capability (the reach) of their

interceptors against various types of ballistic

missile threat, terminal defenses may be used

for either point defense or area defense. The

velocity and angle of approach of the incoming

missile warhead and the relative location and

capabilities of the defending interceptors and

sensors define the geographical extent of a cir-

cular or oval-shaped protected area, otherwise

known as a defense footprint.99 In the case of

early-generation interceptors designed for point

defense, that footprint often was quite small (doz-

ens of square kilometers), but could cover an

airfield, naval base, or even ships clustered in a

battle group. Modern, long-range terminal de-

fense interceptors can defend much larger foot-

prints encompassing thousands of square kilo-

meters against theater-range ballistic missiles.100

To defend contemporary metropolitan areas or

overseas military theaters that encompass tens

to hundreds of thousands of square kilometers,

terminal defense interceptor launch sites (or

launch platforms) would not only each need

multiple, ready-to-fire interceptors but would also

have to be positioned to provide overlapping

footprints.

The number of interceptors needed at

each launch site (or platform), and as an aggre-

gate, for the defense of a metropolitan area,

military base, or military theater would be based

not only on the defense footprint of the defense

system but on assumptions concerning the po-

tential attack size, effectiveness of preceding

missile defense layers, residual size of the at-

tack that might be expected to penetrate to within

reach of the terminal defenses at that area, and

______________
98  The Soviet (now Russian) Galosh system is essentially a terminal defense system for Moscow that uses nuclear warheads

as the kill mechanism. But as the US learned in the course of building and briefly deploying the Safeguard (Sentinel)
ABM system to defend an ICBM base in the early 1970s, while some of the first salvo of nuclear-tipped interceptors
might achieve intercept, the nuclear explosions would effectively blind terminal missile defense radars opening a path
for subsequent salvos of a sequenced missile attack. Moreover, the electro-magnetic pulse (EMP) from nuclear explo-
sions in the atmosphere could cripple sensitive military and commercial electronics on the ground and in the air, while
other effects of the detonations could cripple low-orbit communication satellites in the vicinity.

99  A useful discussion of the theoretical issues involved in calculating footprints for TMD, applied with illustrations for the
national capital region, can be found in Congressional Budget Office, The Future of Theater Missile Defense, June
1994, chp. II, pp. 10-14, and chp. IV, pp. 53-61. The theoretical reach (and footprint diameter) of a local missile defense
installation is not only a function of the range and velocity of the interceptors (dependent on the range and resolution of
its sensors) but also of the range and velocity (as well as angle of approach) of the attacking missile or its warhead. The
defensible area or footprint of a terminal defense system is much smaller against strategic missiles, which travel at
much higher velocities, than the footprint against slower medium- or short-range ballistic missiles. Moreover, the theo-
retical reach of a terminal defense interceptor is no guarantee that it will successfully intercept a warhead that falls
within the footprint area.

100  Wilkening, Ballistic Missile Defense, op. cit., pp. 46-47, gives the diameters of defense footprints advertised for TMD
systems during the Clinton era, presumably defending against short- and medium-range attack missiles. The corre-
sponding size of the footprints in square kilometers, would be as follows: (1) PAC-3, between 40 and 60 km (footprint
about 1,250 square km); (2) NAD, also approximately 40 to 60 km (footprint about 1,250 square km); (3) THAAD,
several hundred km (assume 300 km, footprint about 70,000 square km); and (4) NTW, several hundred to 1,000 km
(assume 300-1,000 km, footprint ranges from 70,000 to 785,000 square km).

As mentioned in the previous note, the size of these defense footprints as estimated for defense against relatively low
velocity, short-range missiles shrinks dramatically, as much as tenfold, when facing progressively higher velocity, inter-
mediate-range and strategic missiles.
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the objectives of the defense (e.g., how many

casualties or losses of major equipment or in-

frastructure is acceptable in the defended area),

in whatever attack scenarios are considered

plausible. A terminal defense of the entire United

States against strategic missiles would be pro-

hibitively expensive.

As indicated earlier in this report, the

Bush administration has reclassified US missile

defense programs into boost-phase, mid-course,

and terminal categories (ballistic trajectory

phases), and away from the strategic versus

theater missile defense distinction previously

favored by the Clinton administration.101 As a

result, most of the theater missile defense (TMD)

systems pursued by the Clinton administration

— particularly the ground-based and naval TMD

programs, plus certain related programs that

have been conducted in cooperation with allies

— now fall under the Bush Administration’s ru-

bric of terminal defense.102 These programs were

the Army’s Patriot Advanced Capability (PAC)-

3, the Army’s Theater High Altitude Area Defense

(THAAD) system, the Navy’s Area Defense

(NAD) system (until it was cancelled in Decem-

ber 2001), the Navy Theater Wide (NTW) sys-

tem, the Medium Extended Air Defense System

(MEADS) intended for Western Europe,103 and

the U.S.-subsidized Arrow system in Israel. In

effect, therefore, we assume for cost estimating

purposes that the US terminal defense layers

will be more or less synonymous technologically

with the Bush Administration’s revised vision of

the TMD programs that the Clinton Administra-

tion initiated. These TMD programs were in-

tended then mainly for US and allied force pro-

tection overseas, but also offered specific types

of bilateral TMD technology cooperation with

______________
101  The limits that were codified in the ABM Treaty were understood to apply to ABM, i.e., strategic, interceptors and their

components, and did not cover tactical or theater missile defense interceptors. As tactical and theater range technolo-
gies increased in their capabilities, a once obvious gap between strategic and lesser capabilities (based on the relative
velocities and range of offensive ballistic missiles, and the capabilities to intercept them) became blurred. Despite the
demarcation negotiations conducted by the US with Russia during the Clinton Administration to clarify what ballistic
missile capabilities were and were not covered by ABM Treaty provisions, a technically defined distinction was never
successfully codified.

102  The Clinton Administration offered cooperation with allies on what were deemed non-strategic missile defense systems
under the US interpretation of the ABM Treaty. The non-transfer provisions of the ABM Treaty legally prohibited the
parties from cooperating with other countries in strategic missile defense systems or capabilities. While the Clinton
Administration considered the Air Force development program for airborne laser (ABL) boost-phase capability as TMD,
the Bush Administration has shifted that program responsibility to the MDA and apparently intends to restructure the
program to achieve strategic as well as TMD capabilities and functions (the upgrade would require a laser that can
deliver more power against harder missiles).

During the Clinton Administration, Congress required BMDO to evaluate the conceptual options for deploying strategic
(mid-course) missile defense capability on the US Navy’s AEGIS ships, but these strategic options were not accepted or
programmed by the Clinton Administration, and cooperation with Japan was promoted under the TMD rubric with Navy
systems, including the planned Navy Area Defense (NAD) and Navy Theater Wide (NTW) TMD systems. The Bush
Administration later canceled but plans to restructure NAD, possibly as a close in, boost-phase (strategic and theater)
missile defense system.

Having shed the ABM Treaty, the Bush Administration may pursue an upgraded, strategically-capable, mid-course
missile defense capability through the NTW program, and will not necessarily be inhibited in drawing AEGIS ship buyers
Britain, Spain, and Japan (and perhaps Taiwan, for whom AEGIS has been considered but not yet approved) into
strategic missile defense cooperation. The primary obstacles to actually developing strategic capability under the NAD
and NTW programs, however, are the limitations of the AEGIS VLS platform.

As currently configured, AEGIS is not compatible with strategic missile defense interceptors and sensors, and the
modification of the AEGIS combat system to make it strategically capable may not be feasible, or even if determined to
be feasible still may not be cost-effective, and almost certainly will not be cost-competitive with building alternative ships
that can be dedicated to strategic missile defense missions. The Bush Administration may seek to overcome these
limitations by deploying strategic missile defense sensors on land in overseas locations. Whether overseas partners will
agree to host such facilities remains to be seen.

103  MEADS is an air defense upgrade program that enlists the cooperation of our European allies to acquire (and therefore
defray part of the US cost of PAC-3 acquisition) as a NATO system dedicated to the defense of Western Europe against
theater missiles. France originally participated, but has distanced itself from MEADS. Arrow is an Israeli ground-based
TMD interceptor system, using an Israeli-developed interceptor, for which the US has paid the lion’s share.
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NATO, Japan and Israel. The Bush

Administration’s altered vision of these programs

apparently would also provide for terminal mis-

sile defenses in the United States against long-

range or strategic missiles.

The Bush Administration’s altered vision

of these formerly TMD programs presumes not

only that some of the systems can be upgraded

to serve as strategically capable missile de-

fenses, but that allies will offset significant por-

tions of the US acquisition cost for any shared

systems. It is possible that upgrading some of

these programs to the strategic level might serve

as an incentive in Europe and Japan to contrib-

ute more, financially, to the US development of

missile defense technology.

But we doubt that this will greatly reduce

the net cost to the United States of developing

and deploying naval and ground-based compo-

nents of a layered missile defense system. The

financial contributions allied states have made

to these systems so far have been marginal, and

burden sharing in missile defense will remain

politically difficult.

The Clinton Administration concluded

that the US needed TMD systems that could be

deployed to distant theaters to protect US and

allied forces and certain allied territories. But it

did not consider deploying dedicated terminal

missile defenses capabilities within the fifty

United States or along US coastlines. Such de-

fenses would have come up against ABM Treaty

limits as long as the treaty was in force, and sea

based missiles launched from nearby US coast-

lines was not viewed as an imminently opera-

tional and therefore serious threat. The Bush

Administration, however, has not ruled out, and

thus may be moved by its own missile defense

philosophy, to plan terminal missile defense sys-

tems that could defend coastal areas of the

United States against potential ballistic and

cruise missile threats from the sea.

1. Terminal Defenses of the United

States Coastal Regions:

To date, the Bush Administration has

discussed terminal missile defenses only in

vague terms and has not specified anything re-

sembling an architecture for such defenses in

the United States. Our effort to project the pos-

sible costs of terminal defense in a layered mis-

sile defense of the United States itself must

therefore specify elements of a geographically

plausible architecture using currently pro-

grammed or actually developed US defense

technologies, without prejudice to the actual ef-

fectiveness of such technologies in performing

the terminal defense missions.

A hypothetically plausible terminal de-

fense architecture against sea based and long-

range missile threats would consist of a combi-

nation of naval TMD positioned off-shore and

land-based TMD positioned locally near cities

to maximize protection of heavily populated,

coastal metropolitan areas and strategic instal-

lations, such as ports and airfields, key early

warning and defense engagement radar sys-

tems, and communication nodes. If a coastal

terminal missile defense layer is built for the fifty

United States, it would be based, we believe,

primarily on the “upper tier” TMD programs —

THAAD on land, and NTW offshore — or on fol-

low-on versions of these still developing pro-

grams.104 We assume that a terminal defense

architecture of this kind would not be designed

to defend ICBM fields or strategic air bases di-

rectly, nor the interior of the United States as a

whole, but rather only cities and key military in-

stallations along the coastlines. Our illustrative

missile defense architecture would not be a thick

______________
104  We have not seriously considered the technical potential and therefore do not evaluate for cost analysis the recently

floated concept of using stratospheric airships, or dirigibles, as terminal missile defense platforms or auxiliaries. MDA
reportedly asked for white papers and is evidently exploring concepts to use stratospheric airships for BMD surveil-
lance, tracking, discrimination, and possible weapon basing. See Inside Missile Defense, May 15, 2002, p. 4.
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missile defense of the coastal areas let alone a

complete terminal defense, even a thin one, of

the entire United States.

We also assume that such a terminal

defense would be of very limited effectiveness

against a dedicated first strike by Russian stra-

tegic missiles (ICBMs or SLBMs), bearing in

mind that this type of scenario seems to be ever

more remote politically and correspondingly re-

cessed in military planning. A terminal defense

architecture of the coastlines would be built in

stages. We assume the current administration’s

capabilities based planning (and corresponding

military requirements) would focus primarily on

sea based ballistic and cruise missile threats,

and on potential long-range ballistic missile

threats from China and rogue states in the Middle

East and Asia. Against such threats, the theo-

retical system effectiveness might appear to be

quite significant.

For low and higher cost estimate pur-

poses (see Table 8), we hypothesize two levels

of capability: (1) an initial, thin or light, terminal

defense, and (2) later, a somewhat thicker or

medium system — with roughly double the nu-

merical interceptor capacity. The medium sys-

tem probably would yield somewhat wider area

coverage and more than double the overall ef-

fectiveness against sea based attacks of any

plausible size. From a military planner’s stand-

point, the terminal defense “upper tier” systems

logically would be reinforced by “lower tier” (or

point defense) systems such as PAC-3 and NAD.

We assume therefore that the postulated light

and medium terminal defense levels would have

both upper and lower tiers (area, and point de-

fense). We do not specifically enumerate point

defense systems nor locate them geographically

in this hypothetical architecture, and therefore

do not directly estimate the cost of “lower tier”

systems. Rather, we assume that installing point

defense would represent an add-on or surcharge

procurement cost to coastal terminal defenses

of 15 per cent (and a 12 per cent O&S surcharge)

to the sum of the cost of the TMD systems that

we do postulate here explicitly.

The light terminal defense level would

provide at least one dedicated, NTW-configured

missile defense ship always on station offshore

(and another in retrofit or reprovisioning in port)

for each key metropolitan area.105 The light ter-

minal defense level would also have from one

to two THAAD bases or installations for each

coastal metropolitan area, depending on the

overall size of that metropolitan area.106 Each

THAAD unit would have one mobile X-band ra-

dar. We assume that 10 fixed X-band radars

would suffice to support the missile defense

ships, one in Hawaii, 4 on Atlantic and Pacific

coasts, and one on the Gulf coast. The medium

terminal defense level would, in many cases,

double the numbers of ships offshore and the
______________

105  Naval rotation with forward based combat ships typically requires from 3 to 4 ships to maintain one unencumbered on
station at great distance. Because the ships postulated here would be dedicated to the terminal defense mission (not
covering forward based missions) and would be operating close to the United States and to reprovisioning ports, the
number of ships for rotation could be less, and we assume 2 per station would suffice.

106  Technically, terminal defenses operate against the missile warhead in the terminal stage of the trajectory, and this is
usually understood to mean the last part of the trajectory after the warhead has entered the atmosphere.  Interceptor kill
vehicles that operate above and within the atmosphere generally use different physical principles and thus usually are
designed differently. However, there has been some overlap between exoatmospheric (late-midcourse) and
endoatmospheric (terminal) technical objectives in US TMD programs.  THAAD’s hit-to-kill interceptors were designed,
for example, to operate both in the thin upper atmosphere and above the atmosphere. The Navy’s NAD program was
clearly only endoatmospheric in capability, but the objectives of the NTW development programs (Block I and Block II)
have been ambivalent and are still subject to evolution. Our assumption here is that both exo- and endoatmospheric
interceptor principles have been employed in US TMD planning to function as terminal defenses (i.e., to be used in a
“terminal defense mode” for local area and point defense of US and allied military forces). Viewed thus in terms of
objectives, rather than exclusively in terms of interception at one or another physical stage of offensive missile trajecto-
ries, local US terminal defenses of the homeland against ballistic missile threats probably would be derived from US
TMD programs or their technologies, and thus would operate in both late midcourse and endoatmospheric domains. It
follows that such terminal defenses would be inherently layered.
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T A B L E   8

Cost Estimates of U.S. Coastline Terminal Defenses

Fiscal Years 2002-2035

(in billions of 2003 dollars)

Type of Cost Light Medium

Research and Development

THAAD interceptors - counted in Table 9

NTW interceptors - counted in Table 9

Coastline defense ships 1.0 1.0

X-band radars - not material

Subtotal 1.0 1.0

Production

THAAD combat units 22.5 45.1

NTW ships 15.0 23.5

NTW interceptors 37.2 55.3

X-band radars 3.7 3.7

BMC3I 1.0 1.0

Subtotal 79.5 128.5

Surcharge for Point Defense (15%) 12.1 19.6

Total Acquisition Costs 91.6 148.1

THAAD Operations through 2035 8.3 16.7

Ship Operations through 2035

Surcharge for Point Defense (12%) 1.0 2.1

Total Costs Through 2035 101.0 166.9

Numbers may not add up to totals due to rounding.
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THAAD installations on land, but the number of

new coastal X-band radars would remain con-

stant at ten.

To facilitate cost calculations, we pos-

tulate in Table 8 A, below, what terminal defenses

based on current US TMD programs might con-

sist of for stipulated metropolitan areas along

US coastlines. This table provides a basis for

estimates of numbers of ships (including rota-

tion) and of THAAD installations required as fol-

lows, for light and medium levels of terminal

defense, respectively:

AEGIS ships are expensive, multi-mis-

sion platforms for naval power projection. They

can accommodate short- and medium-range

missile defense interceptors. But diverting AE-

GIS ships to coastal terminal defense of the US

homeland would be a costly approach that un-

dermines their forward power projection and re-

gional security missions. We assume the US

would instead develop and procure dedicated

missile defense ships with their own version of

a VLS system for about half the unit cost of AE-

GIS ships, particularly if the dedicated coastline

missile defense ships rely on land-based X-band

radars, and on SBIRS-low once it is available.

Our illustration of cost in Table 8 there-

fore assumes 32 (low level) or 50 (medium level)

dedicated missile defense ships for this coastal

mission, and assumes a cost of $469 million

each, not counting the cost of the interceptors.

While these ships could surely be built to house

a larger number of interceptors, we assume for

cost purposes that each ship on station carries

48 NTW Block II, midcourse-capable, ready-to-

fire missiles, and that 240 spares would be ac-

quired. The production cost per NTW intercep-

tor is assumed to be about $21 million — the

cost per interceptor for a large order. Each ship

could and probably would also carry a comple-

ment of lower tier interceptors. As discussed

earlier, the acquisition and support costs are

estimated indirectly as a surcharge.

Plans for each mobile THAAD combat

unit (a battery) currently call for 9 truck-mounted

launchers,107 72 interceptor missiles, 1 mobile

X-band radar, and 3 BM/C4I (command and

control) trucks.108 In April 2001, BMDO estimated

THAAD acquisition costs to be $16.8 billion, and

the life cycle costs to be $23 billion.109 These

official estimates are for a planned 14 THAAD

combat units with about 1,250 interceptor mis-

siles that could be rapidly deployed overseas in

emergencies.110 The official estimate suggests

an acquisition cost per THAAD combat unit of

about $1.2 billion in FY 2001. We assume the

current unit cost of land-based X-band radars to

support the missile defense ships will be about

$365 million111 We also assume that at least $1

billion would be required to build, test and inte-

grate terminal defense battle management, com-

mand and control and communications (BMC3I)

with the strategic US missile defense BMC3I

system.

Table 8 provides our cost estimate for

the light and medium levels of the coastal termi-

nal defense layer. R&D costs in the existing

THAAD and NTW programs are counted as part

of their regular overseas programs (see next

section, and Table 9), and not counted in this

______________
107  Each launcher carries 4 interceptor missiles in canisters that also serve as launch tubes.
108  GAO, Ballistic Missile Defense: Improvements Need in THAAD Acquisition Planning, GAO/NSIAD-97-188 (Washington,

DC, September 1997), p. 5.
109  Hildreth, Steven A. and Amy F. Woolf, Missile Defense: The Current Debate, Report for Congress, Library of Congress,

Congressional Research Service, No. RL31111, updated May 6, 2002, p. 46.
110  Director, Operational Test & Evaluation, Annual Report, FY 2000, Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Defense, Febru-

ary 2001, p. IV-41ff.
111   CBO estimated in 2000 that three ship-based X-band radars would cost about $1.3 billion. See Table 2 in CBO, Budget-

ary and Technical Implications of the Administration’s Plan for National Missile Defense,” April 2000; available at: <http:/
/www.cbo.gov>.
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T A B L E   8 A

Terminal Defenses — US Coastal Areas

Light Medium

Metropolitan Area Ships THAAD Ships THAAD

Honolulu-Pearl Harbor, HI 2 1 2 2

Anchorage, AL 2  — 2 —

Seattle, WA 2 1 4 2

San Francisco, CA 2 2 4 4

Santa Barbara, Los Angeles, CA 4 3 6 6

San Diego, CA 2 1 4 2

Houston, TX  2 1 4 2

Tampa, FL 2 1 2 2

Jacksonville, FL-Kings Bay, GA 2 1 2 1

Charleston, SC 2 1 2 1

Norfolk, VA 2 1 2 2

Philadelphia, PA 2 2 4 4

New York, NY  4 2 8 6

Boston, MA 2 1 4 2

Totals 32 18 50 36
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coastline terminal defense construct. However,

we estimate about $1 billion R&D costs for the

development of dedicated missile defense ships

for US coastline defense. The estimated costs

in this construct are based primarily on the pro-

duction and installation of the dedicated missile

defense ships and hardware items, procurement

of 18 (low level) or 36 (medium level) additional

THAAD combat units, and operation and sup-

port costs. The schedule assumed for initial de-

ployment of the light system is 2010 for THAAD,

and 2012 for the NTW platforms, with full de-

ployment in 2015. Deployment of the medium

system is assumed to begin in 2015 and be com-

pleted in 2020. The cost of operations and sup-

port is projected through 2035.

Our estimates suggest a light coastline

terminal defense would cost $79.5 billion to ac-

quire; and a medium level would cost about

$128.5 billion, before taking point defense into

account. Including the point defense surcharge,

the estimated acquisition costs would be about

$91.6 billion and $148.1 billion for the light and

medium levels respectively. Adding O&S costs

to derive life cycle costs indicates that for the

period through 2035 the costs of the light and

medium levels of terminal coastline defense

would total about $101 billion and $166.9 billion

respectively.

These hypothetical terminal defense

capabilities are relatively thin and limited, and

would not protect the interior of the U.S. Thicker

coastline and nationwide terminal defenses

could cost several times the figures indicated here.

2. US Terminal Missile

Defenses Overseas: PAC-3,

THAAD, and NTW

The Bush Administration under the ru-

bric of terminal defense programs is sustaining

US TMD programs focused on overseas mis-

sions that were initiated by the Clinton Adminis-

tration, with one exception. The Bush Adminis-

tration canceled the US Navy’s Area Defense

(NAD) in December 2001 because of cost over-

runs. But this program may be reconstituted with

a new name. The U.S. Army’s PAC-3 and

THAAD programs and the U.S. Navy’s NTW

program, are moving ahead. The Missile De-

fense Agency has been looking at ways to in-

crease the capability of these TMD programs

now that the ABM Treaty has been set aside, so

some of them may be upgraded to offer some

degree of strategic intercept capacity.

Table 9 includes the officially reported

cost estimates of these US TMD programs in

columns one and two — the figures in column

two being derived — and seeks to project their

deployment schedules and full acquisition costs,

together with projected O&S costs. Tinkering

continues with the planned number of intercep-

tors under some of these programs, as techni-

cal challenges become clearer and as they rise

in cost.

Official estimates for PAC-3 acquisition,

for example, have been rising steadily, from a

then projected $2.9 billion in 1994, for a planned

buy of 1,200 missiles, to $6.9 billion for just 1,012

missiles in previous plans. In April 2001, BMDO

estimated that PAC-3 acquisition costs had es-

calated to $10.1 billion — a threefold increase

in the seven years since 1994. The Defense

Department’s Systems Acquisition Reports

(SAR) Summary Tables of December 31, 2001

indicated that PAC-3 costs had risen further in

2001 to $10.7 billion. The SAR announced a

further increase to $11.8 billion — due partly to

an increase of 103 in the number of missiles

planned (from 1,056 to 1,159), at a unit cost of

just under $3.8 million, and partly to increased

testing requirements, several upgrades, and re-

vised inflation estimates.112 We use $11.8 billion

______________
112  Department of Defense, OUSD (AT&L) AR&A/AM, “Selected Acquisition Report (SAR) Summary Tables, as of Date:

December 31, 2001, April 2002, p. 5.
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as the current official acquisition estimate in col-

umn one of Table 9.

After NAD was canceled in December

2001, the Army increased its request for PAC-3

to 2,200 missiles or more, no longer being able

to count on the complementary overseas land-

based missile defense contribution of 1,500 to

2,000 NAD missiles.113 If this Army wish were

granted, based on the SAR unit cost of $4 mil-

lion per missile, it would add more than $4 bil-

lion to the system acquisition cost. In this case,

the figures in Table 9 would have to be increased

accordingly.

As mentioned earlier, in April 2001

BMDO projected THAAD acquisition to cost

$16.8 billion, and lifecycle costs to reach $23

billion.114 But these official figures (converted to

2003 dollars), which we include in column one

of Table 9, appear to have remained almost un-

changed at least since 1997,115 and need to be

updated for inflation and cost growth. The esti-

mate in column two, accordingly, is higher.

BMDO reportedly had spent $2.5 billion

on the NAD program before it was cancelled in

December 2001, after it had overrun its budget

by 32 per cent and missile procurement expense

had risen 57 per cent — triggering the provisions

of the Nunn-McCurdy Act. 116 This expenditure

can be added to the terminal defense category

as a sunk cost for the Navy Area TMD program

and any successor program.

The NTW Block I program was officially

projected to cost $5.7 billion for just 80 SM-3

missiles (at $11.3 million per missile) on 4

ships.117 But the NTW Block I program was re-

ally just an appetizer for the second phase NTW

program, using still undeveloped longer-range,

mid-course (exoatmospheric) SM-3 Block II in-

terceptors, which probably would cost another

$26 billion just for acquisition, excluding the di-

rect costs of new, already upgraded AEGIS plat-

forms, or the indirect costs of upgrading the

AEGIS weapon system and SPY-1 radars on

existing AEGIS ships for the more capable SM-

3 Block II interceptors.118

Table 9 assembles the official cost esti-

mates for TMD programs so as to allow one to

visualize their aggregate projected costs as ter-

minal defense programs. The acquisition esti-

mates in the upper section of column one are

official estimates, except for NAD follow-on

(where the figure of $4.7 billion is the unex-

pended balance of the official projected cost of

the canceled NAD program) and the NTW Block

II program, where the acquisition cost subsumes

a high development cost and assumes a buy of

500 missiles at about $20 million each. The

THAAD operations cost figure of $6.5 billion in

the lower section of column one is inferred from

the difference between BMDO’s April 2001 esti-

mated life cycle cost of $23 billion and acquisi-

tion cost of $16.8 billion. The PAC 3 Operations

______________
113  See Inside Missile Defense, May 1, 2002, p. 6.
114  Steven A. Hildreth and Amy Woolf, Missile Defense: The Current Debate, Report for Congress, Library of Congress,

Congressional Research Service, No. RL31111, updated May 6, 2002, p. 46.
115  Wilkening, citing early 1997 articles in the missile defense trade press, gives $17.9 billion as the total program cost for

THAAD (assuming acquisition of 14 radars and 1,233 missiles). See Ballistic Missile Defense, op. cit., p. 47. The
DOT&E Report for 2000, op. cit., p. VI-41, gives a TY$ total program cost for THAAD with 1,250 missiles (including
Operation & Support costs) of $23 billion. This assumed a FY2000 cost per missile of $1.8 million, which seems
implausibly low (e.g., less than half of the endoatmospheric PAC-3 FY 2001missile cost of $3.8 million).

116  See Bradley Graham, “Rise And Fall Of A Navy Missile,” Washington Post, March 28, 2002; and, on speculation that the
program will be revived, Sharon Weinberger, “Pentagon To Consider Resurrecting Navy Area Missile Defense Pro-
gram,” Aerospace Daily, December 20, 2001.

117  Director, Operational Test & Evaluation, Annual Report, FY 2000, Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Defense, Febru-
ary 2001, p. VI-19.

118  See NTW analysis in Rodney W. Jones, Taking National Missile Defense to Sea: A Critique of Sea based and Boost-
Phase Proposals, Washington, D.C.: Center for Arms Control and Non-Proliferation (Council for a Livable World Educa-
tion fund), October 2000.
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T A B L E   9

Estimates of U.S. Theater Missile Defense (TMD) Programs

Deployed Overseas, Fiscal Years 2002-2035

(in billions of 2003 dollars)

Official Derived Our Cost

Program and Type of Cost

PAC-3 acquisition 11.8 13.1

THAAD acquisition 17.5 21.9

NAD R&D sunk cost 2.5 2.5

NAD “follow-on” acquisition 4.7 9.4

NTW - Block I acquisition 5.7 7.2

NTW - Block II acquisition 10.4 26.1

Subtotal acquisitions 52.6 80.2

Operations Through 2035

PAC-3 O&S n/a 3.9 4.8

THAAD O&S 6.5 6.5 8.0

NAD follow-on O&S n/a 5.2 6.6

NTW Block I O&S n/a 1.0 1.4

NTW Block II O&S n/a 5.7 7.2

Subtotal O&S 22.3 28.0

Total Operations Through 2035 22.3 28.0

Total Costs Through 2035 74.9 108.2

Numbers may not add up to totals because of rounding.
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cost of $3.9 billion assumes that the THAAD ratio

of operations to acquisition cost, just under 40

per cent, would be roughly comparable for both

Army programs. The operations costs of the

naval programs are derived from the number of

ships projected for each program, the estimated

annual cost of $22 million to operate an AEGIS

ship,119 and whether multimission or dedicated

missile defense ships are expected to be em-

ployed.120

Our estimates in column two of Table 9

assume a 25 per cent cost growth factor over

the official figures in column one, for the acqui-

sition of three of the forward deployed TMD pro-

grams — PAC-3 and THAAD, and NTW Block I.

The sunk cost of NAD, which has been can-

celled, remains the same. However, the cost

growth reflected in column two of the acquisi-

tion cost of a NAD follow-on is assumed to be

100 per cent, because the likely multimission

objectives would include maritime boost-phase

defense interceptor capabilities (e.g., for the

North Korean threat, where offensive missile

launch locations might be in reach from the sea)

that have not yet been developed. In the case

of NTW Block II, the acquisition estimate of $26

billion in column two assumes, in contrast to

former Navy planning, the cost of 12 dedicated

AEGIS cruisers at $1.2 billion apiece. We be-

lieve the operating areas for NTW Block II

midcourse interceptors normally would be in-

compatible, even in terminal defense mode, with

the multimission assignments, such as provid-

ing fleet defense for battle groups that are typi-

cal of AEGIS ships today.

In our judgment, the acquisition cost in

official figures for the overseas TMD systems

would be $52.6 billion, and the implied life cycle

costs would bring the total figure to $74.9 bil-

lion. We believe that the adjustments in column

two of Table 9 are closer to realistic projected

costs for these systems. Our estimate of total

acquisition for these terminal defense systems

overseas is $80.2 billion, and of the life cycle

costs, about $108 billion.

3. US Terminal Missile

Defense Cooperation with

Allies: Europe,

Mediterranean, and Pacific

Most of what the United States has

spent and expects to spend on ballistic missile

defense is on systems deployed and operated

by the US military forces. At the same time, the

US has had cooperative programs on TMD with

allies. With the removal of the constraints of the

ABM Treaty, it is now possible that the US will

pursue strategically capable BMD projects with

allies. These programs involve technology and

cost sharing through cooperation. In the cases

of cooperative programs with Japan and Israel,

the US has expected not only to provide its tech-

nology but also to benefit from technology de-

veloped by the partner. Where these programs

involve partners adopting US technologies, as

in the case of the Patriot-based MEADS in West-

ern Europe, sharing in development costs and

acquisition of the systems can reduce the unit

cost of the same system to the United States. It

remains to be seen, however, whether the net

______________
119  Citing US Navy sources, the Federation of American Scientists noted that AEGIS cruisers cost about $20 million a year to

operate in 2000, and we have increased this figure to $21 million. See US Navy Visibility and Management of Operating
and Support Costs (VAMOSC), a report, available at: <www.fas.org/man/dod-101/sys/ship/vamosc.htm>

120  For example, we assume the NAD follow-on system would use up to 60 existing AEGIS ships within the multimission
profile so that only a proportion of their annual operations and support costs, perhaps 20 per cent, would be attributed
to this NAD missile defense role. Thus, the formula for operations costs for NAD follow-on in Table 9 is: 60 ships X  $21
million X 20 years X  0.2, yielding just over $5 billion. We assume NTW Block I would also use multimission AEGIS
ships, 12 ships in this case, for an estimated operations cost of $1 billion. We assume NTW Block II would use at least
13 dedicated AEGIS-type ships, so that the entire operations cost of these ships, about $5.5 billion, would be attributed
to the missile defense mission.
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benefit to the United States of any of these co-

operative programs will actually reduce US costs

of layered missile defense.

MEADS is intended to provide protec-

tion of maneuver forces in Western Europe, with

area and point defense against tactical ballistic

missiles, aircraft, and cruise missiles. Enabling

MEADS to track friendly forces as well as threat

targets cooperatively, and to deal with multiple

targets (air breathing as well as tactical missile

threats), places greater technical demands on

MEADS and entails greater costs than is ex-

pected for other TMD systems. Planning for

MEADS restructured the program with German

and Italian agreement in 1999 to incorporate the

PAC-3 as the initial interceptor.

As France has withdrawn, Germany and

Italy are the primary, active partners in MEADS

today. The German and Italian shares of the

estimated $23 billion program cost are roughly

25 per cent and 15 per cent respectively, so that

the US is likely to absorb 50 per cent or more of

the overall cost. Development schedules have

slipped. The definition phase of development

was extended by three years, from 2006 to 2009,

and initial deployment therefore probably could

not begin before 2009 or 2010.121 Based on the

official figures above, we assume the expendi-

ture of the United States on MEADS will be about

$12 billion.

Dating back to 1986 and spurred by the

Gulf War of 1990, US cooperation with Israel on

______________
121  Hildreth and Woolf, Missile Defense: The Current Debate, updated May 6, 2002, op. cit., pp. 47-48.
122  Federation of American Scientists, “Arrow TMD,” available at: <http://www.fas.org/spp/starwars/program/arrow.htm>
123  See Michael Swaine, Rachel Swanger, and Takashi Kawakami, Japan and Ballistic Missile Defense, Santa Monica, CA:

RAND, 2001, chp. 2, p. 23.

the Arrow missile defense system involves US

co-funding of an indigenous Israeli system. The

US reportedly benefits from gains in technology

and technical data that will reduce risks in U.S.

TMD developmental programs, and from intelli-

gence on the characteristics of regional ballistic

missile threats. Israeli Arrow 2 components re-

portedly can track missile threats as far away

as 500 km, and engage them between 16 and

50 km with a fragmentation warhead. Israel de-

ployed two Arrow 2 batteries in early 2000 and

had plans for a third. The development cost of

the joint US-Israeli Arrow project reportedly had

reached $1.3 billion, and one estimate of the total

program cost is that it will reach or exceed $2.6

billion.122

Discussion of US-Japanese BMD coop-

eration goes back to the 1980s but Japan agreed

to concrete bilateral cooperation on TMD only

in 1999, allocating $300 million over six years to

a bilateral project that focused on the US NAD

and NTW systems or concepts. Japan has been

a very cautious partner in this area and seems

unlikely to participate in BMD in a manner that

significantly lowers US BMD costs.123

Much the same can be said about bur-

den sharing of overseas missile defense costs

with our other allies. At the present time, it is not

possible to predict the outcome of arrangements

about costs with our potential missile defense

partners. In any event, we do not expect sub-

stantial reductions in what the US spends.
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V. SUMMING UP

This analysis is an effort to estimate in

reasonable terms the likely costs of a layered

missile defense, layer by layer. We have used

the current frame of reference of boost-phase,

midcourse, and terminal defense segments of

missile trajectory and related intercept technolo-

gies. We have also examined programs and

constructs under each of these intercept prin-

ciple categories, examining specific systems or

components in terms of whether they would be

ground-, sea- or space-based, or airborne, and

whether they would be deployed in or near the

United States or in distant locations abroad. The

interceptor and sensor technologies assessed

in each layer are either development and pro-

spective deployment goals of existing US mis-

sile defense programs or have been hinted at

by the present administration as likely goals of

its future missile defense programs. The archi-

tectures we have employed either reflect ap-

proaches that are already under policy consid-

eration or are plausible representations of ap-

proaches that spokesmen of the present admin-

istration have alluded to.

We are now in a position to bring to-

gether the components, layers, and projected

costs. Table 10 provides full cost estimates of

total acquisition and operations of a layered mis-

sile defense through 2015. Table 11 shows the

results of our life cycle cost analyses in earlier

sections, through 2035, and a summation of

“low” and “high” estimates for a comprehensive

missile defense system. To be more precise,

Table 11 offers a range of estimates to reflect

the results of choices that an administration

might make.

No choice on the number of sites (and

interceptors per site) for a ground-based

midcourse NMD, for example, has been officially

announced. At the same time, the renunciation

of the ABM Treaty means that there are no longer

any specific limits on the number of sites (and

interceptors) that could be constructed. We

show, therefore, incremental cost estimates of

both a two-site and three-site system in sepa-

rate columns under both Low Estimate and High

Estimate headings in the table.

Similarly, the illustrative “Missile Trap”

and “Strategic Defense” constructs among a

number of possible naval adjunct missile de-

fense options — two constructs that the US Navy

has analyzed for Congress — are different in

cost and could be assembled from different spe-

cific components. These two approaches may

also be thought of as lesser and more capable

naval adjunct missile defense systems, respec-

tively. We have represented both, but again in

separate columns, under both Low Estimate and

High Estimate headings in the table. This ap-

proach to the figures in the table avoids double

counting of system components in our summa-

tions.

Once one adds together the layers and

components for a “system of systems” following

our illustration in Table 11, the Low Estimates

including life cycle costs total between $798.5

billion and $838.5 billion dollars. Similarly, the

total under our High Estimates for life cycle costs

of this layered defense missile system ranges

between $1.1 trillion and $1.2 trillion dollars.
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T A B L E   1 0

Estimates of Total Acquisition and Operations Costs

Through 2015 of Layered Missile Defense

(In billions of 2003 dollars)

System Layers Low Estimates High Estimates

Ground Based Mid-Course

Two-Site Configuration 76.1 0.0 110.6 0.0

Three-Site Configuration 0.0 89.7 0.0 123.1

Sea Based Adjuncts to NMD

Missile Trap 27.3 0.0 31.3 0.0

Strategic Defense 0.0 37.1 0.0 49.4

Space Based Laser 129.3 129.3 194.0 194.0

Space Based Kinetic 14.6 14.6 69.9 69.9

Ground Based Boost-Phase 22.5 22.5 30.1 30.1

Sea Based Boost-Phase 61.4 61.4 71.0 71.0

Airborne Laser Boost-Phase 11.2 11.2 11.2 11.2

Coastal Terminal Defense 92.6 92.6 150.2 150.2

Overseas Terminal Defenses 75.0 75.0 108.2 108.2

TOTALS 510.1 533.5 776.4 807.1

Numbers may not add up to totals because of rounding.
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T A B L E   1 1

Estimates of “Life Cycle” Costs

of Layered Missile Defense

(In billions of 2003 dollars)

System Layers Low Estimates High Estimates

Ground Based Mid-Course

Two-Site Configuration 119.9 0.0 160.6 0.0

Three-Site Configuration 0.0 141.8 0.0 181.5

Sea Based Adjuncts to NMD

Missile Trap 52.4 0.0 58.4 0.0

Strategic Defense 0.0 70.5 0.0 95.3

Space Based Laser 309.8 309.8 423.5 423.5

Space Based Kinetic 27.6 27.6 76.0 76.0

Ground Based Boost-Phase 28.0 28.0 41.8 41.8

Sea Based Boost-Phase 66.9 66.9 77.5 77.5

Airborne Laser Boost-Phase 19.3 19.3 19.3 19.3

Coastal Terminal Defense 101.0 101.0 166.9 166.9

Overseas Terminal Defenses 75.0 75.0 108.2 108.2

TOTALS 799.7 839.8 1132.2 1189.9

Life cycle costs to 2035, except for SBL, which is projected to 2045. Note: Numbers may not add up

to totals because of rounding.
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CONCLUSIONS

Missile defense has always been expen-

sive, and relatively speaking, usually far more

expensive than building offensive missiles and

defense countermeasures. This remains no less

true today. The full price tag for a layered mis-

sile defense that seriously aims to protect in-

dustry, urban areas, and the population at large,

as well as military forces, against geographically

diversified long-range missile threats is bound

to be extraordinarily costly. Our estimates that

the cost of such a defense could easily be in the

neighborhood of a trillion dollars must give pause

even to the most ardent proponents.

To those who speak of missile defense

in terms of “insurance policies,” the cost of the

premiums looms large. If for others the issue is

to demonstrate “political resolve,” the question

of technical effectiveness and alternate avenues

of delivering weapons of mass destruction must

also be faced — as graphically underscored by

the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. Po-

litical resolve cannot long withstand evidence

either that the systems might not rise to the tasks

expected of them or that they do not protect

against other threats to which our nation and

allies are more acutely vulnerable. For the hard-

nosed realist, technical effectiveness assess-

ments must finally be translated into cost-effec-

tiveness evaluations, and even less dramatic

cost projections than those presented here are

likely to drain that analysis of gratifying conclu-

sions.

While the administration’s approach to

missile defense is still not well defined, those

choices that are beginning to be made suggest

an awareness both that the technical challenges

actually are daunting and that the price tag will

not be easy to manage. In looking for ways to

demonstrate early results by building pieces of

a system before it is fully proved, and continu-

ing to test to advance the technology for other

procurement later — as we see in pouring funds

into an NMD “test bed” at Fort Greely and Kodiak

Island, Alaska, to create a very limited standby

or emergency NMD capability against two or

three hostile missiles — the administration is

masking both the true system requirements and

the full system costs over the long term. By at-

tempting to speed up and upgrade ABL devel-

opment, and reconfiguring NTW in pursuit of an

early naval boost-phase capability, the adminis-

tration, if not exactly cherry picking, is pursuing

leverage in the boost-phase layers that arguably

may lower the bar of technical requirements, and

expected cost, in other layers. This could be

another way of moving the goal posts to miti-

gate full awareness of the ultimate costs. It could

also presage scaling back elements of one or

another BMD layer in favor of others, altering

the degree to which the system of systems is

really comprehensive operationally or geographi-

cally.

Clearly the administration also has a

political strategy underway to try to ensure that

construction of certain tangible system features

is well underway before its first term ends. Simi-

larly, the administration undoubtedly hopes to

have some BMD elements operational before

the end of a second term. In that regard, how-

ever, the cancellation of the NAD TMD system

at the end of 2001 seems anomalous. To the

extent that ballistic missile defense is relatively

straightforward and has significant near term

promise, it is in the protection of military forces

against the low end of the threat — that of short-

and medium-range ballistic missiles. Military ef-

fectiveness criteria by their nature are less de-

manding than those for effective protection of

cities and population in the homeland. The

Navy’s Area Defense program, despite delays

and cost-overruns, was closer to realistic deploy-

ment of a meaningful TMD system than other
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programs, with the exception of the Army’s PAC-

3. As a stepping stone in defending ships abroad

against cruise as well as short-range ballistic

missiles before taking on more difficult intercep-

tor challenges — including those of protecting

allied forces and allied coastal areas — the NAD

program was militarily justifiable and proving it

operationally would have been an appropriate

milestone.124

Even if the administration picks and

chooses from the array of BMD technologies and

concepts in development or under consideration,

it is clear that the intent is to move forward on a

layered defense. At a minimum, the administra-

tion appears to have in mind the following com-

ponents of a layered system: (1) some form of

ground-based NMD as initially pursued by the

Clinton administration; (2) an ABL boost-phase

component that can be flown rapidly upon warn-

ing into distant theaters of operation; (3) a naval

boost-phase system, probably building on a

more versatile NTW system, operating in forward

locations; (4) space-based elements with both

laser and kinetic intercept principles for boost-

phase purposes, as well as tracking and discrimi-

nation sensors with broader applications; and

(5) overseas Army TMD, specifically PAC-3 and

THAAD. Systems deployed with allied coopera-

tion may also play a supplementary role. Add-

ing up the price tags of these layers, even if some

of them are truncated, will pose formidable total

acquisition and life cycle costs. Their affordability

and cost-effectiveness — as the threat evolves

or recedes — will be evaluated one way or the

other.

This report is an effort to anticipate how

those costs may be described and accumulate

over time. The results of this analysis are nec-

essarily limited by the mixed quality and incom-

plete nature of publicly available information and

the inevitable technical and political uncertain-

ties any analyst must cope with in forecasting

BMD technology, architecture, and broader

policy choices. We believe our bottom line re-

sults provide a reasonable understanding of the

magnitude of the costs that are likely to be in-

curred by methodically building and maintain-

ing a layered missile defense with the technolo-

gies and operational constructs that have been

under consideration. The report will have pro-

vided a valuable service if it does no more than

encourage practitioners to ask the bottom line

questions and help them think through how the

answers must be derived.

______________
124  Since the provisions of the Nunn-McCurdy Act had been triggered, some action on NAD was unavoidable, but cancella-

tion was not the only alternative.
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I. COSTS OF BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE

C H A P T E R   2

Implications of Ballistic Missile Defense
For the Federal Budget and the

U.S. Economy1

T
his chapter projects federal outlays and revenues through 2035 using plausible

assumptions involving some retrenchment of entitlement programs after 2020 to

prevent projected deficits from swelling to implausible proportions. In the context of

these projections we assess the potential impact of proceeding with ballistic missile

defense (BMD) on the budget and the U.S. economy. A commitment to spend as much

as a trillion dollars or more by 2035 to build and operate systems to shoot down ballistic

missiles will require cuts in other federal spending, tax increases and/or added federal

debt. Although the size of these requirements would not be insurmountable in the con-

text of the federal budget or the national economy, they would come at a time of other

powerful pressures in the same direction, especially those stemming from the claims of

aging baby-boomers on federal entitlement programs.

estimates for complex military systems nearly

always fall short of the ultimate totals, our analy-

sis is based on the high estimates.

According to these estimates, the costs

of such an undertaking over 34 years from 2002

through 2035, inclusive, could reach more than

$1 trillion in 2003 dollars. This total encompasses

costs of a “layered” system of defenses such as

that proposed by the Bush Administration, be-

Our estimated costs of developing, pro-

ducing, deploying and operating systems in-

tended to defend the United States and its mili-

tary forces overseas against a small-scale bal-

listic missile attack are presented in Chapter 1

of this report. The range of the estimates is brack-

eted by low and high cost figures. Because of

the great challenges and uncertainties of the

technologies involved, and because early cost

______________
1  This chapter was written by William A. Cox.
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ginning with ground-based mid-course intercep-

tors, which already are being deployed, followed

and complemented by ground, sea and air-

based boost-phase interceptors and by space-

based laser defenses and various terminal de-

fense systems, including theater missile de-

fenses for U.S. armed forces abroad. It is as-

sumed that all elements of the system except

for space-based laser defenses would be de-

ployed by 2015. Space-based defenses would

be deployed by 2025, and operating costs of all

systems are projected through 2035. The dis-

counted present value of the remaining outlays

— that is, an amount which could be invested

today with interest to cover those costs as they

come due — would be about $835 billion.2

In preparing this chapter, the author ar-

rayed the projected outlays over the years in-

volved. Many aspects of these systems remain

today in the research phase of development. If

the ambitious goal for deployment in 2015 is to

be met, outlays for ballistic missile defense

(BMD) must rise quite rapidly from the $7.8 bil-

lion spent in fiscal year 2002. They are projected

to rise to $25 billion (in today's dollars) in fiscal

year 2005 and to a high of about $57 billion in

2010. Outlays would remain above $50 billion

per year for nine years from 2007 through 2015,

inclusive, before subsiding to the range of $30

billion per year after most hardware production

and deployment are completed and to the range

of about $22 billion in annual operation costs

after 2025. (All years refer to fiscal years unless

otherwise specified.)

If outlays for BMD rise less steeply than

assumed over the next several years, then de-

ployment dates will be pushed back for at least

some systems. For example, if outlays do not

reach $25 billion until 2009, and do not reach

$50 billion until 2013, some of the ground, sea

and air based systems probably would not be

deployed until 2020. In this case, total spending

for missile defenses would not decline from the

peak levels after 2015 but would continue rising

steeply from 2016 to 2020. During this period

spending could be as high as $70 annually.

Heavy BMD spending for the ground, sea and

air based systems during this period would co-

incide with rising outlays for production and de-

ployment of space based systems. As mentioned

above, the analysis in this chapter is based on

the more rapid and ambitious deployment sched-

ule and the correspondingly faster build-up of

spending. However, it is recognized that delays

in development and production of defense sys-

tems can occur for unforeseen reasons and that

decisions can be made to delay or scale back

systems, and in extreme cases to cancel pro-

grams. It should also be observed that delays,

sometimes referred to as stretch-outs, of defense

programs are usually accompanied by increased

costs.

Large expenditures on ballistic missile

defense are economically feasible within the

multi-trillion-dollar annual federal budget and the

enormous resources of the U.S. economy. Nev-

ertheless, such an undertaking would absorb

great resources over many years and would in-

volve very significant opportunity costs.

______________
2 The alternative to proceeding with these expenditures is assumed to be shutting down the program in 2003. To derive the

present value of projected future outlays, the constant-dollar costs of continuing from 2003 through 2035, inclusive, are
discounted at a”Areal” rate of discount of 2% per annum and summed over the 33-year period.
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II. ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF FINANCING BALLISTIC MISSILE
DEFENSE

President Bush seems inclined to fi-

nance the program by restraining spending on

non-defense programs and by borrowing; Con-

gress at present seems inclined to resort mainly

to borrowing. Future presidents and congresses

may well adopt other financing alternatives. In

fact, a commitment to BMD, whether or not suc-

cessful in meeting its objectives, may involve

costs in all of these categories. This chapter will

spell out the budget and economic implications

of these alternative modes of finance.

A commitment to any major spending

initiative such as BMD inevitably effects all parts

of the federal budget. Such commitments may

be financed in one of three ways: (1) by holding

other federal spending below what it otherwise

would be, (2) by collecting greater revenues than

otherwise, or (3) by borrowing more in financial

markets and increasing federal debt above what

it otherwise would be. There are no other ways

to finance missile defense unless foreign gov-

ernments contribute to the costs of technology

development in expectation of sharing the re-

sulting benefits.

III. PROJECTIONS OF FEDERAL SPENDING THROUGH 2035

In August 2002, the Congressional Bud-

get Office (CBO), Congress nonpartisan budget

staff, issued updated 10-year baseline projec-

tions of federal spending and receipts by major

categories. They indicated that the unified bud-

get returned to a sizeable deficit in 2002 after

four years of surpluses and that surpluses pro-

jected to return in 2006 will be far smaller than

foreseen a year ago. Over the longer term, how-

ever, they indicated widening surpluses.

This conclusion rests on two unrealistic

assumptions that, for the purpose of this analy-

sis, will be modified. The first is an assumption

that so-called “discretionary” spending will grow

after 2002 only by the rate of inflation. The sec-

ond is an assumption that the Tax Relief Act of

2001 B President Bush's tax cut B will expire at

the end of 2010, as stated in that law, suddenly

withdrawing the tax cuts and sharply boosting

revenues.

Discretionary spending is spending au-

thorized annually in appropriation bills. Major

government functions, including national de-

fense, are in this category. Excluded from it are

“entitlements” such as Social Security, Medicare,

Medicaid, and other so-called “mandatory” out-

lays, for which funds are not appropriated annu-

ally but rather are authorized by permanent leg-

islation. Also excluded are interest payments on

federal debt.

The assumption that appropriations will

grow only with inflation is mandated by Congress

for CBO's baseline budget projection as a start-

ing point for annual budget debates. But this as-

sumption repeatedly has proven unrealistic.

Constant inflation-adjusted discretionary spend-

ing means that the total goods and services pro-

vided remain unchanged despite growing popu-

lation, and that they decline steadily as a share

of GDP. Discretionary outlays under this assump-

tion would fall from 7.1% of GDP in 2002 to 5.7%

in 2012, the smallest percentage of GDP for dis-

cretionary spending since before World War II.

Total outlays would decline from 191/
2
% of GDP

in 2002 to 171/
2
% in 2012, and the budget sur-

plus would rise to 3% of GDP ($522 billion) in
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2012. Meanwhile President Bush and Congress

propose a huge increase in military spending in

2003, suggesting even more unrealistic spending

limits for non-defense discretionary spending.

An alternative CBO projection, not used

in its baseline budget, assumes that discretion-

ary spending will grow at the same rate as GDP,

which is projected to grow by 5.1% per year. This

rule of thumb is more neutral and realistic and is

adopted in this report. These outlays are then

projected to 2035 at the same rate of growth, as

is GDP. Under this alternative, discretionary out-

lays stabilize at 7.2% of GDP. Appropriate revi-

sions are made to projections of net interest

payments to reflect the resulting smaller sur-

pluses and larger deficits.3

CBO's baseline projection of mandatory

spending, which, unlike its baseline for discre-

tionary spending, is not arbitrarily restricted, is

adopted here without change and projected from

2012 to 2020 at a growth rate rising from 6.6%

to 7% per year as the baby boomers retire. After

2020 the growth of social-security and medicare

outlays is projected to slow as the baby-boom

generation is followed into retirement by the

baby-bust generation born after 1960. To pre-

vent projected budget deficits from ballooning

excessively, moreover, the growth of mandatory

spending is restrained further in our long-term

projections to an average of 6.5% annually

through 2025, 5.8% from 2026 through 2030,

and then 5.2% through 2035. This restraint could

simulate the effects of “reforms” on the growth

of benefits paid under these entitlement programs.

In sum this projection indicates that to-

tal outlays would hover at or about 191/
2
% of GDP

for the next 12 years (through 2014). Then, as

the baby boomers' entitlement claims escalate,

total outlays would climb to 20% in 2017, 22%

by 2026, and 23% by 2031. After revisions to

projected receipts discussed below, the budget

would maintain small deficits (less than 0.5% of

GDP) from 2006 through 2014 before rising en-

titlements drive them above 1% of GDP in 2017,

2% in 2021, and 3% in 2026. The deficit then

would tend to stabilize relative to GDP as the

rise in entitlement claims slows.4

This projection of growing deficits

strongly suggests that severe pressure will be

felt to curtail spending on existing programs, not

to mention on new initiatives. This pressure can

be expected to intensify as the baby-boom gen-

eration begins to qualify for Social Security and

Medicare.

Needless to say, budget projections

extending more than 30 years into the future are

illustrative scenarios and are not to be taken as

forecasts. Precise numbers, however, are not

needed for our purpose, which is to place the

cost of BMD in the context of the budget and

national economy. So long as amounts com-

pared are expressed in comparable dollars, plau-

sible changes in the budget outlook would not

greatly change the conclusions of the analysis.

______________
3 Since 1962, years for which data on discretionary spending are available, this spending category has grown somewhat

more slowly than GDP, declining haltingly from 12.7% of GDP in that year to .3% in 2000 (it rose to 7.1% in 2002). Much
of the decline occurred from 1986 to 1999, when the defense budget was shrinking and Congress’ deficit reduction
rules were in force. Regression analysis indicates that discretionary spending since 1962 has grown about 20% slower
than GDP. The present analysis has assumed a constant ratio of discretionary spending to GDP because (1) such
spending has been squeezed severely in recent years and (2) discretionary spending for the military and for homeland
security spending is now growing rapidly.

4 An important gauge of the burden of government debt is its relationship to the size of the economy that generates revenues
to service and repay the debt, i.e. the debt as a percentage of GDP. In a growing economy government debt may grow
at the same rate as GDP (including inflation) without increasing the debt’s percentage of GDP. In the context of this
projection, the debt’s percentage of GDP would stabilize in the range of 60% with a perennial deficit of 3% of GDP.
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IV. IMPLICATIONS OF FINANCING BMD WITHOUT RAISING
TAXES OR DEBT

just over $10 trillion today to nearly $54 trillion

by 2035, a result of growth at 5.1% annually

compounded for 33 years.

Spending for BMD is projected to rise

quite rapidly from $7.8 billion in 2002 to $25.8

billion in 2005 and to a peak of $66.5 billion in

2013. It would exceed $60 billion for eight years

from 2008 through 2015, inclusive. (These fig-

ures differ somewhat from those cited at the

outset of this chapter because they encompass

annual inflation of 2.1% to be consistent with

other budget projections.)

If projected outlays for BMD were to be

financed by cutting all other federal military and

nonmilitary spending across the board, includ-

ing entitlements, they would displace amounts

exceeding 2% for six years from 2007 through

2012 before gradually subsiding in percentage

terms. Across-the-board spending cuts are

hardly ever enacted, however, in part because

entitlement spending, which includes Social

Security and Medicare, is very hard to cut. In-

terest payments, of course, are beyond reach

of the annual budget ax. Hence Congress and

the President set priorities and trim spending

selectively, usually by trimming discretionary

budget authority in appropriation bills.

2. Potential Implications of

BMD for Other Defense

Spending

Much of the debate about financing any

commitment to missile defense will focus on

whether to take the funds from other parts of

the military budget or, alternatively, to raise mili-

tary spending to cover BMD and impose the off-

setting spending cuts on beneficiaries of non-

defense programs. Many legislators may try to

prevent defense spending from rising further at

a time when the nation may not confront militar-

If one envisions financing BMD without

increasing federal revenues or borrowing, then

the funds must come from cuts in other federal

spending. In economists’ terms, the “opportu-

nity costs” must be measured by the value to

society of other federal purchases that, because

of the commitment to missile defense, cannot

be funded within limited revenues. The probable

value of missile defense, given its technological

uncertainties, must be compared to this cost.

The costs of missile defense could

squeeze out other military spending, including

offensive weapon systems, manpower and/or

training, or they could squeeze out would-be

spending on domestic programs, including en-

titlement programs, or both. Moreover, heavy

spending on missile defense, as the systems go

into advanced testing, production, and deploy-

ment, is likely to coincide with a steep rise in

claims for Social Security as the baby-boom

generation begins to retire in about 2008 and

for Medicare as the leading edge of that gen-

eration reaches the eligibility age of 65 in 2011.

1. Projected Costs of Missile

Defense in the Context of

Projected Federal Outlays

Projections of federal outlays by major

categories are shown in Table 1 for selected

years through 2035, the horizon of this analy-

sis. Also shown are the projected costs of BMD.

These projections are in current dollars (which

include inflation) and in percent of total outlays.

Even with only 2.1% inflation and with 2.9% av-

erage annual GDP growth, projected outlays

increase over 33 years to amounts that look very

large by today's standards B in fact, to a total of

more than $12 trillion in 2035 (see table). To put

these numbers in context, GDP would be pro-

jected under these assumptions to grow from
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T A B L E   1

Projected Outlays for BMD and for Major Budget Categories,

Selected Years, 2002-20351

Discretionary Outlays Mandatory Total

Defense Non-defense Outlays BMD Outlays2

Fiscal Bil.$ % of Bil.$ % of Bil. $ % of Bil. $ % of Bil. $

Year Outlays Outlays Outlays Outlays

2002 349 17.3 384 19.0 1205 59.7 7.8 0.4 2017

2005 412 17.7 459 19.7 1368 58.7 35.3 1.5 2330

2010 527 17.6 587 19.6 1798 59.9 63.3 2.1 3001

2015 674 17.2 751 19.2 2443 62.4 61.7 1.3 3916

2020 864 16.3 963 18.2 3423 64.6 53.9 1.0 5300

2025 1108 15.5 1235 17.2 4686 65.4 26.4 0.4 7161

2030 1421 14.9 1583 16.6 6211 65.2 39.6 0.4 9523

2035 1822 14.7 2030 16.4 8003 64.5 43.7 0.4 12414

Numbers may not add up to totals because of rounding.
1 Projections of outlays by major budget categories are taken, as indicated, from CBO's projections

through 2012. Spending is extrapolated through 2035 with 5.1% annual increases for discretionary

spending and with annual increases for mandatory spending accelerating from 6.6% to 7% through

2020 and averaging 6.5% from 2021 through 2025, 5.8% through 2030 and 5.2% thereafter. Corre-

sponding adjustments are made to net interest payments. Spending  for BMD is based on the esti-

mates in chapter 1 of this report.
2 Total outlays include net interest and offsetting receipts not shown separately.

Source: Congressional Budget Office, The Economic and Budget Outlook: An Update, Washington,

Aug. 2002.  However, projections of discretionary defense and non-defense outlays on p 8, table 1-3

of that publication are in error; corrected numbers appear on CBO's web site at www.cbo.gov. Projec-

tions of mandatory outlays (excluding offsetting receipts) appear on p. 10, table 1-4, bottom line. Total

outlays encompass alternative discretionary outlay projections adopted as stated in the text of this

chapter above. All series are projected by the author as indicated.
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ily powerful adversaries and when other priori-

ties are pressing.

The military budget took 16.4% of total

federal spending in 2001 and, as shown in Table

1, took 17.3% in 2002, because of the cost of

the war in Afghanistan and other aspects of the

current military build-up. In January 2002, Presi-

dent Bush requested a huge increase in defense

spending for 2003 and beyond that would take

the military share to 18.3% by 2005 (well above

the levels in the table). He requested a 12.9%

increase in budget authority for the military in

2003, accompanied by a 1% increase in non-

defense appropriations. (Budget authority is

authorization for future spending, although ac-

tual outlays may not occur in the same year.)

In his five-year budget projection (not

that shown in Table 1) the President requested

an average 6.2% boost in defense budget au-

thority, more than double the projected rate of

inflation. Non-defense budget authority would

rise under his proposal by an average of 2% per

year, less than projected inflation. Meanwhile

Congress has agreed to give the Pentagon a

major budget increase for 2003. Whether large

increases will be appropriated in future years

cannot presently be foreseen.

If the military budget were not increased

to cover spending on BMD, then BMD would

displace more than 6% of other defense spend-

ing by 2005 and 10% to 12.5% during the eight

years from 2006 through 2013 inclusive. It would

subside only after most deployment is completed

in 2015. This would come at the expense of other

military technology development, procurement

and operations.

Spending for BMD probably would em-

ploy some of the same contractors and similar

facilities and personnel in the aerospace, mo-

tor-vehicle and shipbuilding industries and some

of the same types of military personnel as those

forces that might be displaced. The regional

impact of such a shift in military spending prob-

ably would not be great except for the location

of bases for the altered force structure. Chapter

3 of this report explores more fully the implica-

tions of BMD for defense industries and their

workers.

Possibly such expenditures could be

accommodated by military reforms such as con-

verting America’s military to smaller, lighter, more

mobile forces and reducing investment in ar-

mored and mechanized ground forces and stra-

tegic air and naval offensive forces in light of

the end of the confrontation with the Soviet Union

in Europe and elsewhere. In the present politi-

cal atmosphere, however, funding BMD by cut-

ting other military spending appears unlikely.

3. Potential Implications for

Non-defense Discretionary

Spending

As noted above, President Bush seems

intent on funding a major build-up of military

spending, including BMD, by restricting spend-

ing on non-defense programs and by borrow-

ing. Non-defense discretionary spending, autho-

rized in eleven annual appropriation bills, cov-

ers many functions of the federal government,

including transportation, law enforcement, sci-

entific and medical research, agriculture and

many education programs, among others. It ac-

counted for about 19% of federal outlays in 2002

and 3.7% of GDP. As in the case of defense

spending, these shares were somewhat higher

than in the previous year.

As explained above and laid out in Table

1, discretionary spending (for both defense and

non-defense programs) is projected for our

analysis to rise from its 2002 level at the rate of

growth of current-dollar GDP, assumed to aver-

age 5.1% per year. In this scenario non-defense

discretionary spending would remain at 3.8% of

GDP and at about 53% of total discretionary

spending. As shown in Table 1, non-defense dis-

cretionary spending would rise to 19.7% of total
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outlays in the middle of this decade before sub-

siding gradually as entitlement spending accel-

erates after 2010. By 2020 it would constitute

18.2% of total outlays, and by 2035 only 16.4%.

If BMD were to be financed by curtail-

ing outlays for non-defense discretionary pro-

grams, it would displace amounts rising from

5.6% of this spending in 2005 to 10% or more

for six years from 2007 through 2013, inclu-

sive, before tapering down. It would continue

to displace more than 5% of those outlays

through 2020.

One must recognize, however, that the

non-defense discretionary sector of the budget

funds many federal agencies associated with

homeland defense, such as the FBI, the Immi-

gration and Naturalization Service, the Federal

Aviation Administration, the Centers for Disease

Control and the federal courts, and many other

functions regarded as critical such as the State

Department, the National Institutes of Health,

the Food and Drug Administration, and so on.

In light of the fact that these functions will re-

ceive greater priority due to concern about ter-

rorism, the brunt of any cuts in non-defense

discretionary spending would fall particularly

hard on those programs not deemed to be criti-

cal to homeland defense and not protected by

politically powerful interests.

If funding for what one might regard as

vulnerable discretionary budget categories, such

as community and regional development, natu-

ral resources and the environment, job training,

social services, housing assistance, and other

income security programs were to be squeezed

to finance BMD, it could displace 11% of those

outlays by 2005 and 20% or more for nine years

from 2007 through 2015, inclusive, before sub-

siding gradually. These cuts would be in addi-

tion to any that might be made in the process of

reallocating funds to other sectors of the mili-

tary or other aspects of homeland defense.

Table 2 shows President Bush's budget

requests for these program areas not related to

military or homeland defense from 2002 through

the horizon of his current budget request in 2007.

If Congress were to approve this request, new

budget authority for programs fostering commu-

nity and regional development would be cut by

more than 20% from 2002 to 2003 and would

remain well below the 2002 level through 2007.

New funding for natural resources and the envi-

ronment also would be cut in 2003 and would

grow by a compound rate of only 0.9% per year

through 2007. Budget authority for training, em-

ployment and social services would be un-

changed in 2003 and would grow at an com-

pound rate of only 1% per year through 2007.

These programs would be starved for funds over

the next several years. Even housing assistance

programs and those in the category called “other

income security” (i.e. other than Social Security

and food assistance programs) would grow little

faster than inflation despite growing numbers of

low-income households.

If these programs were to be subjected

to such a budget squeeze over a longer term as

the fiscal situation becomes increasingly difficult

(see section on Social Security and Medicare

below), it could severely impoverish these sec-

tors of our civil society or push these fiscal re-

sponsibilities to a much greater extent onto the

states and local governments or make them

much more dependent than today on the vagar-

ies of private and corporate charity.

Viewed from a different perspective, fi-

nancing BMD is likely to impinge on resources

allocated to so-called “means-tested” entitlement

programs, that is, those going to low-income

people, because beneficiaries of these programs

are not numerous, well organized nor politically

powerful. These programs include Medicaid,

food stamps, supplemental security income,

earned-income tax credits, and others (some are

included in Table 2 under “other income secu-

rity,” and some are not). If means-tested pro-
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T A B L E   2

New Budget Authority Requested by President Bush

for Certain Program Areas Not Related to

Homeland Defense, 2003-2007

(in billions of 2003 dollars)

Comm & Nat Res Trng Emp Other Incm Housing

Fiscal Year Reg Dev1 & Envirnmt & Soc Srvcs Security Assistance Total

2002 baseline 10.6 30.9 24.6 99.3 27.5 193.0

2003 request 8.4 30.0 24.6 106.5 29.4 198.9

2004 proj. 8.6 31.3 25.0 108.4 31.5 204.8

2005 proj. 8.7 32.3 25.4 112.6 32.4 211.4

2006 proj. 8.9 31.7 25.6 116.4 33.3 215.9

2007 proj. 9.1 32.3 25.9 117.0 34.2 218.6

(compound annual rates of growth, percents)

2002-07 -3.1 0.9 1.0 3.3 4.3 2.5

Numbers may not add up to totals because of rounding.
1Excluding disaster relief and insurance, which is related to homeland defense.

Source: Budget of the United States Government B Fiscal Year 2003: Historical Tables, Washington,

Jan. 2002, table 5.1, pp. 84 and 88.
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grams were cut to finance BMD, it could claim

nearly 8% of their funding by 2005 and about

15% from 2007 through 2010 before subsiding

to about 11% in 2015. Such cuts also would push

greater fiscal responsibilities onto state and lo-

cal governments and new needs onto private

charities. In reality, all of these vulnerable pro-

grams are likely to be targeted for cuts.

4. Implications of Non-

defense Spending Cuts for

the National Economy

Another way to look at nondefense dis-

cretionary spending is as the sector of the bud-

get that funds most federal civilian investment

in human capital and physical infrastructure.

Nearly half of non-defense discretionary outlays

currently go into such investments, which range

from water and power projects and matching

grants for highways, mass transit and commu-

nity development to research and development

at the National Institutes of Health, the National

Science Foundation, NASA and other agencies,

and grants to states and local governments for

education, training and social services.

Table 3 shows President Bush's request

in January 2002 for new budget authority for fed-

eral investment through 2007. The request for

total non-defense capital spending authority for

2003 was cut by $6 billion, or 2.7%, from 2002’s

appropriated level and is projected to decline

again in 2004 before recovering somewhat. The

request for civilian physical capital spending

authority was slashed by more than $9 billion

(about 10%) for 2003 and another $3 billion in

2004. New money for education and training

would level off for those two years. Only civilian

R&D, under the president's request for non-de-

fense investment spending, would continue to

grow. Requested budget authority for defense

capital, meanwhile, would grow steadily at an

average of 7% per year.

Federal entitlement spending, on the

other hand, goes mainly into personal consump-

tion by its beneficiaries. It is harder to cut spend-

ing fostering consumption, which yields imme-

diate gratification for recipients, than to cut

spending fostering investments that yield returns

to most taxpayers only in the future, but the lat-

ter contributes to future welfare and the future

productivity of the economy. Shifting funds from

non-defense discretionary programs to BMD,

therefore, may reduce federal investment in ci-

vilian infrastructure, education and training, and

even in civilian research and technology devel-

opment at some cost to future productivity in the

civilian economy.

Such a shift in funds also would reallo-

cate purchasing power among industries and

regions of the country. Spending on non-defense

discretionary programs tends to be distributed

across the country, often through grants to the

states and localities. Although military contrac-

tors also seek to spread their work broadly

among subcontractors in many congressional

districts, military research and procurement

spending tends to occur disproportionately in the

coastal states. BMD systems are likely also to

be deployed in coastal states, including Alaska,

as well as overseas. Hence BMD spending in

the United States would be relatively concen-

trated in New England and the Mid-Atlantic re-

gion, on the Gulf Coast and the West Coast and

in the aerospace, shipbuilding, motor-vehicles

and heavy construction industries. Such a real-

location is likely to come at the expense of so-

cial services and other public spending in cities

and towns across the middle three-quarters of

the country. The geographical implications of

missile defense are discussed more extensively

in Chapter 3 of this report.
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T A B L E   3

New Budget Authority Requested by President Bush for

Federally-funded Investment, 2003-2007

(in billions of 2003 dollars)

Fiscal Year Non-defense Capital Defense Capital

Total Physical Education Research &

Capital & Training Development

2002 baseline 222.6 97.5 78.2 47.0 131.0

2003 request 216.5 88.2 77.4 50.9 141.8

2004 proj. 215.9 85.0 78.6 52.4 152.0

2005 proj. 225.9 91.8 80.5 53.6 161.4

2006 proj. 229.8 92.4 82.6 54.9 172.0

2007 proj. 235.9 95.2 84.6 56.1 186.2

(compound annual rates of growth, percents)

2002-07 1.2 -0.5 3.6 1.6 7.0

Source: Budget of the United States Government B Fiscal Year 2003: Analytical Perspectives, Wash-

ington, Jan. 2002, p. 135-36, table 7-2.
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5. Potential Collision with

Rising Entitlement

Spending

Heavy spending for BMD, as system

deployment takes place, would collide directly

with a steep rise in entitlement spending for the

elderly. So-called “mandatory spending” is pro-

jected by CBO to increase by 4.4% per year

between 2003 and 2007. Its growth would ac-

celerate to 5.7% annually from 2007 through

2012, if current policies remain unchanged, as

the leading edge of the baby-boom generation

reaches the age of 62 and qualifies for early re-

tirement under Social Security. It would acceler-

ate sharply again after 2011, when baby

boomers start to qualify for full social-security

benefits and for Medicare.

CBO’s budget projections extend

through 2012. The Social Security Administra-

tion, however, is required by law to prepare 75-

year projections for Social Security’s trust funds,

which include the Old-Age, Survivors and Dis-

ability Insurance (OASDI) Trust Fund and the

Hospitalization Insurance (HI) Trust Fund. Out-

lays by these funds for Social Security and Medi-

care are a subset of the category referred to in

CBO's budget parlance as mandatory outlays.

Table 4 indicates the accelerating

growth rates of expenditures under the these two

programs and the growing gap between their

income and their outlays through 2035 as pro-

jected under existing law. As the table indicates,

the growth of the trust funds’ outgo B payments

of benefits plus small administrative costs B ac-

celerates steadily through 2020 from a com-

pound annual rate of 4.5% between 2002 and

2006 to 7.2% from 2015 through 2020. Growth

of income from earmarked taxes tends at the

same time to slow due to the projected slower

growth of the labor force. The gap between the

two growth rates, which is favorable in the early

years, turns adverse and widens dramatically

through 2020 before narrowing somewhat as the

baby-boom generation is followed into retirement

by smaller cohorts.5

For the next several years the combined

trust funds will be collecting over $100 billion

per year more than they disburse and lending

this surplus to the Treasury to finance other fed-

eral outlays and/or to reduce federal debt, prob-

ably the former. Concern about these trust funds

stems from the fact that, when their surpluses

begin to decline, this source of revenue for other

purposes will rapidly disappear. The trust funds'

combined surpluses are projected to begin sub-

siding in 2009. As shown in Table 4, they would

drop from $134 billion in 2010 to $45 billion in

2015 or by an average of about $18 billion per

year. Hence the cash available from the trust

funds would decline on average by this amount

each year and have to be made up by cutting

spending, raising revenues or increasing federal

borrowing in capital markets.

 When earmarked tax receipts begin to

fall short of authorized benefit payments, the

funds will have to take interest payments on their

holdings of Treasury bonds in cash instead of

lending surpluses to the Treasury’s general fund.

Ultimately the trust funds will need to redeem

some of the bonds themselves for cash to cover

their obligations to pay benefits. The interest

payments and bond redemptions will drain dol-

lars from the general fund that finances the

government’s other programs and obligations,

forcing it to cut benefits, to cut other spending

still further, to raise taxes again or to delve fur-

ther into capital markets.

______________

 5 Projected growth rates of spending for Social Security and Medicare are somewhat greater in all time periods than those
referred to above for CBO's category of mandatory outlays because mandatory outlays include other slower growing
entitlement entitlement programs.
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The trust-funds’ surpluses would disap-

pear and turn to annual deficits in about 2017,

and these deficits would increase by growing

amounts. The increases are projected to aver-

age about $50 billion per year through 2020 and

more thereafter. This cash drain, as indicated in

Table 4, is projected to reach $173 billion in 2020

and $508 billion in 2025. Related to the size of

the national economy, which will grow substan-

tially in the meantime, it would rise by 2025 to

8% of total outlays and 1.6% of GDP.

The demands of financing such a gap

probably will become unacceptable to voters

before that time. The growing drain on general

funds would require too many cuts in other pro-

grams, too many tax increases and too much

deficit financing. Recently, however, most dis-

cussion has concerned adding coverage of pre-

scription drugs under Medicare, which would

exacerbate the program’s financial stress unless

new funding is provided.

Some people, including President Bush,

suggest that workers can have as much or more

retirement income as promised by Social Secu-

rity at no extra cost by switching to accounts in-

vested partly in corporate stocks, which over a

long period should yield higher returns. Whether

or not this would be wise — an issue beyond

the scope of this study — any transition to indi-

vidual accounts as even a partial substitute for

Social Security would increase federal govern-

ment deficits for at least a generation as it con-

tinues to pay social-security benefits to existing

retirees and those soon to retire while part of

current payroll tax receipts is diverted to the new

accounts. Although individual accounts might

contribute to resolving Social Security’s finan-

cial imbalance in the long term, they would

greatly worsen the federal budget outlook for at

least two decades.

This discussion is not intended to sug-

gest that a commitment to BMD alone would

require cutbacks in Social Security or Medicare.

It could, however, be a significant element con-

tributing to an extremely tight budget environ-

ment under which changes in these programs

would have to be made. As the prospective pe-

riod of BMD’s phase-in and operation stretches

onward, the demographic dynamics of Social

Security and the demographic and technologi-

cal dynamics of Medicare are very likely to cre-

ate desperately tight budgets year in and year

out. If spending for BMD rises more slowly than

assumed here and therefore reaches a peak

level beyond 2025, it would collide even more

directly with the impending financial crisis in old-

age entitlement programs.
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T A B L E   4

Income, Outlays and Balance of OASDI and HI Trust Funds,

Selected Periods, 2002-2035

Outgo Income1 Income Minus Outgo in Final Year of Period

Calendar (Compound annual % of Budget

Years growth rate, %) Billion $ Outlays % of GDP

2002-06 4.5 5.2 141 6.1 1.1

2006-10 6.1 5.1 134 4.8 0.8

2010-15 6.8 4.8 45 1.2 0.2

2015-20 7.2 4.6 -173 -3.6 -0.7

2020-25 6.9 4.5 -508 -8.0 -1.6

2025-30 6.2 4.5 -937 -11.0 -2.3

2030-35 5.6 4.5 -1424 -12.7 -2.8

1Refers to cash receipts from payroll and other taxes and excludes interest income on the funds'

holdings of government bonds, which are intra-governmental transfers.

Source: Derived by the author from data in the 2002 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the
Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Disability Insurance Trust Funds, Washington, Mar.

2002, tables VI.E7 and VI.E10
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V. IMPLICATIONS OF FINANCING BMD BY RAISING TAXES

Federal tax revenues grew rapidly in the

last half of the 1990s because of extraordinary

income growth from capital gains in the stock

market and rapid increases in salaries and bo-

nuses, both concentrated in high income brack-

ets that are taxed at the highest rates. Rapid

revenue gains accounted for most of the federal

budget's move from deficits to surpluses in 1998

and after. Revenue growth went into reverse,

however, in 2001 and 2002 — the first time since

1959 when revenues fell two years in succes-

sion.

Between January 2001 and January

2002, revenues projected by CBO for the 10-

year period, 2002 through 2011, were reduced

by $2.4 trillion. About half of this drop was due

to the Tax Relief Act signed into law in June,

2001, and about half was due to recession and

reduced expectations for future economic growth

and for taxable capital gains from the stock mar-

ket. Between January 2002 and CBO's August

update of the budget outlook, projected revenues

for the same period were scaled back by an

additional $745 billion due mainly to sharply re-

duced tax collections in 2002 that have yet to

be fully explained. 6

Due to the booming economy of the late

1990s and large income gains among the afflu-

ent, tax collections reached 20% of GDP and

more from 1998 through 2000 for the first time

since 1945. Due to the recently flagging

economy and the Tax Relief Act of 2001, federal

revenues fell back to 19.8% of GDP in 2001 and

to only about 18% in 2002. Despite tax rate re-

ductions and other provisions of the tax cut that

are yet to take effect, CBO projects that revenues

will climb gradually back to 19% of GDP by 2006

and remain at about that level as rising income

pushes more people into higher tax brackets.

Table 5 shows projected tax receipts by

category for selected years from 2002 through

2035. CBO's projections of receipts are adopted

through 2010. The Tax Relief Act of 2001, how-

ever, expires at the end of 2010, and CBO was

required to reflect this fact in its baseline budget

outlook. CBO's baseline revenue projections,

therefore, leap upward in 2011 and 2012. Clearly

Congress will revisit this law in the meantime,

undoubtedly more than once, extending some

provisions and revising others, but it is very un-

likely to allow such an abrupt tax hike to occur.

Most of the tax cut of 2001 comes out of indi-

vidual income tax receipts. The remainder comes

from estate and gift tax receipts.7

In our projections, therefore, we assume

that individual income tax receipts will continue

to grow in 2011 and 2012 at a moderate rate of

5.5% per year and will growth smoothly at the

same rate through the horizon of the analysis in

2035. These receipts, which reached an all-time

high of 10.3% of GDP in 2000, would reach this

share again in 2026 and rise to 10.8% by 2035.

This stems from the continuing growth of real

income, which boosts taxpayers into higher tax

brackets, without offsetting tax relief in light of

perennially rising deficits. A similar adjustment

is made in receipts from “other taxes” in 2011

and 2012 to simulate continuation of a modified

estate and gift tax. These projections are nei-

ther expected nor intended to be highly accu-

rate but only to provide realistic magnitudes with

which to compare projected spending for BMD.

______________
6 Projected growth rates of spending for Social Security and Medicare are somewhat greater in all time periods than those

referred to above for CBO’s category of mandatory outlays because mandatory outlays include other slower growing
entitlement programs.

7 CBO, The Economic and Budget Outlook: Fiscal Years 2003-2012, Washington, Jan. 2002, p 47, table 3-1, and CBO, The
Economic and Budget Outlook: An Update, Washington, Aug. 2002, p 4, table 1-2.
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T A B L E   5

Projected Federal Revenues by Major Sources,

Selected Years 2002-20351

Individual Social Corporate Other Total

Income Tax Insurance Tax Income Tax Taxes2 Receipts

Fiscal Bil.$ % of Bil.$ % of Bil. $ % of Bil. $ % of Bil. $

Year Rec’ts Rec’ts Rec’ts Rec’ts

2002 868 46.7 702 37.7 146 7.8 144 7.7 1860

2005 1054 47.0 819 36.5 214 9.5 157 7.0 2244

2010 1462 49.3 1045 35.2 279 9.4 179 6.0 2965

2015 1911 50.3 1324 34.9 357 9.4 206 5.4 3797

2020 2497 51.4 1672 34.4 460 9.5 228 4.7 4856

2025 3264 52.3 2138 34.2 593 9.5 252 4.0 6246

2030 4266 52.9 2754 34.2 766 9.5 278 3.5 8064

2035 5575 53.5 3549 34.1 988 9.5 308 3.0 10419

Numbers may not add up to totals because of rounding.
1Based on CBO’s projection of receipts through 2010. Individual income tax receipts were extrapo-

lated from 2010 to 2035 at a rate of 5.5% compounded. Social insurance tax receipts were projected

to grow by 4.7% annually from 2010 to 2020, then by 5% through 2025 and 5.2% thereafter; corporate

income taxes by their 2006-2010 rate of 5.2%. Other taxes were projected to grow by 4% annually in

2011 and 2012 and thereafter by 2%.
2Includes excise taxes, estate and gift taxes, customs duties and others.

Source: Congressional Budget Office, The Economic and Budget Outlook: An Update, Washington,

Aug. 2002, p. 4, table 1-2.
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Receipts from social insurance taxes

and corporate income taxes are projected to

grow after 2012 at rates of 4.7% and 5.2% re-

spectively. Just as certain “reforms” restraining

mandatory outlays were assumed in long-term

spending forecasts outlined in the section on

projections of federal spending above, social

insurance tax receipts also are projected in Table

5 to grow somewhat faster after 2020 than im-

plied in Table 4, despite projected declines in

labor-force growth, namely, at 5% after 2020 and

5.2% after 2025.

If BMD were to be financed through an

across-the-board increase in taxes, it would re-

quire a 1% boost in revenues by 2005 and

roughly a 2% boost for 10 years from 2006

through 2015. It seems unlikely, however, BMD

would be financed by raising payroll taxes ear-

marked for social-insurance or that it would be

funded by raising estate taxes, customs duties

or user fees. If it were to be financed by increases

in individual and corporate income taxes, a boost

in receipts from those sources of 2% would be

required by 2005 and 3% to nearly 4% from 2006

through 2015.

This revenue increase could be

achieved by a boost of perhaps one percentage

point in the marginal tax rates on the two top

personal income tax brackets or by a larger per-

centage-point boost in the top corporate rate or

by a more moderate combination of the two.

Substantial contributions could be made alter-

natively by raising certain excise taxes such as

a ten-cent boost in the federal gasoline tax or a

levy on pollution emissions by industry.

Higher personal income taxes are likely

to result mainly in somewhat reduced consump-

tion, although taxes falling on high income brack-

ets would, to some extent, reduce saving. Higher

corporate income taxes would cut into saving

and investment to a larger extent and less into

consumption. To the extent that higher taxes

reduce saving out of current income, they would

slightly reduce future living standards of the U.S.

economy.  In a global economy, however, a de-

cline in saving might affect mainly the amount

of net foreign investment in the United States

and reduce income mainly by increasing the net

outflow of investment earnings without much

affecting the capital stock, productivity or real

wages in the U.S. domestic economy.
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VI. IMPLICATIONS OF FINANCING BMD BY BORROWING

U.S. federal debt held by the public in-

creased from about 26% of GDP at the outset of

the Reagan Administration in 1981 to nearly 50%

at the end of 1993. Hence it took twelve years

to halt the rise in the debt-to-GDP ratio after the

tax cut and military build-up pushed through by

President Reagan. After 1996, as budget defi-

cits shrank, the ratio of debt to GDP began to

decline. After the budget reached surplus in

1998, the ratio dropped back to 33% by the end

of 2001.

The current administration has adopted

a budget policy similar to that of the Reagan

years, combining a large tax cut with a massive

military build-up. Although official budget projec-

tions still suggest that federal debt will resume

its decline in 2007, these projections now must

be regarded with great doubt.

With the onset of recession and, espe-

cially, after the attacks on New York and Wash-

ington in September 2001, budget surpluses dis-

appeared. President Bush has taken the posi-

tion that the importance of fiscal surpluses is

subordinate to the needs of the military and of

homeland defense and to carrying out the re-

maining steps of the 2001 tax cut and making

its provisions permanent. If the president can-

not convince Congress to slash domestic dis-

cretionary spending by large amounts even while

expanding the homeland security budget within

that category, then ballistic missile defense will

have to be financed by borrowing. Such an ap-

proach would avoid the current sacrifices of

spending cuts and tax increases and impose the

costs of BMD in large part on future generations

of Americans. To the extent that the benefits of

missile defense, if any, accrue over the long-term

future, this may not be inappropriate.

Debt financing of BMD, however, would

add to other powerful forces driving the federal

budget into deep red ink for the foreseeable fu-

ture, beginning with the multi-year tax cut and

defense build-up, followed shortly by the rising

tide of retiree entitlements. These almost inevi-

table deficits will draw funds out of capital mar-

kets, raising interest rates and making the na-

tion even more dependent on foreign capital to

supplement meager domestic saving. Rising

debt will increase the interest-payment wedge

of federal outlays in the future, tightening the

squeeze on other spending programs and plac-

ing upward pressure on future tax rates. If in-

flows of foreign capital were to falter, interest

rates could rise sharply and curtail investment

in the private economy that boosts future pro-

ductivity and incomes. A large build-up of debt

could make the federal government vulnerable

to a fiscal crisis if some unforeseen challenge

were to require new large expenditures.

Borrowing required to finance BMD it-

self would be relatively slight compared to the

federal debt and the volumes of investment in

U.S. capital markets. It is likely, however, to be

but one more aspect of a perennially difficult fis-

cal situation compounded by the pressures of

the baby boom's retirement and aging.
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CONCLUSIONS

The United States can afford to spend

a trillion dollars or more over 33 years for ballis-

tic missile defenses. However, this military pro-

gram does not exist in a vacuum. Even with its

enormous resources, the United States cannot

afford everything.  We must make choices, and

this review makes it clear that a program of bal-

listic missile defenses will involve large oppor-

tunity costs over many years.

Under present policies those costs are

likely to be concentrated in two sectors of the

federal budget: (1) domestic discretionary bud-

get accounts not related to homeland security,

such as community development, environmen-

tal protection, job training, social services, hous-

ing and income support; with consequences for

the quality of our civic life; and (2) federal bor-

rowing and debt, with consequences for federal

interest costs and our national dependence on

foreign capital to supplement reduced national

saving.

In another era the way might be open

to finance missile defense wholly or in part

through cuts in other sectors of the military bud-

get or through tax increases. These options

would involve different opportunity costs but

large, long-lasting ones nevertheless.

Surrounding these trade-offs lie the

questions of whether missile defense systems

can work effectively against a determined en-

emy and how much security they can provide.

______________
8 CBO, The Economic and Budget Outlook: Fiscal Years 2003-2012, p 43.
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I. ALTERNATIVE USES OF PLANNED MISSILE DEFENSE
EXPENDITURES

C H A P T E R   3

Implications of Ballistic Missile Defense
for National Security,

Defense Industries, and Labor Markets1

Missile defense, as is shown in this re-

port, is a highly expensive program with uncer-

tain technical outcomes. There also appears to

be some likelihood that it will introduce de-sta-

bilizing elements into U. S. national security plan-

ning and international political calculations. The

same money allocated elsewhere has the po-

tential to ease concerns in a number of different

areas, and could address some of the same

All resources have multiple uses but the

economist’s concept of opportunity cost refers

only to those alternative uses that are consid-

ered to be the most likely, or, the “next best” al-

ternatives. In the case of missile defense, the

alternatives discussed below are those judged

to make significant contributions to improving the

national security of the United States, taking into

account the costs associated with their use.

T
his chapter will analyze economic issues in missile defense by asking two ques-

tions. The first is, what would happen if the United States did not conduct research

and then build on the scale currently envisioned an extensive missile defense system,

and instead allocated the money now being proposed for missile defense to other pro-

grams to meet security needs? These alternatives include funds devoted to defense

transformation, and funds devoted to programs that have a national security component.

Such programs are applications of a broader pattern of using economic resources and

economic incentives to improve security.

The second question is, what would happen if the missile defense system were

constructed as planned? The magnitude of the economic impacts, the specific resources

utilized, and the regional distribution of the impacts will be assessed using available

information.

______________
1  This chapter was written by David Gold.
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threats that missile defense is supposed to pro-

tect the United States against. With the Bush

Administration continuing to emphasize tax cuts,

and with long-term budgetary patterns showing

a public preference for civilian outlays and ac-

tivities, resources for national security may be-

come less available in the future than they ap-

1. Military Transformation

By the end of the Clinton Administration,

it had become clear that the stated military func-

tions of the DoD were not being adequately

funded, although it was less clear whether the

budget should be increased or military functions

scaled back. A third alternative, improving effi-

ciency and removing unneeded activities, was

raised and some efforts were undertaken in that

direction, such as closing excess military instal-

lations and improving DoD buying practices. But

the resources freed by such actions were not

considered to be large enough to fill in the per-

ceived gaps in overall funding. The Bush Ad-

ministration, in the months before the terrorist

attacks of September 11, 2001, was reportedly

pressing the military services to reduce their

demands for expensive weapons systems and

devote more resources to information technol-

ogy, forward basing, mobility and inter-operabil-

ity. After September 11, it was immediately clear

that Congress would make substantial additional

funding available for defense activities. The

Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR), issued on

September 30, 2001, was supposed to articu-

late an overall strategy for military transforma-

tion. Instead, the QDR eschewed discussion of

specifics and laid out a broad set of recommen-

dations that were consistent with a variety of

forces. When the FY 2003 budget was intro-

duced in February 2002, it largely continued the

existing procurement and R&D program and dis-

cussed transformation in terms of qualitative

changes, not specific expenditures.

Recent discussions of defense budget

priorities have emphasized the continuing need

to make choices among existing programs, and

apparently these discussions have occurred in

the highest levels of the Department of Defense.

The same money allocated elsewhere has the

potential to ease concerns in a number of

areas, and could address some of the same

threats that missile defense is supposed to

protect the United States against.

pear to be today. Indeed, within three months of

introducing the FY 2003 defense budget with

substantially higher spending levels, Defense

Secretary Donald Rumsfeld was reportedly ex-

pressing concern within the DoD about the avail-

ability of resources for his goal of defense trans-

formation. Thus, expensive commitments for

missile defense may be a contributor to severe

budgetary conflicts in the not-to-distant future.2

In the following discussion, a number of

possible alternatives will be introduced. These

are grouped into three areas: (1) those within

the defense budget that directly addresses the

goal of military transformation, (2) those within

the federal budget outside of the defense func-

tion that directly addresses security concerns,

and (3) those within the federal budget outside

of the defense function that address a range of

international economic and political concerns

that have clear security implications.

______________
2 Steven E. Miller, “The Flawed Case for Missile Defense,” Survival, 43, 3 (Autumn 2001), pp. 95-109; Charles L. Glaser and

Steve Fetter, “National Missile Defense and the Future of U. S. Nuclear Weapons Policy,” International Security, (Sum-
mer 2001), pp. 40-92); David Gold, “US Military Expenditure and the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review,” in Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute, SIPRI Yearbook 2002: Armaments, Disarmament and International Security,
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2002, pp. 309-322; Greg Jaffe and Anne Marie Squeo, “Old-Style Arms Win Reprieve
in Fight for Pentagon Dollars,” Wall Street Journal, April 22, 2002.
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In addition, as pointed out in chapter 2 of this

report, federal government budget projections

increasingly emphasize the likelihood of higher

deficits in coming years, raising the specter of

rising conflicts over programs within the DoD,

and among the DoD, agencies dealing with

homeland security and agencies dealing with

other civilian activities. Such a set of conflicts

could turn the budgetary clock back to before

September 11, when the DoD was contemplat-

ing “skipping a generation of weapons” to fund

transformation.3

The future of several large weapon sys-

tems, including the F-22 supersonic fighter, the

multi-function Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), and the

V-22 Osprey - a troubled aircraft program for the

Marine Corps, continue to be the subject of

speculation. Defense Secretary Rumsfeld has

informed Congress of the DoD’s intention to

cancel the Army’s Crusader artillery system,

because of its high cost and unsuitability to his

transformation objectives. Some large programs,

including the F-22, have already been subject

to a “stretch-out” process, whereby the total num-

ber to be bought has been reduced and the time

over which the purchase is to occur has been

lengthened. But research and other fixed costs

have not been reduced. So while annual pro-

jected outlays for the program are less, the unit

cost grows. And, in a repeat of the type of vi-

cious circle that has plagued DoD procurement

programs for decades, as unit costs rise there

is renewed pressure to further cut the size of

the total purchase in order to achieve short-run

budgetary savings.

Missile defense, however, is not under

discussion to be cut or scaled back. The Bush

Administration has made it clear that missile

defense is their highest priority national security

program and have even included missile defense

as part of their agenda for defense transforma-

tion. Transformation discussions, which initially

focused on technological transformations, have

been expanded to include a variety of initiatives

to respond to asymmetrical warfare as practiced

by terrorists and by smaller states.4

Military transformation is underway, with

new organizational forms, new technologies,

new equipment and new roles for individuals

being put into practice. Some of these changes

are relatively easy, such as attaching guidance

devices to bombs that converts “dumb” ordnance

to “smart” ones. Most transformation goals, how-

ever, will require substantial budgetary resources

for research into new technologies, extensive

re-training, and re-equipping. The continuing

procurement of weapons, such as the F-22,

more suitable to the Cold War than to the re-

quirements of the 21st century, and spending on

an accelerated schedule for unproven systems,

such as missile defense, detracts from the goals

of transformation.

2. Federal Spending and

Security

a. Nuclear Proliferation

Following the end of the Cold War and

the breakup of the Soviet Union, there was sub-

stantial concern expressed about the ability of

the Soviet Union’s successor states to ad-

equately control their stock of weapons grade

uranium. In particular, the U. S. was concerned

that security would be inadequate, and that de-

clining economic prospects would create pow-

erful incentives for those with access to this

material to obtain and sell it on black markets.

In particular, concerns were high that countries

______________
3 Thom Shanker and James Dao, “Defense Secretary Wants Cuts in Weapons Systems to Pay for New Technology,” New

York Times, April 16, 2002; David Gold, “Defence Spending and the US Economy,” Survival, 43, 3 (Autumn 2001), pp.
163-176.

4 Andrew F. Krepinovich, “Defense Transformation,” and Paul Wolfowitz, “Transformation,” Prepared testimony, Senate Armed
Services Committee, April 9, 2002. <www.senate.gov/~armed_services/statement/2002/April/>
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with existing programs to develop weapons of

mass destruction and accompanying delivery

systems, such as Iraq, Iran, Libya, North Korea

and Pakistan, would be potential buyers.

The U. S. formulated several policy re-

sponses to this potential threat. In one, the Co-

operative Threat Reduction, or Nunn-Lugar, Pro-

gram, the U.S. gives financial and technical as-

sistance to Russia to help it dispose of and safe-

guard nuclear materials and technology. In a

second, popularly labeled “Megatons for Mega-

watts”, the United States government agreed to

purchase the highly enriched uranium (HEU)

available from the dismantling of Russian nuclear

warheads. The Russians would dilute the HEU

with newly mined uranium, creating a blended

product no longer usable in weapons but suit-

able for use in nuclear power plants. The U. S.

agreed to purchases 500 tons of HEU over 20

years, with the money being used to improve

security at Russia’s weapons facilities, and to

help convert their nuclear weapons complex,

including personnel, into viable alternative ac-

tivities.

The George H. W. Bush Administration

assigned this activity to the United States En-

richment Corporation (USEC), a government-

chartered corporation that had been given man-

agement control over the U. S. nuclear fuel pro-

cess, including selling partially enriched uranium

to power plant operators. The Russian diluted

uranium would also be sold to U. S. power plants.

The Clinton Administration selected USEC for

privatization, arguing that such action would

contribute to deficit reduction and introduce

greater efficiency in the nuclear fuel market by

emphasizing market incentives. Privatization

was vigorously opposed by many in the non-

proliferation community, and by Joseph Stiglitz,

then an economic adviser to President Clinton

and later Chief Economist of the World Bank.5

Stiglitz argued that privatization of

USEC would establish perverse incentives with

respect to the goal of removing weapons grade

uranium from world markets. USEC was one of

only four firms in the world capable of participat-

ing in this particular market. As a private corpo-

ration and the only U.S. firm selling enriched

uranium, USEC would have a strong incentive

to pay as little as possible for its inputs, and keep

quantity down in order to raise the prices it

charges to power plant operators. Thus, the in-

terests of USEC’s owners and managers to im-

prove their income and wealth as executives of

a privatized company conflicted with the

government’s objective of removing Russian

HEU from possible sale on world markets.6

USEC was privatized in 1998 in an ini-

tial public offering (IPO), bringing the govern-

ment $1.4 billion. The company has not fared

well, with its stock price falling and its future prof-

itability under question. USEC received plant and

equipment and an initial cash subsidy from the

government, and has requested and received

additional subsidies and protection in the form

of higher tariffs. The firm successfully argued that

European nuclear fuel companies were selling

uranium below cost on the U. S. market, a prac-

tice known as “dumping.” Perhaps of greatest

importance, however, is that the amount of Rus-

sian uranium that USEC has purchased has

been far less than expected, exactly as predicted

by opponents of the privatization. At one point,

USEC actually paid Russian interests to with-

hold their uranium from sale to avoid a jump in

supply and a drop in market prices.

The goal of non-proliferation could have

taken precedence over the goal of privatization.

An alternative use of missile defense money is

for the federal government to re-nationalize

______________
5 Joseph Stiglitz, Globalization and its Discontents, New York, W. W. Norton, 2002, pp. 176-78. Stiglitz was awarded the

Noble prize for economics in 2001.
6 Terje Langeland, “Megatons to Mega-problems,” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 58, 3 (May/June 2002), pp. 49-56.
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USEC by purchasing its equity, establish as a

goal the purchase of the entire Russian stock of

highly enriched uranium and the closing of Rus-

sian production capabilities. At current valua-

tions, the market capitalization of USEC is about

$600 million. The U.S. originally agreed to spend

$20 billion over twenty years to purchase

Russia’s HEU. The U.S. could also allocate

funds to dismantle weapons facilities through-

out the entire former Soviet Union, and pay other

weapons producing or weapons using states,

such as North Korea (see below), to cease and

desist their activities. The importance of remov-

ing HEU from the existing stock has been

brought home by the ongoing debate over the

attempts by Iraq to develop a nuclear warhead

capability. It has been estimated by reliable

sources that Iraq could have such a capability

in months, rather than years, if it could obtain

HEU on the black market. Thus, it would appear

to make sense from a pure security perspective

to remove as much HEU as possible from po-

tential market use, in order to reduce the threat

of proliferation.

b. Airport Security

Following September 11, there was sub-

stantial attention paid to weaknesses in airport

security, with the result that the federal govern-

ment is assuming control over security in the

country’s major airports, and perhaps eventu-

ally in smaller ones as well. The Transportation

Security Administration (TSA) was established

by legislation, located within the Department of

Transportation (DoT) and given an appropria-

tion of $1.25 billion in the FY2002 budget and a

budget request for $4.8 in the FY 2003 budget.

Previously, responsibility and funding for airport

security was spread among three entities. The

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) was re-

sponsible for assessing threats and overall se-

curity oversight, airport operators were respon-

sible for law enforcement personnel and the

security of the facilities, and individual air carri-

ers were responsible for baggage and passen-

ger screening. Although it was no secret that the

system had severe deficiencies, there was little

initiative to institute change.7

The problems with airport security prior

to September 11 are similar to the problems cited

above regarding U.S. efforts to purchase weap-

ons-grade uranium in Russia, that is, an inap-

propriate privatization. The portion of airport

security that involved the most direct contact with

passengers was the province of individual air-

ports, many of which contracted out operations

to private companies, and the individual carri-

ers who charged fees to passengers to cover

the costs. The airlines believed that passengers

would object to higher fees, and both airlines

and airport operators had incentives to reduce

their security-related expenditures. While it is not

clear whether the perceived reluctance to pass

on security-related costs to airline users was

adequately tested, it seems consistent with the

widely held view that airline patrons did not rate

highly the prospect of a serious terrorist incident.

In any event, airlines and airports adopted cost

minimization strategies in their outsourcing of

airport security functions. They paid low wages

to security workers, provided inadequate train-

ing, and failed to adopt new technologies.

The new system, however, is already

running into severe difficulties. The FY2002 ap-

propriation for the TSA was supposed to be fi-

nanced by user fees, that is, a surcharge on air-

line passenger tickets, and not from general

government revenues. By April 2002, only half

way through the fiscal year, the amount autho-

rized for the entire year was close to being spent.

The DOT submitted a supplementary appropria-

tion request for an additional $4.4 billion, bring-

______________
7 United States General Accounting Office reports detailing airport security problems from 1986 can be found at <www.gao.gov/

airptsec.htm>.
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ing the total for FY 2002 to $6.6 billion, triple the

appropriation agreed to in November 2001. The

TSA found that meeting a December 31, 2002

deadline for upgrading screening equipment and

training and hiring personnel for 429 airports

would cost far more than had been budgeted. In

addition, these figures did not include $2 billion

that airports claim they needed for infrastructure

upgrades relating to new screening equipment.8

At midyear 2002, the funding climate for

domestic security needs was far tighter than had

been envisioned as recently as the previous fall,

when Congress easily approved extra appropria-

tions for meeting the terrorist threat. Agencies

were already competing for a dwindling pool of

funds. For example, the Office of Management

and Budget reportedly pared down an Energy

Department request for improving security for

nuclear weapons and nuclear waste from $380

million to $26 million. Shifting relatively small

amounts of funding from missile defense to air-

port security would obviously improve the abil-

ity of the TSA to achieve desirable results.9

However, an extensive body of research

on the economics of terrorism indicates that ter-

rorist actions are influenced by the relative costs

of alternative activities. Vast improvements in

airport security, while clearly necessary, will also

have the effect of raising the costs to terrorists

of employing that particular avenue, increasing

their incentives to shift their attention to alterna-

tive targets. Thus, the U. S. needs to devote

substantial resources to identifying alternative

targets and improving security arrangements in

those areas. Moreover, the experience of Sep-

tember 11 should make it clear that these secu-

rity activities have strong positive externalities

and cannot be left solely to the private market.10

c. The Coast Guard

The Coast Guard is an agency of the

Department of Transportation but performs func-

tions that cut across a number of administrative

boundaries. This agency has responsibility for

policing harbors and coastal rivers, and the in-

terdiction of smuggling. It is responsible for the

enforcement of fishing regulations, and for trans-

portation in areas that require ice breaking. It is

a “first responder” in case of accident, illness or

natural disasters within U. S. territorial waters. It

enforces environmental protection laws in in-

stances of toxic dumping, and performs a na-

tional defense function with respect to possible

terrorist and other hostile actions against the U.

S. coastline. Despite these and other responsi-

bilities, the Coast Guard has had difficulty in

securing adequate funding in the annual bud-

get battles that dominate in Washington.

In light of September 11, the funding

shortfalls facing the Coast Guard have become

more severe, even with additional resources

programmed into the FY 2003 budget. With ex-

tensive additional assignments in terms of na-

tional defense, Coast Guard resources were

stretched to the breaking point, in terms of over-

all personnel requirements, availability of skilled

personnel, and effectiveness of equipment and

weapons. This situation was the result of years

of under funding. A major funding program to

expand and modernize Coast Guard resources

had been stalled because of budget shortfalls.

This program is now moving forward, although

it will be some years before changes are put into

place. Moreover, the program has been criticized

as being too oriented toward a level of technical

sophistication beyond what the Coast Guard

needs. However, as this proceeds, it is clear that

______________
8 John Croft, “TSA: We Need Massive Cash Infusion,” Aviation Week and Space Technology, April 22, 2002.9 Matthew L.

Wald, “White House Cuts 93% of Funds Sought to Guard Atomic Arms,” New York Times, April 23, 2002.
10 Jeff Madrick, “Victory in the War Against Terror Hinges on Cutting Off Resources,” New York Times, March 21, 2002. Todd

Sandler and Walter Enders, “An Economic Perspective on Transnational Terrorism,” February 2002. <www-rdf.usc.edu/
~tsandler/downloads.html>
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deficiencies in the ability of the Coast Guard to

carry out homeland security missions in the past

are related to the allocation of defense funds

elsewhere, including for missile defense.11

3. International Stability

The United States is currently the

world’s second largest source of foreign aid, in

terms of the absolute value of aid, behind only

Japan. However, among the world’s 22 largest

donors of foreign aid, the United States ranks

last in terms of percentage of Gross National

Product (GNP) devoted to aid, at 0.1 per cent.

Denmark is first at 1 per cent, and the average

of the 22 countries is 0.24 per cent. The share

of U. S. GNP devoted to aid was greater than 1

per cent in the early 1960s, but has been de-

clining since that time. The absolute amount of

U. S. aid, in constant dollars, was over $30 bil-

lion as recently as 1979, but was under $17 bil-

lion in 1999 and 2000.12

Several factors have led to the decline

in U. S. aid contributions. The end of the Cold

War removed super power rivalry as one mo-

tive for giving aid, especially military aid. Tight

federal budget restrictions in the 1970s, due to

stagflation, and the 1990s, due to the fight

against the budget deficit, made it difficult to

expand aid budgets. Failures in many aid

projects, due to mismanagement and corruption

in some instances, and poorly thought out ob-

jectives in others, reduced the political constitu-

ency supporting aid within the United States.

Both bi-lateral and multi-lateral aid programs

have been heavily criticized in recent years for

failing to deal with serious problems of gover-

nance in recipient countries, and for failing to

adequately promote the development of appro-

priate systems of economic incentives.

Yet, aid can be a significant contributor

to economic development. The conservative

economist Milton Friedman once remarked that

the fundamental fact about poverty is that the

poor do not have sufficient financial resources,

in terms both of current income and accumu-

lated assets. Whatever the problems with gov-

ernance, corruption, incentives and strategies,

none of these issues will be resolved without an

increase in resources available to poor coun-

tries and poor individuals within countries. Aid

provides external resources to countries that

have difficulty accumulating foreign exchange

reserves, and when used for building and main-

taining a country’s stock of physical and human

capital, aid effectively augments domestic sav-

ings. When applied, for example, to physical in-

frastructure and to improving human capital via

education and health, foreign aid has been

shown to have positive economic impacts.13

President Bush has stated that U. S. aid

budgets will rise by $5 billion per year within three

years, bringing the total to approximately $22

billion (in current dollars) by FY2006. The Presi-

dent also stated that a primary purpose of aid

would be to help countries reform their econo-

mies. However, the announced increases are

not likely to substantially raise the U. S. aid con-

tribution when adjusted for inflation and mea-

sured as a share of GDP.

______________
11 Matthew Weinstock, “Changing Course,” Government Executive, December 2001, pp. 55-59. <www.govex.com/features/

1201/1201s6.htm>  JayEtta Z. Hecker, “Coast Guard: Budget and Management Challenges for 2003 and Beyond,”
Testimony before the Subcommittee on Oceans and Fisheries, Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation,
U. S. Senate, GAO-02-538T, Washington, D. C., United States General Accounting Office, March 19, 2002.
<www.gao.gov>

12 Curt Tarnoff and Larry Nowels, “Foreign Aid: An Introductory Overview of U. S. Programs and Policies,” CRS Report for
Congress, 98-916F, Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress, 2001. <www.house.gov.markgreen/
w3ccrs.htm>

13 Commission on Macroeconomics and Health, World Health Organization, Investing in Health for Economic Development,
Geneva, World Health Organization, 2001. <www.who.org>
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For the first time in more than two de-

cades, there is an emerging global consensus

on the importance of increasing aid flows to de-

veloping countries. At a major United Nations

sponsored conference in Monterrey, Mexico, in

March 2002, more than 50 heads of state, over

200 foreign, finance, development and other

ministers, and heads of major international or-

ganizations and non-governmental organiza-

tions, made important but limited strides forward

in developing this consensus. The United States

high-level participation in this conference, and

the President’s public commitment to increase

U.S. spending on aid, are seen as positive de-

velopments. Nevertheless, budgetary pressures

stemming from the deterioration of federal fi-

nances, rising national security commitments,

and other civilian needs are likely to squeeze

future U.S. aid commitments.

Aid can be a powerful tool for enhanc-

ing U.S. security in certain circumstances. The

most prominent example of aid supporting broad

security objectives is the Marshall Plan, which

provided substantial grants to help rebuild West-

ern European economies after World War II. The

Marshall Plan is often cited as a magnanimous

gesture on the part of the United States and a

meeting of this country’s moral responsibilities,

a description recently echoed by President Bush

with respect to Afghanistan. But there were at

least two additional important motives behind the

Marshall Plan. One was to create a strong po-

litical force to counter what was becoming a

Soviet-dominated Eastern Europe. Secondly, aid

was intended to provide a boost to Western

Europe’s economies so that they would be in a

position to purchase U.S. made consumer and

capital goods. The Marshall Plan was success-

ful in meeting all of these objectives.14

There are similar possibilities today. The

transfer of financial resources through aid aimed

at improving human and physical capital accu-

mulation, along with the creation or strengthen-

ing of governance mechanisms and economic

incentives and the fostering of economic link-

ages through trade and foreign direct investment,

can contribute to economic development. And

development has been shown to reduce the in-

cidence of political instability and reduce the like-

lihood of crises leading to U.S. diplomatic and

military intervention. A major research effort at

the World Bank has accumulated evidence that

widespread poverty is one of the main contribu-

tors to the high incidence of civil war in develop-

ing countries. There are already concerns that

the administration is not meeting clear needs

with respect to funding for Afghanistan, a failure

that could undermine many of the security gains

achieved in the defeat of the Taliban. There

would appear to be substantial gains to be made

by reallocating missile defense funding to for-

eign assistance.15

______________
14 James Dao, “Bush Sets Role for U. S. in Afghan Rebuilding,” New York Times, April 18, 2002.
15 Paul Collier, “Doing Well out of War: An Economic Perspective,” in Mats Berdal and David W. Malone, editors, Greed and

Grievance: Economic Agendas in Civil Wars, Boulder and London, Lynne Reiner Publishers, 2000; Jeffrey Sachs, “The
Strategic Significance of Global Inequality,” The Wilson Quarterly, 24, 3 (Summer 2001), pp. 187-198. <www.twq.com/
info/archives.html>
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II. DEFENSE INDUSTRIES AND LABOR MARKETS

1. Some General

Considerations

The Bush Administration requested ap-

proximately $8 billion per year for missile de-

fense in both FY2002 and FY2003. Obviously, if

the program moves into deployment, the annual

expenditures will rise. If these expenditures are

financed through increased borrowing when the

economy is underemployed, then the outlays will

boost employment and production in defense

industries, including subcontractors and vendors

of capital goods, materials and supplies. As in-

come thus generated is spent on other goods

and services, the multiplier effect will tend to

spread added income and employment beyond

the industries and regions producing directly for

the government. If spending for the missile shield

occurs at a time of high employment, then added

borrowing will tend to crowd out private invest-

ment by pushing up interest rates so as to shift

resources to the government program. With easy

international capital mobility, however, higher

interest rates could draw in capital from abroad,

and a corresponding increase in net imports

could relieve resource scarcity. Such an increase

in capital imports, especially in a period of high

interest rates, will, however, increase an already

high debt-servicing burden. If other government

spending is cut and/or taxes are raised to finance

missile defense, then demand will be shifted di-

rectly from other government programs and/or

from taxpayers’ consumption and to some ex-

tent from private saving. (This subject is dis-

cussed in more detail in chapter 2.)

When a government program continues

over time, as the missile defense program is

expected to do, some businesses will orient their

research, their output, and perhaps even their

location, to serve the ongoing program. Thus,

not only large prime contractors but also sub-

contractors and suppliers of various sizes will

shift and expand their activities to conform to

the needs of the program. Sometimes called the

“input-output” effect, this process can lead to the

dissemination of technology throughout the re-

sulting supply network, perhaps the development

of new technologies from within the network to

benefit the program, and the shifting of skills and

the development of new skills. It is possible, al-

though the evidence is mixed, that the technolo-

gies and skills developed and learned from the

project can have significant civilian applications.

Nevertheless, opportunity costs need to

be taken into account. In a high employment

economy, the technological resources employed

in a program such as missile defense are not

available for other military or civilian activities.

While supplies of scarce resources can be ex-

panded over time, for example as colleges and

universities train more scientists and engineers,

this process is far from instantaneous. Mean-

while, increased demands from military pro-

grams can create skill shortages and rising costs

in other industries and curtail their production.

In addition, military programs tend to be highly

concentrated geographically, which tends to re-

allocate economic activity and withdraw re-

sources from other areas.

2. Federal Deficits

After moving into surplus in the mid-

1990s, the federal government budget moved

back into deficit towards the end of FY2001. The

causes of this shift were the tax cut instituted by

the Bush Administration, the slowing economy

that reduced tax revenues, the decline in stock

prices since 2000 that severely cut capital gains

tax revenues, and higher expenditures brought

on by the terrorist attacks of September 11 and

the war on terrorism. By the middle of FY2002,

it was becoming apparent that the budget defi-

cit was becoming larger than had been thought
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only a few months earlier, and would last longer.

Budget projections were now taking into account

the outlook for higher government spending and

lower taxes.

A shift from surplus to deficit in the fed-

eral budget provides demand stimulation dur-

ing this period of underemployment. But the

nation’s economic welfare will be negatively af-

fected by the impact of counter-terrorism mea-

sures on transactions costs, including higher

insurance premiums, tighter restrictions on

movement of goods, and higher costs, includ-

ing the costs of time, for air travel. Such costs

might particularly impact international transac-

tions. The deterioration in the government’s bud-

get position was one of the factors behind the

administration’s unwillingness to expand spend-

ing in some areas considered part of homeland

security, and the decision to cancel the Army’s

Crusader artillery system.

In this context, the priority assigned to

missile defense spending is troubling in terms

of its effect of budgetary priorities. A large, multi-

year program such as missile defense is bound

to run into many budgetary constraints over its

life cycle. Indeed, as mentioned above, collid-

ing against program cost ceilings is likely to be

a consistent problem with missile defense. Given

the effectiveness problems of missile defenses

and the questionable role missile defense will

play in both US and global security, their impact

on the budget impact is a serious issue.

An increase in government deficits is

thought to affect the economy through two pri-

mary channels. The first is that higher govern-

ment borrowing places upward pressure on in-

terest rates, which then negatively impact new

business investment. Higher interest rates may

also attract foreign finance, which can relieve

some of the negative impacts on investment. But

foreign financial inflows also tend to raise the

value of the dollar thereby making U. S. exports

less competitive. Higher interest rates together

with a higher dollar will tend to negatively affect

the business sector, except, of course, for busi-

nesses that profit from imports, which become

cheaper. In mid-2002, with both interest rates

and the dollar falling, such a scenario seems

less likely to occur, but it is one that the mon-

etary authorities will be looking for in the future.

A “wild card” in the possible scenarios

is the expectations of financial market partici-

pants and of businesses forming their investment

plans. Expectations of high future budget defi-

cits, and of additional economic and political tur-

moil, could lead to higher risk premiums, higher

interest rates, and a lowering of expected invest-

ment spending. Under such circumstances, the

Federal Reserve would have a more difficult task

in stimulating a recovery.

If deficits remain high and the adminis-

tration maintains its policy of cutting taxes, there

will be an inevitable clash in Congress over

spending priorities. If missile defense wins that

clash, something else - whether within the de-

fense function, within homeland security activi-

ties, within other government activities, or in the

private economy — must lose.

3. Distribution of Skilled Labor

Military spending tends to be less labor

intensive than most other economic activities.

Indeed, the share of defense purchases of goods

and services in GDP is generally higher than the

share of defense employment in total employ-

ment (see Table 1). The reason for the lower

share of economy-wide employment is that de-

fense activity tends to be more intensive in the

higher skilled and higher paying occupations.

Defense projects tend to have high employment

in administrative, accounting, marketing and lob-

bying activities, in addition to the more readily

recognizable concentration in scientists, engi-

neers and other technical specialists. The tech-

nological intensity of military activities appears

to be growing, yet the long-term decline in the
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T A B L E   1

Defense Spending and Defense Employment

as a Share of Economy-Wide Aggregates

Year Defense Private sector Defense Non-compensation

Employment Defense Spending Defense

As Share of Employment as Share Spending as

Total Employment As Share of of GDP Share of GDP

Total Employment

1977  4.99 1.73 6.2 3.0

1987 5.96 3.04 7.2 4.5

1996  3.36 1.59 4.6 2.9

Source: Allison Thomson, “Defense-related Employment and Spending, 1996-2006, Monthly Labor

Review, 121, 8 (August 1998), 14-33 <www.bls.gov> .

defense share of all economic activity — the “de-

fense burden” — means that the defense share

of the economy’s technological resources is also

declining. Thus, while it was widely estimated

that up to half of the nation’s scientists and en-

gineers were employed in the defense sector in

the 1950s, that share dropped to slightly over

20 per cent by the mid-1980s, and appears to

be have been in the high teens in the mid-

1990s.16

The layered missile defense system will

require substantial expenditures in a number of

areas: radar, missile construction, rocket motors,

computers, software, sensors, satellites, kill ve-

hicles, ships and base construction. Most of

these areas require substantial quantities of

skilled labor, and are already heavily dependent

on defense contracts for employment. Base con-

struction in Alaska is an exception. But the in-

come paid to workers and money paid to con-

tractors will have few multiplier effects within that

state. Most workers and companies will spend

outside of Alaska, given the high prices and the

dearth of consumer opportunities there. In 1996,

a year of relatively low defense spending, 47

per cent of employment in search and naviga-

tion equipment was defense related, 42 per cent

in aerospace which includes guided missiles and

34 per cent in ship building. While these and

other defense-related industries shed employ-

ees in the 1990s, they began to add skilled work-

ers since 1999. The occupational groups that

are the most heavily defense dependent include

aeronautical and astronomical engineers, physi-

______________
16 David Gold, The Impact of Defense Spending on Investment, Productivity and Economic Growth, Washington, D. C.,

Defense Budget Project, 1990; Ron L. Hetrick, “Employment in High-Tech Defense Industries in a Post Cold War Era,”
Monthly Labor Review, 119, 8 (August 1996), pp. 57-63; Allison Thomson, “Defense-related Employment and Spend-
ing, 1996-2006, Monthly Labor Review, 121, 7 (July 1998), pp. 14-33 <www.bls.gov>.
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cists and astronomers, nuclear engineers, sci-

ence and mathematical technicians, budget ana-

lysts, metallurgists and metal workers, ceramic

and material engineers, and management ana-

lysts. All of these groups had at least 15 per cent

of their employment in defense industries, as of

1996.17

However, the availability of skilled and

experienced workers, even after the decline in

defense activity in the 1990s, was not ensured.

When Boeing was appointed lead system inte-

grator for the ground-based mid-course intercep-

tor system in 1998, the company had to scramble

for personnel. Despite the drop-off in defense-

related employment in the 1990s, there was a

dearth of people with the combination of skills

and experience needed for such a technologi-

cally advanced and high profile program. Later,

Boeing was criticized by the DoD for failing to

maintain adequate technical and managerial

controls over the flight-testing program.18 Simi-

larly, when skilled technologists left defense in-

dustries after 1989, many had difficulty moving

into civilian industries. A weakening economy

was a major cause of this problem.

A further issue, however, is that the skills

and work methods of the defense sector are of-

ten not readily transferable to private sector ac-

tivities. A large component of the human capital

of defense sector workers is specific to the in-

dustry, company and/or set of tasks being per-

formed. While this is true to some extent in all

occupations and industries, the degree of speci-

ficity appears stronger than average in defense

activities, both because of the specificity of tech-

nologies and because of the incentive structures

and work culture in defense industries that ap-

pear not to emphasize cost minimization.

There are also longer-term issues with

respect to the balance between supply and de-

mand in technical occupations. Political analysts,

business leaders and economists have raised

questions about the adequacy of the supply of

trained scientific and engineering personnel.

New entrants into these professions appear to

be declining, and questions have been raised

about the incentive structure for obtaining and

retaining skilled people. Under the emerging

security environment, it may also be more diffi-

cult to attract skilled people trained outside of

the United States. In such a context, an increase

in demand from the defense sector, including

for missile defense, may exacerbate a difficult

market imbalance. Concerns about the ad-

equacy of the supply of scientists and engineers

have been raised in the past, yet the economy

has been capable of adjusting. If such adjust-

ments of supply to demand are more difficult in

the present environment, the defense buildup,

including the money spent on missile defense,

will impose higher costs on all activities that uti-

lize technical personnel.19

The limited mobility between defense

and non-defense sector employees implies that

defense firms will have to pay higher costs to

obtain workers in the new buildup, but once they

do expand employment, it will harder to transfer

back to civilian occupations. Graduating techni-

cal workers who join defense-related firms will

find their specific skills becoming less market-

able in the civilian economy. Reduced inter-

sectoral mobility also reduces the degree to

which military technology can spill over into ci-

vilian activities. These phenomena impose

higher costs on the economy. How much in

higher costs is difficult to predict as it depends

______________
17 Thomson, op. cit., Table 8.
18 Graham, op. cit., Chapter 9.
19 Paul Romer, “Should the Government Subsidize Supply or Demand in the Market for Scientists and Engineers?, in Adam

B. Jaffe, Josh Lerner and Scott Stern, editors, Innovation Policy and the Economy, vol. I, Cambridge, MA, The MIT
Press, 2001; Sharon Begley, “CEOs Worry About the Future of New Generation of Engineers,” Wall Street Journal,
June 7, 2002; Bill Emmott, “Imperial Overstretch?” The Economist, June 29, 2002.
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on the state of the overall economic activity, and

the demand for skilled people in civilian high-

technology industries. It seems likely that a re-

newed expansion of technology-related activi-

ties will eventually clash with the defense

buildup, and lead to cost growth among scien-

tific and engineering professionals.

4.  Regional Effects

Spending on missile defense programs,

like all DOD procurement programs, will not be

evenly spread throughout the fifty states. But

since missile defense draws upon existing in-

dustrial and research organizations, this spend-

ing, with the exception of the location of ground

basing systems, will not generate any changes

in current spending patterns.

Military contracting has become concen-

trated in the “gun belt,” the region essentially

rimming the continental United States, from New

England (Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut,

New York), to the Mid-Atlantic (Maryland, Wash-

ington, D. C, Virginia), to the Southeast (Florida,

Georgia, Louisiana), to the Southwest (Texas,

Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arizona), and to the

Pacific Coast (California, Washington), with con-

centrations in the middle of the country (Colo-

rado, Kansas, Ohio). This concentration has

developed over time. The original military con-

tractors were located in the Great Lakes region,

as an offshoot of the developing manufacturing

base in that area. But as the Great Lakes states

focused on growing traditional industries, other

regions and communities bid for these new in-

dustries. Military contractors began to move, to

New England and California, later to the South

and Southwest, and lastly, with the growth of

military electronics and consulting industries, to

the Mid-Atlantic area.20

The concentration of contractors has

been followed by a concentration of subcontrac-

tors and suppliers. The most recent CBO esti-

mate of the distribution of both direct and indi-

rect defense spending lists nine of the ten lead-

ing recipient states as being from the gun belt

(California, Texas, Virginia, New York, Florida,

Pennsylvania, Georgia, Maryland and Washing-

ton), with only Ohio falling outside this pattern.21

The lead contractors for missile defense include

Boeing, with production facilities in Washington,

Raytheon in Massachusetts, and Lockheed

Martin in California.

This pattern means that both input-out-

put and multiplier effects will be more geographi-

cally concentrated than for most items of gov-

ernment spending. On some military programs,

such as the B-1 bomber, the lead contractor

spread subcontracts over a wide geographical

area, in order to strengthen political support. This

has not happened with missile defense. The pro-

gram, therefore, will bestow its economic ben-

efits on a relatively narrow set of states and com-

munities.

______________
20 Ann Markusen et al, The Rise of the Gunbelt: The Military Remapping of Industrial America, New York, Oxford University

Press, 1992.
21 Congressional Budget Office, The Economic Effects of Reduced Defense Spending, Washington, D. C., U. S.

Government Printing Office, 1992, Table 9, p. 27.
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CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has presented some ex-

amples of the opportunity costs of spending bud-

getary resources on missile defense, and has

discussed some of the possible effects on the

economy of continuing with the missile defense

program as presently constituted. The opportu-

nity costs reflect both an alternative use of mili-

tary resources and an alternative conception of

security, namely using economic resources and

economic incentives to achieve security objec-

tives. In some of these examples, such as ob-

taining all of the highly enriched uranium that

can be made available, the advantages in terms

of easing a major security problem seem clear.

In terms of economic gains, it has be-

come traditional for proponents of large military

projects to project substantial economic benefits

in terms of employment and income. There is

no direct evidence on the size and distribution

of gains from a missile defense program. Evi-

dence on other large programs in the past indi-

cates that such gains tend to be smaller than

projected, and tend to be spread across a rela-

tively narrow range of economic activities and

physical locations. The prospect for substantial

benefits from missile defense does not seem

great.


